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Abstract
Vision entails complex processes to sense, interpret and reason about the external world. The perfor­
mance of such processes in a dynamic environment needs to be regulated by flexible and reliable control 
mechanisms.
This thesis is concerned with aspects of control in h i^  level vision. The study of control problems in 
vision defines a research area which only recently has received adequate attention. Classification criteria 
such as scope of application, knowledge representation, control structure and communication have been 
chosen to establish means of comparisons between the existing vision systems. Control problems have 
recently become of great topical interest as a result of the basic ideas of the active vision paradigm. The 
proponents of active vision suggest that robust solutions to vision problems arise when sensing and analysis 
are controlled (i.e. purposively adjusted) to exploit both data and available knowledge (teirçoral context). 
The work reported in this thesis follows the basic tenets of active vision. It is directed at the study of control 
of sensor gaze, scene interpretation and visual strategy monitoring.
Control of the visual sensor is an important aspect of active vision. A vision system must be able to 
establish its orientation with respect to the partially known environment and have control strategies for 
selecting targets to be viewed. In this thesis algorithms are implemented for establishing vision system 
pose relative to prestored environmmt landmarks and for directing gaze to points defined by objects in an 
established scene model. Particular emphasis has been placed on accounting for and propagating estimation 
errors arising from both measured image data and inaccuracy of stored scene knowledge. In order to 
minimise the effect of such errors a hierarchical scene model has been adopted with contextually related 
objects grouped together. Object positions are described relative to local detemined landmarks and this 
keeps the size of errors within tolerable bounds.
The scene interpretation module takes image descriptions in terms of low level features and produces a 
symbolic description of the scene in terms of known objects classes and their attributes. The construction 
of the scene model is an incremental process which is achieved by means of several knowledge sources 
independently controlled by separate modules. The scene interpreter has been carefiiUy structured and 
operates in a loop of perception that is controlled by h i^  level commands delivered from the system 
supervisor module. The individual scene interpreter modules operate as locally controlled modules and are 
instructed as to what visual task to perform, where to look in the scene and what subset of data to use. The 
module processing takes into account the existing partial scene interpretation. These mechanisms embody 
the concepts of spatial focus of attention and exploitation of temporal context. Robust scene interpretation 
is achieved via temporal integration of the interpretation.
The element of control concerned with visual strategy monitoring is at the system supervisor level. The 
supevisor takes a user given task and decides the best strategy to follow in order to satisfy it. This may 
involve interrogation of existing knowledge or the initiation of new data collection and analysis. In the case 
of new analysis the supervisor has to express the task in terms of a set of achievable visual tasks and then 
these are encxxied into a control word which is passed to the scene interpreter. The vocabulary of the scene 
supervisor includes tasks such as general scene exploration, the finding of a specific object, the monitoring 
of a specdfiW object, the description of attributes of single objects or relationships between two or more 
objects. The supervisor has to schedule sub-tasks in such a way as to achieve a good solution to the given 
problem. A considerable number of experiments, which make use of real and synthetic data, demonstrate 
the advantages of the proposed approach by means of the current implementation (written in C and in the 
rule based system Clips).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer vision encompasses sensing, algorithmic and reasoning processes, and produces com­
plex problems of control. Broadly speaking, control is a mechanism which aims at bringing and 
maintaining the vision system and each of its subsystems to a state consistent with some predefined 
objectives that may be changing with time. It involves making observations on the system state 
variables and generating control signals or actions to accomplish a desired system response.
The nature of control, depends on the function and goals of individual vision system modules. 
For instance, at the camera level, where the goals may include the tracking of a target in 3D 
space, an explorative change of the focus of attention simulating saccades, or tiie compensation for 
camera head or platform motion, the control problems that have to be considered relate to those of 
linear dynamic systems. Here, a system goal can be represented in terms of an objective function 
which can be optimised using the principles of multivariate control system theory.
In the computation of 2D and 3D clues, control will include selecting an appropriate working 
resolution and values for the algorithm parameters such as thresholds, as a function of illumination 
levels, noise and hypothesized models. Here, the control parameters may be computed routinely, 
based on observed luminance levels, and estimated noise statistics. In addition, control may call 
for expressing abstract system goals such as consistency between image data and hypothesized 
geometric primitives in terms of quantitative criteria which could then be optimized in an iterative 
manner.
At the highest level, concerned with image data interpretation, control will consist of devising 
inteipretation strategies reflecting perceptual goals and relating them to the information acquired 
from the image data, hi contrast to the types of control discussed above, the control actions are least 
predefined and are dependent to a great extent on the observed data and the current scene awareness. 
Important facts, which must be considered in the control strategy planning, include uncertainty of 
data, computational and storage costs, conceptual resolution, and spatial and geometric accuracy
1
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of the expected interpretation results.
Seeing, interpreting, understanding and generating likely expectations of the surrounding world 
require complex control structures where decisions must be taken and continuously reviewed to 
cope with the dynamic evolution of the world. In this complex framework perception and cognition 
are the two major processes involved. Perception allows a transformation of the sensed data into 
information which identifies the major characteristics of What is seen [3] : cognition creates the basis 
for the understanding of perceived information in terms of already established concepts [2] [1]. 
Perception is a lower level process which generates features from the image plane pixels, whereas 
cognition means understanding and reasoning in terms of real world objects and constraints. 
Perception and cognition must cooperate tightly to derive understanding of the external world. 
Perception can be seen as a cyclic process where sensed data is gradually interpreted in terms of 
more or less complex features. The success of the process depends on the r i^ t choice of parameters 
which must be dynamically adjusted or modified. Cognition is a complicated proœss in which 
strategies are devised and employed to understand the perceived information. It is a process which 
involves the selection of the most suitable strategies which make use of the perceived information. 
It devises the most suitable course of action which implements the chosen strategy, monitors the 
execution of the performed actions and finally assesses the analysed information.
Although the problem of control has been discussed quite extensively m the vision literature, the 
issues addressed tend to be limited in scope to various narrow aspects of vision processing. More 
importantly, mechanisms for the control of algorithms and reasoning processes tend to be devised 
in the context of one or a few frames of image data with largely a static scene and a single vision 
goal. Such studies tend to avoid the issue of control structure as implicitly in each case the required 
control mechanism is readily implemented centrally. In contrast, neurological research findings [1 ] 
suggest that different aspects of vision processing in biological systems are carried out in distinct 
centers of the nervous system, with each vision subsystem being controlled autonomously, taking 
into account the interactions with the rest of the vision system. Such a control mechanism raises 
a number of additional issues relating to coordination, priority, arbitration and timing of each 
control action. Also a suitable implementation of control, is much less obvious. Considerably 
fewer papers in the literature address complex problems of control. A notable exception is the 
study reported by Brown [6] which investigates control of a camera system with an animate vision 
sensing capability (as defined in Ballard [5] [4]). The control of complete vision systems has been 
considered in [8], [10], [9], [7].
The thesis addresses control issues in high level vision. The paradigm in the context of which 
these issues are considered is that of active vision in general and vision as process in particular.
Introduction
The philosophy behind the latter approach is that machine vision is computationally feasible only 
if spatio-temporal context is used to minimise model complexity. Although the discussion in 
this thesis concentrates on control of symbolic scene inteipretation, the control requirements for 
this stage of processing must be viewed in the context of a complete vision system with all the 
implications for the interactions with other system modules and the overall control structure.
The active approach to vision adopted in this thesis implies dynamic movements of the sensor to 
satisfy given visual tasks. It is mainly in this respect that active vision is considered purposive since 
actions are guided by intentions. It involves the analysis of spatio-temporal contextual information 
and of the impact of the objects in the external environment on sensing and vision goals. The 
introduction of active vision has dramatically changed the objectives and scope of control. For 
instance continuous movement of the sensor may result in the accumulation of viewpoint errors. 
Because of this control techniques must be employed to limit or if possible eradicate such errors 
with implications for the representation of knowledge.
The interpretation stage of vision deals with several situations, in which different types of data 
may be processed in different ways. Internal or external data communication requirements place 
competing demands on the available data-flow channels, whose allocation must be controlled to 
achieve maximum efficiency. The execution of the various processes operating on different data 
have to be initiated and monitored. Created data pools always have to be up to date. It 
is apparent that the control issues arising in the inteipretation stage of the vision system will be 
dominated by the problems of controlling multiple reasoning processes.
We shall argue that for the management of such a complex environment it is necessary to 
adopt a planning policy in which actions are chosen according to the available set of operators and 
reflecting the current model of the scene. In each situation the best plan must be adopted, its 
stages executed, and the execution has to be monitored in order to optimize processing efficiency. 
Hence, the three main steps which the control mechanism involves are:
(a). Planning, in which the problem is defined and the best approach to solving it is adopted.
(b). Execution, in which the actions defined in the plan are carried out.
(c). Monitoring, in which the execution of the plan is supervised and any failure triggers a return 
to the first step for a plan revision.
In order to devise control strategies, the planner must have access to control knowledge some of 
which may be acquired only through operational experience. The controller would therefore benefit
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from an automatic learning capability to facilitate control knowledge acquisition, modification and 
updating. However, the problem of learning is beyond the scope of the diesis and will not therefore 
be addressed in the ensuing material.
1.1 The control problems and the achievements
Actively sensing the external world, interpreting the sensed information  ^and reasoning how to 
exploit the inferred interpretation to solve a given visual goal are the three major areas in which 
the thesis contributes with strategy designs and illustration of working experiments.
Active sensing involves a number of control issues related to the choice of intrinsic and extrinsic 
parameters of the sensor. A system able to solve visual tasks needs first to be able to orient itself 
in the environment. This implies determining the position and orientation of its sensors and its 
mechanical parts. The thesis introduces a bootstrap phase where location and orientation of a 
monocular sensor can be determined in a partially known environment. Onœ the position and 
orientation of the sensor is determined the system must be able to orient the optical axis of the 
sensor towards an object of interest. This change of attention might be required either when the 
system is working in a standalone fashion trying to explore the environment or when solving 
a user defined visual task. The thesis proposes an approach to direct the camera towards an 
object of interest and illustrates how the proposed approach can deal with the uncertain geometry 
of the environment. Uncertainty is inherent in the knowledge which the system has about the 
environment (object models and their position), and is introduced by die processes responsible for 
the extraction of information from real image data. The thesis contributes with strategies to deal 
with uncertainties. Not all the tools that are used to address these problems are entirely new. Many 
of the techniques have been developed and used in both photogrammetry and computer vision for 
some years. However, the particular applications where they have been previously exploited have 
influenced their development and one significant contribution of die current work is to show how 
they perform in a more general active vision system and explore their effectiveness as part of the 
overall control strategy of such a puiposive system.
The approach taken in the thesis conforms with the natural division of competences between 
perceptual and cognitive processes. Two separate modules have been constructed which are 
capable of complementary and independent roles: an Interpretation module is designed to emulate 
a cycle of perception, where data is dynamically sensed and transformed into useful perceptual 
information; a module, called the Supervisor, is designed to reason about feasible strategies to 
be applied to solve given visual tasks, dynamically exploiting the results of interpretation. Both
The control problems and the achievements
modules are independent. The supervisor is capable of decomposing visual tasks into a number of 
more detailed sub-tasks. Both modules have a flexible architecture which can be easily expanded.
In our approach knowledge is described hierarchically both at the conceptual and geometric 
levels. Object classes have been defined according to their geometric features and functionality 
(i.e. their role) in the analysed environment with the granularity dependent on the processing level.
At the supervisor level objects are represented in terms of a minimal bounding parallelepiped. At the 
interpretation level the representation is finer and is characterised in terms of detailed geometry 
by 3D edges, straight lines, elliptical arcs, closed polygons or combination of them. In addition to 
the usual advantage of a hierarchical structure, offering a considerable reduction of search space, 
the use of a net of reference frames is the major feature of the representation. Reference frames 
are approached and explored to solve the given visual tasks. Reference frames give an ability for 
the system to navigate and explore in an environment without the danger of camera parameter 
errors accumulating to levels rendering sensor control impractical. &q>ioitation of a hierarchical 
representation of the knowledge gives the opportunity of using visual strategies which involve 
verification, identification and recognition at object, reference and environment level. This is a 
major novel characteristic of the proposed supervisor hardly ever exploited in the existing vision 
systems. The proposed framework has been tested on a number of visual tasks at defined levels of 
abstraction, such as object verification and recognition, monitoring and description.
Another important innovation is that each object is assigned a mobility factor which is a 
qualitative measure of how likely it is that the object will move in the scene; mobility is specified 
as a parameter of an exponential function which decreases with time. The adaptation of this strategy 
influences the way that visual tasks are performed. The mobility factor is a function of the type of 
environment, in fact objects can be moved more or less often depending on the environment where 
they are found. The defined strategies make use of this characteristic by choosing movements 
most suited to the current dynamic model of the scene.
The reasoning is represented as a heterarchical structure of tasks, where each user defined task 
is an independent root task and the terminal tasks represent elementary visual operations. User 
defined tasks are decomposed into simpler and more detailed ones. All tasks are assigned a time 
limit which is an estimate of their complexity. The strategies developed are used to move the 
focus of attention from one reference frame to the next in the most efficient way. This involves 
the use of a number of criteria which take into account the hierarchical nature and the potential 
dynamics of the scene. The presented choice of knowledge representation and the static and 
dynamic attributes of objects play an important role in the way user specified visual tasks can be 
decomposed. Strategies have been structured, based on the current knowledge about the scene and
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the relative mobility of objects. Superfluous actions, which might result in an increase of errors 
are avoided by limiting the number of movements of the sensor. This implies tight control of the 
uncertainties which might be introduced by the movements of the sensor and the likely mobility of 
objects in the scene. A scheduler as part of the supervisor exists to arbitrate among the executable 
visual tasks. It activates tasks by setting them as executable, it regulates the execution of tasks, it 
terminates tasks which have expired their time limit. Tasks at highest priority determine the active 
reference frame, other existing tasks are activated if the visual operations they entail are feasible 
in the active reference frame.
Active tasks are combined to construct perceptual directives to be sent to the interpretation 
module. Active control of the sensor improves the interpretation process. The thesis introduces 
a novel implementation of a distributed control architecture dedicated to the interpretation of 
the scene. It is flexible and extensible. It structures knowledge representation according to 
different levels of abstraction. The distinguishing feature of the distributed control is the canonical 
representation of visual tasks which allows a simple communication of control commands from 
the supervisor to the interpreter and the sensor. Even more importantly, it facilitates the emulation 
of a large number of visual behaviours that the supervisor can invoke.
In particular, in the proposed design each visual behaviour imposed by the supervisor is treated 
as a set of complementary commands to independent modules which are responsible for the 
adjustment and modification of extrinsic and intrinsic sensor parameters, activation of foci of 
attention, launching and execution monitoring of the available knowledge sources. The scope of 
the module is to perceive and interpret the imaged portion of scene. Perception is driven by the 
activity of the knowledge sources, while interpretation is conducted by analysing their findings and 
storing the deduced result into a central database. A prototypical database maintenance scheme 
has been implemented which is able to keep track of the static and dynamic evolution of the scene. 
Objects are assigned a time stamp and a confidence which is continuously adjusted by the dynamic 
interpretation process.
The novelty of the proposed architecture stems from the existence of a tight coordination 
of modules organised to modify or adjust the visual parameters (the sensor), and operational 
parameters (the knowledge sources). The sensor is considered as an independent knowledge 
source, or active agent, the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of which can be modified or adjusted 
to suit best the current visual goal. The control is both attentional and intentional. In fact parameter 
adjustments are driven by the evolution of the contextual information, or by the modification of 
the course of action planned by the supervisor.
Overview of the thesis
1.2 Overview of the thesis
The remaining part of the thesis is structured in four chapters.
Rrst, in Chapter 2, control issues are identified and the proposed framework is presented. The 
initial discussion results in the definition of a number of criteria which are used as a basis for 
the classification of control in the reviewed vision systems. The classification provides a context 
for defining the major characteristics of the proposed control architecture. A critical analysis of 
available software tools for implementing the architecture is carried out and the adopted choice 
presented and justified.
Chapter 3 introduces strategies which implement the active camera control. The chapter 
illustrates the approach taken to determine the initial pose of the sensor and the strategies employed 
to frame entirely an object of interest taking into account uncertainties in the scene model and in 
the extrinsic camera parameter measurements.
Chapter 4 describes the supervisor module. The overall design of the module is first introduced. 
The functionality of the supervisor is partitioned into a number of independent phases. The most 
important phases, namely the "task handler", the "scheduler" and the "response phase", and their 
functionalities are described in detail. Major features of the capabilities are demonstrated via a 
number of experiments. The interface between the supervisor and the interpretation module is 
then described. The experiments illustrate how the supervisor operates in the presence of one or 
more visual goals imposed by the user. The interaction of the supervisor with the interpretation 
module is then illustrated. Experiments make use of real and computer generated data.
Chapter 5 describes the interpretation module. The distributed architecture and the canonical 
control are desoibed in terms of independent modules. They are responsible for the initialisation 
and monitoring of the sensor and for object recognition. A number of experiments are presented to 
show the operation of the cycle of perception. The purposive control of the sensor is illustrated by 
means of an artificial environment. Experiments with real data illustrate how the system performs 
in the presence of noise. The integration of results over time and the flexibility of the designed 
framework is proven by experimenting with a number of different knowledge sources.
Concluding remarks in Chapter 6 reflect a critical assessment of the presented achievements. 
A proposal for future work closes the thesis.
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Chapter 2
The Control Architecture
2.1 Introductory Remarks
In this chapter we develop the basic architecture which can meet the requirements of control in a 
complex active vision system. The focus of the discussion will be on control in high level vision. 
Nevertheless, as we shall see the design of a control mechanism for scene interpretation and control 
of perception cannot be divorced from the consideration of control issues of the whole vision system 
in general and of camera control in particular. However, we shall explicitly exclude ocular reflex 
control in low level vision which is a research topic in its own right. The discussion starts with 
the listing of control architecture design criteria. These include the organisation of cognitive and 
perceptive functionalities, the structuring of knowledge representation, the processing and memory 
structure and the related issue of data communication, the processing strategies and the facilities 
for symbolic scene model maintenance with the organisation of access to the model data base.
A control architecture comprising a number of novel features is then proposed. It departs 
firom the traditional blackboard architecture by giving knowledge sources greater responsibility 
combined with virtual autonomy. This facilitates highly distributed processing and control without 
excessive demands on data access and communication, and minimizes the complexity of priori­
tising and scheduling performed by the system supervisor. However, the control differs from the 
structure inherent to autonomous multi-agent systems in the sense that the supervisor arbitrates be­
tween the control requests submitted by individual knowledge sources regarding central resources 
(e.g. camera) and perceptual goals. The knowledge sources can operate in both perceptive and 
cognitive mode. An important contribution is the proposed interface between the supervisor and 
the knowledge source scheduler which requires only a simple protocol to achieve a wide set of 
visual functionalities and behaviours.
Other important aspects include the use of a mobility factor to monitor the currency of infor-
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mation stored in the scene model. In addition the exploitation of different levels of granularity of 
the scene data accessed by both the knowledge sources and the supervisor is a novel feature of the 
design. As a result of these features the architecture is modular and extensible, allowing an easy 
incorporation of additional processes and functionalities in the system.
The proposed architecture is contrasted with the various solutions advocated in the literature. 
From the survey of existing systems carried out in the hramework of the identified control archi­
tecture design criteria, it will be apparent that only the recent approaches employ control structure 
elements similar to the proposed system. The use of several knowledge sources orchestrated by a 
global control mechanism in order to handle perceptual goals in an efficient way is an emerging 
common design feature. A rigorous distinction between the three stages of our approach planning, execu­
tion and monitoring, is usually only alluded to in the literature reviewed, while quite often it is 
completely ignored. The idea of a quasi-distributed control, that is of a control mechanism in 
which different knowledge sources are capable of local control but always submitted to a central 
controller, is a feature present only in the latest literature. The use of a library containing a set 
of parameterized procedures is a frequently adopted solution, but a distinction has to be made 
between the modules responsible for general control and the modules devoted to the control of 
specific processes.
The organisation of the chapter follows the above structure. Rrst in Section 2.2 the control 
issues in high level vision are identified and miwria for the design of control architectures defined. 
The proposed control architecture is described in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 the innovative ideas 
on which the architecture is based on are contrasted with the approaches advocated in the literature. 
The available tools for the implementation of the proposed controller are discussed in Section 2.5. 
Finally, the contributions of the chapter are summarised in Section 2.6.
2.2 Control Issues
Control, according to the classic control theory, is an interconnection of components forming 
a system configuration that provides a desired system response [10] [17]. Several processes are 
usually employed to monitor or regulate physical phenomena by means of measurements effected 
by sensors.
To achieve its tasks a control system employs models for the observed physical phenomenon 
and the sensors. Measurements are compared with expectations deduced from the model to 
generate activation or driving signal. Based on this activation signal the system, by means of 
continuous adjustments dictated by control laws, modifies the controllable parameters so as to
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align expectations and measurements. The simplest control system is represented by an open- 
loop, where control laws are employed to drive the system given a goal; it is, however, more 
common, and usually more efficient, to use a closed-loop system. The feedback created by the 
closed-loop gradually allows for a refinement of an estimate of the system state and its expectation.
In Vision the paradigm of Marr [33], represents the very first open-loop control framework. 
Man* defines three major levels at which an information-processing device must be understood: 
i) a computational level, where goals and strategies are defined and justified, ii) an algorithmic 
level, where an algorithm is devised to achieve the chosen strategies and iii) an implementation 
level, where spemfic hardware and software versions of the solutions are given. Marr suggests a 
framework in which the information flow is controlled unidirectionally from data to information 
(pure bottom-up approach). Information is built in three major steps: in the first step the system 
recovers the primal sketch, that is a two-dimensional gradient of the image, then the 2D \  sketch, 
that is surface orientation and discontinuities. Hnally the 3D model representation is computed 
which allows an object centred description of the viewed scene.
Standard approaches to control in Computer "Vision and Artificial Intelligence adopt mostly 
closed-loop mechanisms, where their characteristics resemble the standard control theory approach. 
In Computer Msion control is driven by a number of hypothesise-test cycles with the purpose 
of interpreting the extracted information in terms of object models available to the system. In 
Artificial Intelligence control is represented by a series of plan-execute-monitor cycles which 
tend to relax the reasoning, that is they dynamically adjust the course of action to achieve the 
desired goals.
Control problems are different for different applications. The choice of the application domain, 
i.e. where the system is to be operating, determines the nature of the processes involved. For 
instance, there is an enormous difference between control mechanisms employed for a general 
purpose system and the ones employed for a special purpose. Control for a general purpose 
system is inevitably more elaborate: the variety of processes involved is larger and the number of 
definable goals can be orders of magnitude larger than in a special purpose system.
The domain and the scope of the application have a clear impact on the structure of the 
knowledge representation. The knowledge representation in turn has direct implications on control 
aspects which have to be taken into account in the design of a controller. Knowledge is commonly 
represented according to its purpose: declarative knowledge is used for describing explicitly 
the chosen domain in terms of facts and assertions, whereas procedural knowledge encodes 
knowledge which cannot be described in terms of facts. Declarative and procedural knowledge 
are usually structured at different levels of abstraction: either of them can be described in terms of
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hierarchical descriptions.
The knowledge representation also depends on how frequently it is used and how useful it is 
over time. Some knowledge can be very useful for a very brief period, some knowledge can 
be extremely important for an extended period of time, some knowledge can always be useful. 
A portion of knowledge, commonly called a priori knowledge, is usually stored before-hand 
to identify facts about known world structures and constraints; it is rarely modified, because it 
embeds basic assumptions about the analysed environment. Knowledge, which is gathered during 
the execution of the system and temporarily judged useful is typically stored in a long-term storage, 
and it represents the experience of the system; the recurrent use of this knowledge justifies the 
existence of a long term storage, where information is dynamically maintained. Knowledge, which 
is exploited for a short period of time, is stored in a short-term storage, from where it is removed 
when no longer useful. A justification for such a classification has been provided by studies in 
Cognitive Science. They describe human memory evolution as a dynamic process which passes 
through a series of phases [5]: sensory information is processed and the important bits extracted, 
abstract concepts are associated to valuable information and then stored for later use. As time 
passes then the often occurring concepts are considered as useful experiences and are ascribed to 
the a priori knowledge.
A particular choice of knowledge representation influences the design of the architecture of the 
system itself. AI and Cognitive Science have contributed with numerous designs of frameworks 
in which declarative and procedural knowledge drive the required reasoning [27], [5]. Declarative 
knowledge is usually stored in one or more interconnected databases, while procedural knowledge 
is embedded in processing modules, which are responsible for the processing and monitoring of 
control and information flow. In Computer Vision, a system is usually composed of database, rea­
soning and sensing modules: the reasoning modules drive the evolution of the system towards the 
solution of one or more given problems; the employed strategies, mainly dependent on predefined 
criteria, are dynamically modified to suit the sensed environmental changes; the database modules 
hold the extracted and manipulated information and keep it up to date during the evolution of the 
system.
Reasoning can be organised in a hierarchical manner. This is usually done by decomposing 
complex strategies into simpler ones. However, if for a given problem there are alternatives 
to be taken into consideration, then heterarchical structures can be used to lay out the different 
strategies. The blackboard system is a special case of a heterarchical structure, which has been 
applied to AI and Computer Vision problems. The procedural knowledge is embedded in active 
procedures called knowledge sources, while the declarative knowledge is stored in a common
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or shared database called the blackboard. The procedural knowledge, is therefore modular and 
each module, identified with a knowledge source, is relatively autonomous, since it can perform a 
number of operations on the blackboard without any external intervention.
The main advantage of the blackboard architecture is the fact that control is effectively decen­
tralised, i.e. distributed among the defined knowledge sources. The decentralisation, however, is 
a great obstacle to communication. A blackboard system, can be defined on a single blackboard, 
in which case a bottleneck is created by the fact that only one communication channel is available 
between the knowledge sources and the blackboard itself. In a distributed framework, more black­
boards are used to describe different knowledge or different aspects of the same knowledge. This 
introduces an increase of communication channels, and a consequent need for a more complicated 
control structure to monitor possible interactions among the available knowledge sources.
Decentralisation of control introduces the choice between a parallel and a serial control flow: 
in the case of parallel control flow the control mechanisms must be carefully designed to handle 
interacting reasoning plans. Parallélisation of control flow is closely related to synchronisation 
problems. Multiple knowledge sources operating in parallel do not necessarily represent inde­
pendent sources of information. Most of the time knowledge sources operate in a coordinated 
manner and communication among them involves finding a way to synchronise the exchanges of 
information flow.
Simple centralised control compromises flexibility of the communication channels. In contrast, 
decentralised control gives more flexibility to communication, to the detriment of the overall or­
ganisation of the control structure: the more the control is distributed among the defined knowledge 
sources, the more difficult is the monitoring of their operations. It is therefore good to choose 
a compromise between full centralisation and complete decentralisation. The choice of a mixed 
control mechanism allows for a number of active sources which are able to operate independently 
but can be continuously monitored by a central controller.
When the control structure is complex and there is more than one alternative plan which can 
be used to accomplish a given task, it is necessary to introduce selection mechanisms. Such 
mechanisms are also called focus of attention mechanisms and are used to localise the most 
suitable strategy, and then expand, or better refine, the particular plan. This mechanism reduces 
the choice of alternative strategies, and allows for a control structure defined at different levels 
of specialisation. Focussing mechanisms are usually based on criteria deduced from constraints 
existing in the chosen application domain. For instance, in the case of a search for an object, more 
than one strategy might be employed, but the application of physical and geometrical constraints 
usually reduces the number of alternative roles.
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A part of the control knowledge available to a vision system can be entirely dedicated to the 
selection and adaptation of general strategies employed to solve a given problem: the term meta­
knowledge is commonly used to describe knowledge which can be employed to identify or adapt 
a general strategy to the solution of problems in different circumstances.
Each task performed by a vision system is of a complexity which may exceed the availability 
of resources and the processing limitations. It is always possible to estimate the complexity of 
a defined task taking into consideration the worst case. Control mechanisms are responsible for 
the allocation of the available resources. By resource we mean any source of information which 
has been defined to solve problems in the chosen application domain. Resources can be of many 
types, ranging firom sensor devices to software modules.
The control architecture of a vision system must take into consideration limitations of the 
sensors: for instance in case of a binocular or monocular optical device, optical laws limit the 
way the sensor can operate; sensors are usually mounted on robotic platforms, the movements of 
which are limited by the kinematics of their mechanical parts. Vision systems operate in a two and 
three dimensional space, which follows physical and geometric rules, such as single occupancy 
and gravity. Exploitation of physical, geometric and optical constraints can be advantageous, as 
the constraints limit the number of available strategies.
A vision system may have to operate for an extended period of time. At the very beginning 
a number of operations are required to make the system aware of the position and orientation of 
its sensors and robotic parts, and then, depending on the assigned task, strategies must be planned 
and dynamically adapted to keep up wifii the evolution of the environment. In the starting phase, 
the knowledge acquisition is usually data-driven, determined by the processes able to inteipret 
the information extracted from the sensed data; once the preliminary processing has terminated, 
a goal-driven control flow is commonly used to impose constraints favourable to the available 
processing strategies.
When vision systems make use of robotic platforms to move and orient sensors in the analysed 
environment, and to manipulate objects, errors are typically introduced during the computation of 
their position, orientation and look direction. It is therefore important to make use of frequent re- 
calibration of the mechanical and optical parts, in order to monitor or contain the eirore. Plans are 
then necessary to reduce accumulation of errors, or to change course of action to avoid catastrophic 
situations. As uncertainties are present at all levels of abstraction, starting from the acquisition to 
the reasoning phase, control strategies must be devised so as to contain exponential error growths.
In conclusion in order to design a reasonable architecture, a number of control issues must be
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specified. The following represents a list of the the most relevant issues
® Scope of application, which defines the environment or domain in which the system is going 
to work.
® Knowledge and control representation, its use and maintenance, which define how much of 
the chosen environment is known, how much can be inferred, and how strategies can be 
generated.
® Control structure and its criteria, which define the scope and competence of inference and 
the ways to monitor it.
* Communication protocol, which defines how control and information flow can be organised 
in the adopted control structure.
2.3 The Adopted Architecture
2.3.1 Preliminary Considerations
This section describes the proposed architecture for a vision system which is specialised in solving 
a limited number of representative visual tasks. The proposed framework presents a solution to 
some of the problems raised in the discussion presented in fiie previous section, and introduces its 
constituent modules.
The architecture of a vision system can be desaibed by a framework which embeds procedures 
able to solve visual tasks (the procedural knowledge). The interface with the external environment 
enables an information flow by means of a number of sensors, as indicated in Figure 2.1. A 
standard taxonomy includes one or more databases which may be conveniently divided into 
specialised knowledge segments. This is a common approach which is employed to represent, 
in a modular way, different types of information at different levels of abstraction (the declarative 
knowledge).
A vision system manipulates data perceived by the sensors. Such data can be analysed in 
several different, but complementary ways. Many available vision systems have adopted control 
structures which make use of a limited number of decentralised sources of information. Such 
knowledge sources, also called agents [28], are specialised and quasi-independent processes able 
to extract useful information from the sensed data. Knowledge sources are commonly driven and 
monitored by a central controller, which is also responsible for the analysis of their findings and
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Figure 2.1 : General Architecture of a Vision System
the assessment of the situation. Control can then be organised in a way similar to standard control 
theory where a closed-loop, the central controller, dynamically updates the status of the system. 
In such a framework, defined goals are gradually achieved. This is done by means of a number 
of specialised closed-Ioops, the knowledge sources, which work tightly under the remit of the 
central controller, to construct and refine an internal model of the external environment and to 
solve imposed visual tasks.
The control mechanisms required to achieve the requested goals may include different levels of 
reasoning and, therefore, have to deal with different (more or less complex) types of information. 
A general control mechanism able to cope with a wide variety of information flow can be envisaged 
as composed of three major steps
(a). Planning, in which the problem is defined and the best approach to solve it is adopted.
(b). Execution, in which the actions defined in the plan are carried out.
(c). Monitoring, in which the execution of the plan is supervised and any failure triggers a return 
to the first step for a plan revision.
The central controller functionality is therefore based on a number of plan-execute-monitor 
strategies, which can be conducted in a serial or parallel fashion. Execution of strategies can be
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performed at different levels of abstraction: the information flow might have a geometric or a 
symbolic nature. It is therefore convenient to separate system functions in two distinct operating 
modules: a symbolic module, and a geometric module, illustrated in Rgure 2.2. The former is 
associated with the central controller which is in charge of planning and monitoring actions. The 
latter is responsible for the actual execution of the course of action dictated by the committed 
strategies. This distinction is similar to the work of Hayes [28] and other researchers [1] in the 
field of Cognitive Science, where the perception and cognitive modules closely cooperate first 
to interpret the sensed data as perceptual and then promote it to conceptual information. Their 
approach includes a number of closed-loop cycles where information is refined by means of several 
adjustments of parameters at the sensing, perceptual and conceptual level.
In the presented architecture declarative and procedural knowledge are represented differently 
in the two modules. The central controller hosts the meta-knowledge and plays flie role of 
Supervisor. Meta-knowledge reflects general criteria which are concerned with the definition of 
task and of a set of predefined strategies aimed at solving visual tasks by means of dynamically 
reconfiguring or adjusting the course of action in response to changes detected in the environment. 
The declarative knowledge is defined by the amount of information sufficient to describe the 
environment at symbolic level. Object classes are defined to categorise objects according to their 
role in the chosen domain and their shape. A module, responsible for sensing and perception
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is the Scene Interpretation module. The control flow is determined by the central controller, 
the Supervisor, but a degree of decentralisation is allowed by having a number of autonomous 
modules which control the sensor and the perceptual activity.
The scene interpreter encodes and accesses the knowledge concerning objects which can be 
expressed in terms of two and three dimensional geometric primitives ( ellipses, polygons, cylin­
drical and polyhedral shapes and so forth). With reference to a particular set of goals specified by 
the user the supervisor has to devise suitable, flexible and reliable strategies, taking into account 
the current information. For this purpose a prior knowledge can be defined and it can be considered 
embedded in a number of processes which can be run in a parallel environment. Such processes 
are in charge of maintaining the status of the system and they maintain the symbolic interpretation 
of the viewed scene. Scene interpretation maintenance is accomplished by diverting the focus of 
attention and computational resources to the parts of the scene which change or to parts where the 
interpretation has unacceptable levels of uncertainty.
Given a goal, the supervisor has to translate sudi a request into internal goals, and for this 
purpose a specific strategy has to be devised and controlled. The aim of a plan is to decompose 
visual tasks in terms of a sequence of perceptual goals the completion of which would result in 
the internal goal satisfaction. For instance, a goal sudi as "SEARCH (cup)", which could be used 
to find the position of a particular cup in a scene, might be translated into a series of commands 
which involve sensor adjustments and activation of the most appropriate recognition modules.
The symbolic interpretation processes employed, depend on the class of objects. For instance, 
the recognition strategies and procedures used when searching for a cup may be completely 
different from those applied when the object of interest is a polyhedron. The recognition of a 
cylindrical object might in fact require the use of routines able to infer conics from the analysis 
of elliptical arcs. The recognition of a polyhedral object requires the use of polygonal shapes 
to infer patches or entire sides of the polyhedral object. Similarly, in the data driven mode, the 
presence of an ellipse in the image data may call for a particular class of models and processes to 
be invoked. The interpretation process controller must therefore be able to adopt an appropriate 
matching strategy as a function of object category.
The complexity of the interpretation process is a function of temporal context on one hand and 
of a perceptual goal qualified by the required confidence levels and constrained by inteipretation 
time frame on the other. It is evident that the interpreter should have access to multiple models for 
each object, as the interpretation process complexity depends on the complexity of object models 
used in matching. This presupposes that each object representation is available at several levels of 
resolution or conceptual detail.
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The communication of data and requests between system modules and between the individual 
processes of the interpretation stage requires scheduling and prioritization. Consequently, a certain 
degree of control over the use of communication channels will have to be imposed for the sake of 
system efficiency.
The overall structure of the presented framework is shown in Rgure 2.2. The framework 
is composed of a Supervisor and an Interpreter module. The two modules are independent 
since control and information flows operate at different levels of abstraction. Communication 
between the two modules is controlled by the supervisor. In the supervisor the central controller 
decomposes given visual tasks and generates perceptual commands understood by the interpreter. 
In the interpretation module a number of loosely coupled sub-modules control the activity of the 
available recognition modules and the sensor.
The proposed decoupling of responsibilities gives more flexibility to the control structure and 
allows for the management of two completely different databases which are independently updated. 
The decentralisation allows for an asynchronous communication which is tightly controlled by the 
supervisor.
In the next two sections a brief description of the Supervisor and the Interpreter is given. A 
fuller description is given in Chapter 4 and 5 along with experiments to demonstrate their main 
features.
2.3.2 The Supervisor Module
The supervisor solves user defined tasks devising the most appropriate plans. The course of action 
engaged by a plan defines the visual behaviour of tiie system. The aim of the supervisor is to 
employ a number of plan-execute-monitor cycles and recover sufficient information to be able to 
achieve the requested goals.
The possible presenœ of several tasks calls for a number of scheduling criteria which are 
grouped to form part of the control knowledge. Communication with the Interpretation mcxiule 
is represented by a continuous imposition of perceptual commands based on the current task 
decomposition and an analysis of the findings produced during the interpretation phase. The 
synchronisation of the control flow imposed by the supervisor to the interpretation module and the 
information flow œming from the interpretation module, is regulated by the supervisor on the basis 
of a set of rules. A model of the external environment is defined in terms of a symbolic hierarchical 
structure, which describes the analysed environment at different spatial-scales. A set of criteria 
are used by the meta-knowledge in order to decompose a given task into simpler and more specific
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commands. Tasks are automatically decomposed to satisfy changes in the interpretation of the 
scene. Objects are stored in terms of a minimal representation which describes their maximal 
dimensions.
2.3.3 The Interpretation Module
Perceptual commands, constructed by the supervisor are executed in the inteipretation module. 
The commands are separately executed by independent and complementary modules. The modules 
which define the distributed architecture of the interpretation module are
• a sensor controller,
• a set of knowledge sources,
• a database manager
Each module is independently controlled.
The sensor controller is responsible for the modification or adjustment of camera parameters 
which can be requested externally by tihe supervisor or automatically set by the local controller. 
Parameter setting is followed by image acquisition and consequent storage in a place accessible 
by the image processing routines which are launched by the knowledge sources.
A knowledge source is a generic name for an independent recognition module. Knowledge 
sources operate on the data extracted from the image, together with the information stored in the 
current scene model and the long term memory. The findings of knowledge sources are selected by 
the database manager for inclusion in and updating of the symbolic scene model. The knowledge 
sources have complementary responsibilities, and their functionality can be adjusted by means of 
a number of parameters, such as the selection of object models and uncertainty thresholds.
The database manager keeps up to date an internal model of the perceived world. The informa­
tion is stored in terms of geometric data which identifies position and orientation of objects. In the 
interpretation module database, the stored information includes the description of the geometric 
relations between the objects. Knowledge about the scene is represented at different levels: two 
dimensional information is stored for a short period of time while three dimensional data is kept 
for a longer period and updated whenever required.
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2.4 An Analysis of Previous Work
2.4.1 The classification criteria
An introductory overview of the general principles involved in the control of a symbolic system 
can be found in the book on artificial intelligence written by Winston [49]. Despite the control 
paradigms (Winston calls them control metaphors) described in [49], a meaningful comparison 
of the control strategies inside all the vision systems examined is rather difficult to achieve. The 
reason stems from the difficulty of finding a set of common denominators through which the vision 
systems can be compared. The purpose of this section is to identify criteria for comparison which 
reflect the issues discussed in the two preceding sections and attempt to review vision system 
control mechanisms suggested in the literature with reference to them.
The first evident criterion is the scope of application. Most vision systems have been designed 
for a very narrow purpose. Only a few systems exhibit a good adaptability to diverse applications
[8]. Bullock [14] argues that there are two fundamental ways to generate a competent and "re­
usable" vision system. A system can be general purpose, ready to deal with all tasks, or more 
practically, it can be specialized with optimal characteristics that can be easily reconfigured.
A second distinguishing feature is the way in which data, information and knowledge are 
represented, stored and then manipulated. For data and information various types of representation 
can be considered and a few of them have been used extensively (semantic nets [7] and frames
[38]). Representation of information usually implies the utilization of particular data storage, 
and quite often a data base capable of handling relationships among pieces of information is 
considered in order to generate and manage the knowledge bases present in the system. The 
representation of knowledge involves a number of issues which typically determine the structure 
of the framework. As mentioned earlier, knowledge is commonly classified into three major 
and indispensable categories: control knowledge often called meta-knowledge, declarative and 
procedural knowledge. A mixture of the three categories is usually adopted to solve a task or 
analyse a problem.
The third characteristic, tiiat can be used for vision system classification is the control structure. 
Control, in our terminology, is the combination of an inference mechanism supervised by one or 
more regulating mechanisms. Although, control and inference are usually used as synonymous, it is 
useful to maintain a distinction between them. Inference implies a mechanism able to ihanipulate 
data and create new information, while control refers to the process of choosing the inference 
appropriate to the particular environment under consideration [44]. The control mechanism can
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also be seen as formed by a domain dependent set of rales, controlled by domain independent 
meta-rales [32]. For instance, in the case of Bayesian networks, control can be considered as a 
mechanism choosing actions operating on the net, while an inference modifies the current net and 
proposes a set of new actions available to the control. An important aspect of control is the use 
of feedback. Incorporation of feedback is the major common characteristic of the first attempts 
made to devise flexible vision system control. Invariably, using simple control structures, the 
feedback implements an image understanding cycle called the cycle of perception. In almost all 
of the outlined cycles there is a feedback which controls the matching between the data from the 
image and the data from the models. But there are some exceptions, demonstrating that not all the 
conceived controls require a feedback. A noteworthy example is the paradigm suggested by Marr 
in which data is analysed in an open loop system manner [34].
The continual improvement of vision systems has necessitated increasingly complex control 
mechanisms. In [44], Shgq)iro analyses vision systems to extract the main common structures of 
their control mechanism. The classification of control structures of Shapiro counts three main 
categories: hierarchical, heterarchical and blackboard-like approaches. A classification of vision 
systems according to their control structure is probably the most interesting, but also flie most 
difficult to perform. Substantially the classification given by Shapiro still remains a valid one. 
Most of the systems reviewed in this survey fall in one of the three defined categories, even if 
some of them present mixtures or variations of the defined categories.
The hierarchical approach refers to a collection of modules communicating under the constraints 
imposed by their respective levels of abstraction. The early vision systems were purely image 
understanding systems where the control structure was identified by the cycle of perception, or 
modifications of it. In such systems various techniques were employed to hypothesise the existence 
of various features in the image plane, such as lines or regions, and then test the validity of the 
built hypotheses to form more complex image structures to which labels were typically assigned. 
These systems were just devising strategies to inteipret image pixels as perceptual entities and 
then assign them a semantic value. The control processes employed in these systems are typically 
hierarchical. One or more levels are defined where information is gradually refined. For instance, 
from a raw image to a set of regions with different properties, to a smaller set of regions with a 
semantic value. The so called subsumption architecture is a variation of the hierarchical approach. 
In such a model each level has complete control of the data flow of the direct subordinate level. 
This approach has been adopted by Brooks [12] as a general paradigm to control a robot employed 
for navigation purposes. Competences of an autonomous and intelligent robot are hierarchically 
defined starting from the basic fimction of avoiding obstacles to the highest of being able to reason
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about the environment.
Control involving a heterarchical structure implies a collection of separate dedicated modules 
each of which performs a particular task and each one communicating with other modules via a 
central controller or independently between one another. In a heterarchical control structure, the 
decision making may be based either on the daemon, the beam model or the rule based model. 
The beam model uses a beam search, that is a pruned search tree, representing a list of near-miss 
alternatives around the best solution patii. The only attempt to use this model is due to Rubin 
[42]. Rubin calls the beam search a locus search. The rule based module [24] is characterised by 
three major modules, a knowledge base, which contains the domain knowledge needed to solve 
the problem in form of rules; a working memory, which is a database containing facts deduced by 
the rules; and an inference engine which makes inferences by deciding which rules are satisfied 
by the facts present in the database. The daemon is used by Selfiidge [44] in his model called 
Pandemonium designed to perform automatic recognition of hand-sent Morse code by means of 
a large number of daemons. Such a model is commonly used in frameworks where inference is 
mostly controlled by event handlers. This is a typical approach where information in the database is 
stored with procedures (the daemons) able to detect events and modify the information accordingly. 
Daemons can be part of the procedural knowledge, in which case an event triggers the activation 
of more operations. On the other hand daemons can be attached to the declarative knowledge. In 
this case an event invokes a number of possible operations which can be applied to the data itself.
The classical blackboard model follows the heterarchical approach. A classic blackboard model 
includes a number of knowledge bases and inference engines, a central working memory and one 
or more scheduling mechanisms. The major difference between a standard rule based system and a 
blackboard model is the fact that a blackboard model allows for multiple cooperating experts. The 
control knowledge is implicit in the structure of the knowledge base, while the representation of the 
knowledge is dependent on the nature of the inference engine. Even in the case of the blackboard 
system the knowledge may be segmented into modules and the communication among modules 
is limited to an operation through the working memory [40]. In general a blackboard system can 
be seen as a collection of knowledge sources each of which includes an inference engine and a 
knowledge base. All these knowledge sources communicate with each other exclusively through 
the blackboard. Usually the knowledge sources are represented in terms of procedures, sets of 
rules or logic assertions.
The control of the blackboard and of the data stored in the blackboard belongs to the various 
operating knowledge sources even if it could be part of the blackboard itself. The knowledge 
sources can be seen as general or specific rules, that is variable grain-size rules, composed of
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a precondition and a body. These rules are applied to the data which is normally structured 
hierarchically in the blackboard. Changes in the blackboard produce a reaction in the knowledge 
sources, that is, control modules dedicated to blackboard data monitoring decide the next actions 
to be taken. The control information is used by the control data to determine the focus of attention; 
that is the choice of the next knowledge source to be used and the selection of the blackboard data 
on which the knowledge must operate [40]. Thus, the blackboard control structure can simulate 
the focus of attention mechanism which is an important facility of the human visual system.
Only recently researchers in the field of Computer Vision have introduced the agent paradigm. 
Agent is a term which has been used in different contexts. In AI an agent is an autonomous 
and self-aware entity [41]. In this context, agent has also been used to describe a number of 
different processes or objects able to act, i.e. operate in an environment where other agents exist. 
In Robotics, an agent is a set of processes. These processes must be capable of orienting the 
mechanical parts or sensors of the agent for navigation, manipulatory or explorative puiposes in 
an unknown or partially known environment [2]. Agent has been used in Msion [28] to indicate an 
autonomous process with an internal control mechanism capable of infering fine information from 
raw data or from coarser information. Msion involves perceptive and cognitive processes working 
at different levels of abstraction and entailing a number of operations which can be performed 
in parallel. Each independent process can therefore be modelled as an autonomous agent which 
can cooperate with other agents to construct an interpretation of the viewed scene. All the given 
definitions have in common the existence of a local and autonomous controller. In theory any 
control structure could be used to build an autonomous agent. If analysed from the point of view 
of a community of agents, either formed by a set of processes or a number of robotic entities, 
the control stmcture can be seen as a heterarchical one where each agent is effectively locally 
self-controlled, but still communicating with other agents. On the other hand, the local control of 
an agent can be modelled with any of the stmctures described thus far.
The final and, probably most important, characteristic is communication. In a complex vision 
system, the communication of data and control messages have to be managed, rather than prede­
fined. In particular, this may be the case if the interpretation processes run on a reconfigurable 
architecture, or if the control structure is a distributed one. The main task of the communication 
process is to efficiently service requests for data and transmit messages according to the priorities 
predefined by a control strategy. The control information necessary to manage such a task is the 
scheduling and the rates of data transfer required by the various processes involved during the 
monitoring and execution of the defined visual tasks. In a distributed system, like the proposed 
one,
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commimication raises a number of problems. It is necessary to establish what is the information 
which must be communicated, the destination of the information and the exact timing. Distributed 
blackboard systems [15], suffer from such problems. In fact the knowledge sources need to process 
information which might be stored in different blackboards, and therefore they require to exchange 
information with the other knowledge sources. The increase of communication channels speeds 
up the processing to the detriment of the complexity of the control structure.
Regardless of the type of control structure, the use of an inference mechanism implies two kinds 
of processes which, by means of successive knowledge refinement carry out an interpretation task 
to its completion. More specifically, the inference effectively uses either data directed or goal 
directed chaining.
It will be apparent from the next section which reviews the control architectures of existing 
vision systems that none of them fits neatly into these architectural categories. Indeed, it would be 
inappropriate to look at these basic structures as distinct discrete options in control organisation. 
A more constructive view is to look at these concepts as discrete and extreme examples of a 
continuum of possible regulatory mechanisms. One end of the spectrum is characterised by a 
fully centralised operation, with every processing action and communication exchange completely 
determined by a single controller. The other extreme, is represented by the case of autonomous 
agente which are self controlled unite broadcasting information about their control state which 
may or may not be taken into account by other agents in planning their respective control actions. 
Blackboard systems fall somewhere in the middle of the spectrum.
2.4.2 Previous work
Having identified relevant criteria for a comparison of vision systems, from the point of control, 
and possible control structures, we are now in position to look at existing vision systems in more 
detail. Table 2.1 presents some of the analysed references according to the mentioned criteria.
A general trend has been observed, namely that computer vision systems have become increas­
ingly more complex. In fact, starting from the use of the cycle of perception in an elementary form, 
the systems have reached a higher stage of evolution in which the common paradigm of hypothesis 
and test generation has become an indispensable tool for the control strategies. Besides, the very 
first vision systems were nothing but image processing systems, where a single image or a small 
set was treated by a number of image processing routines and all the reasoning was limited to 
the perception level [39]. On a parallel research stream numerous systems have been dedicated 
to the emulation of human cognitive processing [4] [30]. Only recently have general frameworks
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System Control Structure Application Knowledge
Representation
Communication
Marr open loop generic single one-way 
channel
Nagao et al. rule based region 
growing mechanism
single aerial im­
age analysis
semantic net single
channel: data-driven 
and goal driven
Otha rule based region 
growing mechanism
single
static outdoor im­
age analysis
semantic net single
channel: data-driven 
and goal driven
Garvey hierarchical search 
strategy coupled with 
hypothesise-test cycle
single
static indoor im­
age analysis
semantic net single
channel: data-driven 
and goal driven
Levine rule based search single static im­
age analysis
Long Term and 
Short Term stor­
ages as relational 
databases
multiple channels: 
rule to databases
Acronym rule based approach static outdoor im­
age analysis
frames single channel: rule- 
to-database
SPAM schema-to-production 
rule based system
static aerial image 
analysis
schemas single channel: rule- 
to-database
VISIONS blackboard approach static outdoor 
scene analysis
schemas multiple channels:
knowledge-sources-
to-blackboard
CKS interrupt mechanism 
based on heterarchical 
daemon approach
outdoor scene 
analysis
semantic and geo­
metric databases
multiple
channels: processes- 
to-databases
Guardian Distributed Black­
board model (cmtral 
control and local pro­
cessing agents)
intensive care 
surveillance
semantic
database
multiple chan­
nels: KSs to black­
boards, central agent 
to KSs
Medusa
(Aloimonos)
Distributed processes 
centrally controlled
Performance 
of complex visual 
tasks
qualitative multiple channels
VIEWS Distributed hi­
erarchical Blackboard 
approach
traffic and airport 
surveillance
percqitual and
conceptual
blackboards
multiple chan- 
nds: Perceptual-to- 
Conceptual, Control- 
to-KSs
Proposed
approach
central controller for 
task analysis and dis­
tributed approach for 
interpretation
Perform visual 
behaviours
geometric and
symbolic
databases
multiple channels: 
from KSs to database, 
from supervisor to in- 
tapretation module
Table 2.1 : A comparison of Vision Systems based on control aspects
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of cognitive models been applied to vision [27]; this new direction of research has opened new 
avenues not yet explored. Systems able to work at perceptive and cognitive level, have been used 
to extract perceptual information from the sensed data [13], and assign conceptual interpretations,
Starting from the less complex realizations, we find the Nagao, Matsuyama and Ikeda system
[39] in which region extraction is used and a merging and splitting technique is adopted; the control 
here is used to solve conflicts arising from regions having more than one classification, and to deal 
with unlabeled regions. Otha [8] adopts a plan generation using initially a bottom-up processing on 
coarse segmented images and then analysing the data top-down based on a set of rules concerning 
geometric parameters. Shirai [8] uses a different kind of segmentation, based on lines and ellipses, 
and even in this case analysis is driven top-down. Garvey’s strategy [22] [7] is to acquire image 
samples which are likely to contain the sought object; to validate the hypothesis and then to bind the 
image sample to the object. This system uses contextual relations and searches for cost-effective 
strategies consisting of sequences of operators. Levine [8] adopts three levels of abstraction. In 
the first level a segmentation is accomplished. In the second, local and global processing phases 
perform a matching between regions to satisfy a global optimization criterion. The third level uses 
a relational database and a set of rules. The evolution of processing in the above vision systems 
is invariably controlled by production rules. The first attempt to use production rule system dates 
back to 1973 and is due to Baird and Kelly who presented a technique for semantic based picture 
recognition. They use rules of inference in order to build non-primitive descriptions of the scene 
using primitive descriptions of models of the scene [6]. Barrow and Tenenbaum [46] organize 
their system in two parts: the first part is data-driven and the second is goal-driven. They attempt 
to derive data from the scene and to interpret it. In essence the result of interpretation is used to 
guide the data derivation.
McKeown and colleagues, in their SPAM system adopt a rule-based scene interpretation. They 
define five kinds of knowledge and four phases for the interpretation of the scene. The knowledge 
is used to check for consistency among hypotheses and to predict missing components [37]. Each 
interpreting phase utilizes a particular kind of knowledge and uses a production rule system. SPAM 
adopts a rule compiler which performs a schema-to-production rule translation and a performance 
analyser which produces a quantitative evaluation of the scene interpretation.
A much cited system is Acronym. Its implementation is quite general in the sense that it is 
generic with respect to object classes and viewpoints. It is complete, in the sense that it uses a 
wide range of data and knowledge of experts. It possesses a general core, in the sense that its 
rules implement algebra and perspective geometry concepts. Relations between contours which
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might be visible from the selected viewpoint are predicted and a graph is generated in which 
arcs and nodes represent relations and features. Acronym uses a rule inteipreter which searches 
for maximum subgraphs in the observation graph which are consistent with the constraints of 
subgraphs of the prediction graph [11].
The necessity to find the means to represent different knowledge sources, that is the necessity 
to generate a knowledge-directed vision system has lead to the development of production rule 
systems such as Nagao and Matsuyama [39] and SPAM [37] in which rules are complex visual 
subsystems. A good example of a system using knowledge-directed modules is the Schema system 
[18] which uses a knowledge-based approach to scene interpretation. The system represents one 
high-level component of the VISIONS [26] system. In the Schema system schemas are used to 
represent a particular knowledge source identifying one particular object. Schema instances are 
invoked for each object instance hypothesized to be in the scene. Each schema runs independent 
and concurrent processes whidi can communicate through a blackboard. This system represents 
an attempt to built a more general-purpose vision system out of many special-purpose ones.
The VISIONS system [26], as already mentioned, uses a schema network stmcture, in which 
each node represents a highly structured collection of elements of a scene or objects with a complex 
set of control strategies for recognition. Schemas can invoke knowledge sources which are 
processes specific for particular interpretation strategies and which have a relatively simple control 
stmcture. Schemas can run concurrently and represent active blocks from which interpretation 
strategies can be constmcted. Once a schema has been activated, it is responsible for hypothesis 
verification or rejection and for updating the scene model. It must manage all the data necessary 
for the interpretation and it can also activate other schemas if required. Data manipulation in 
schemas is defined in terms of operations on tokens which are symbolic groupings of data.
The use of tokens represents a novel feature of more recent image vision systems : in fact Brown 
[26] conjectures that image interpretation initially proceeds by forming an abstract representation 
of important visual events in the image without knowledge of its contents. Tokens are then refined 
and an appropriate description is driven by the analysis of high-level structures representing the 
contextual knowledge.
The VISIONS system uses a long term memory in which general classes of objects are stored 
and a short term memory, consisting of data stmctures which form an interpretation of the scene. 
The high-level interpretation process is able to build a network in the short-term memory which is 
composed of image-specific instances of portions of a long term memory network. The inference 
has been developed capable of coping with the uncertainty deriving from the two lower levels. 
It can combine uncertain evidence from multiple sources of knowledge, and has the ability to
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propagate confidences through the network of the schema nodes. In Wesley’s system [48] a second 
control layer is added to the VISIONS system. Information related to control is obtained by 
control-knowledge sources, which measure the state of the interpretation process. This type of 
processing is evident in nature and is used to reason about the best course of action to pursue in 
order to extend the cuirent partial interpretation.
An approach similar to the schema system has been followed by Tan and Martin [45]. They 
use agents which can communicate with each other using a blackboard organized by a process 
called a Scene Description Model (SDM). Agents represent image processors which have a motion 
analysis capability allowing them to process the image through all the layers in the resolution 
pyramid. Their selective analysis capability represents an implementation of focus of attention 
applied throughout the pyramid which restricts each agent to a selective set of data and functions. 
The pyramid under consideration represents one or more images at different levels of resolution and 
the agents start by analysing the coarser resolution image and proceed to the finest resolution where 
they complete their interpretation task. Subsequently they commence object tracking, initiating 
new agents. The blackboard allows all agents to unify their reports by reconciling conflicts and 
removing any redundancy among the reports. This approach is interesting from the point of view 
of cooperation between the various agents. Unfortunately both in the Schema and in the SDM 
system the problem hinges on an appropriate central management preventing the system from 
finding a distributed solution from which it is impossible to generate a coherent description of 
the scene. It is then pertinent to ask what is the best solution, or even better what is the solution 
which can produce a control as troublefree as possible. This question has been addressed by 
several researchers, often with negative findings. For instance. Tan and Martin [45] suggest that 
any solution that includes some degree of parallelism cannot be used if a shared memory is kept 
protected from asynchronous accesses caused by several active agents; but even a situation in 
which the shared data is governed by a SDM-like mechanism, or by a general central database 
manager, could provoke a serious bottleneck in the entire structure of the system.
hi the Core Knowledge System (CKS) [43] a similar approach to that found in SDM has been 
proposed. When some actions are activated, in order to operate on the data, a process is created. 
A process, in the CKS, represents a knowledge source able to generate a symbolic result starting 
from the low-level processing of the available data. Each process can make several operations 
on the database using an appropriate query language and can communicate with the other process 
to achieve its goal. However, in the database, only opinions are stored, and data generated by 
a process can only be supported by other processes. A data-driven mechanism is implicit in the 
database with the use of daemons able to fire image processing modules whenever required. A
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central process controller is responsible for organizing the CKS processes and monitoring them. 
This represents a sort of meta-process which can change the time given to each process, and which 
can produce opinions and data shared by other processes. There still exists the problem related to 
the management of the database as even in this implementation bottleneck could occur. However, 
the use of daemons as a communication medium strategy considerably alleviates the problems 
that can be encoimtered when adopting the blackboard approach. Such bottlenecks could occur 
as a result o f centralization of the database management. To avoid such contentions the authors 
suggest a system in which the process accepting requests for database transactions is centralized. 
Their aim is to achieve a system in which the database itself and the procedures which carry out 
the internal processing are distributed all over the processor.
It is interesting to note that the systems analysed in the last few paragraphs seem to have 
the common requirement to use separate units able to manage their own jobs and to initiate and 
control new subunits. They must however possess a mechanism for remitting their control to 
a central controller whenever it is required. At this stage it is interesting to recall a remark of 
Matsuyama [36] on the usage of expert systems in image understanding. He sees the heart of 
a vision system as an expert system operating inside an image understanding system. A typical 
architecture incorporates a central reasoning mechanism. This operates in two stages: first deriving 
a strategy and then applying it to the image data using parameterized procedures stored in a library. 
Parameter modification is accomplished by the inference via a user interface. The inference 
mechanism should be able to decide what sort of approach to use during the execution of a user 
request. These concepts are common to all the systems in our discussion, including the necessity 
of possessing a good planning mechanism. In this context it is interesting to consider the proposal 
of Hayes-Roth and al. [40]. They advocate the use of a blackboard which is subdivided into 
five different planes. Each of these planes deals with different categories of decisions and uses 
different levels of abstraction. A meta-plan defines the problem and according to a predefined 
model generates different policies driven by defined criteria. The plan abstraction creates a list of 
intentions and breaks them into various schemes whidi are then organized into strategies, with short 
cut strategies called tactics. Once a plan has been defined it is compiled to facilitate execution, by 
specifying a sequence of actions and operations to be carried out. In order to add more flexibility 
to the blackboard model distributed and parallel frameworks have been introduced. A blackboard 
system which follows a distributed model is characterised by a number of blackboards which are 
used to store different kinds of knowledge. A number of architectures have been proposed [31] 
(Chapter 4 describes three of them) where more processors are dedicated to the execution of all 
or some of the available knowledge sources. An example of a network of distributed blackboards 
is the ESPRIT project VIEWS [47] [16]. VIEWS is a complex system which has been employed
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for the surveillance of traffic and air-control situations. The system allows the reasoning from the 
perceptual level to the situation assessment. The processing is organised in two major processing 
modules the perceptual and the conceptual. Sensed data is gradually refined to generate hypotheses 
of objects, their motion parameters and the associated behaviour in terms of a number of observed 
object movements.
In summary, over the last two decades the state of the art of vision systems has evolved 
firom simple structures aimed at implementing relatively complex image process modules to more 
complete and better structured scene interpretation systems. The current generation of vision 
systems make an extensive use of agents  ^ able to solve visual tasks in an autonomous way, and 
at different levels of abstractions. Typical applications range from image analysis to recognition 
and manipulation of objects, as well as navigation in unknown or partially known environments 
[20]. A few complex frameworks for agents have been described in the AI literature (examples 
are described in more detail in Chapter 4). Aloimonos [3] [19] has introduced the term agent to 
indicate a number of specialised processes which can autonomously produce information from 
the sensed data. Hayes-Roth has adopted the blackboard model to build a distributed architecture 
dedicated to the monitoring of the health conditions of a patient in intensive care. The architecture 
proposed by Hayes-Roth [29] is composed of a control agent and perception-action and reasoning 
agents. The perception-action agents act as interfaces to the external sensing and effecting devices. 
The reasoning agents constitute a set of component reasoning operations that can be instantiated 
in a particular context and strategically organised to solve a problem or achieve an objective. The 
control agent has two responsibilities, to maintain a global situation assessment integrating the 
conclusions of all subordinate agents, and construct high-level plans to guide the behaviour of the 
subordinate agents.
2.4.3 The classification of the proposed architecture
The scope of application of the proposed framework is to demonstrate how to solve user defined 
visual tasks by means of a number of purposive actions which define the visual behaviour of the 
system.
From the point of view of knowledge representation the adopted choice is a mixture of declar­
ative and procedural models. Declarative knowledge describes hierarchically the enviromnent 
at different levels of abstraction, geometric knowledge is available to the interpretation module.
' Agent is a term borrowed from Artificial Intelligence vocabulary; it refers to an entity, i.e. a number of processes, 
that functions continuously and autonomously in an environment in which other processes take place and other agents 
exist [41].
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while symbolic knowledge is used by the supervisor. Procedural knowledge is embedded in rules 
used in the two modules. Control knowledge is used by the supervisor to decide what strategies to 
adopt.
The architecture proposed in this Chapter and desaibed in the following Chapters has clearly a 
mixed control structure. The supervisor has a centralised control structure which is responsible for 
the decomposition of tasks and the choice of the best combination of perceptual commands to be 
sent to the interpretation module. It dynamically schedules tasks according to predefined criteria 
which exploit the spatial-temporal context. It monitors task execution, analyses the interpretation 
of the scene and decides whether tasks have been satisfied. The interpretation module has a 
distributed architecture which allows the parallel execution of tasks handled as complementary 
commands controlled independently by separate modules. Sensor parameters, knowledge sources 
directives and database maintenance are separately monitored by the defined modules. On the 
whole the proposed architecture is
• hierarchical, because of the way tasks are decomposed and handled,
• heterarchical, because it is distributed between a perceptual (interpretation) and a conceptual 
(task-satisfaction) level, and it can handle in parallel a number of specialised knowledge 
sources.
Communication within both supervisor and interpretation modules is locally controlled, in the 
supervisor by the meta-knowledge, and in the interpretation module by the modules dedicated to 
sensor and recognition modules. The exchange of communication between the two modules is 
clearly asynchronous and it respects a pace which is dynamically regulated by the supervisor.
2.5 An analysis of available software tools
The purpose of this section is to discuss the available tools suitable for the implementation of 
the proposed architecture. The discussion is based on criteria such as flexibility and reliability, 
performance expectations as well as advantages and implementation issues.
Conventional programming languages, such as C, LISP or PROLOG, and expert system 
shells, such as Rule based or Blackboard systems, have been used to implement distributed 
control frameworks [9] [28] [25]. After a careful analysis of the available alternatives of software 
tools and programming languages, and their possible applicability to vision problems, the following 
choices have been considered
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• the blackboard system,
• the ruled based system,
• the object oriented approach.
The following three sections describe the three different alternatives, while the concluding section 
summarises advantages and drawbacks of the three approaches, and introduces the proposed 
software tool.
2.5.1 The blackboard system
The flexibility given by a Blackboard (BB) system lies in the various possible partitions into 
which the BB itself can be divided [40]. Each section has its own units, its own organization and 
dimensions. On the other hand, a standard BB system is extremely constrained because the various 
KSs can communicate with each other only through the central blackboard and this could generate 
dangerous bottleneck situations.
A BB includes an event handling mechanism which is sensitive to changes occurring inside 
the BB itself and a general structure able to manage meta-knowledge agents which define the 
global strategies of the system. Thus, an efficient and well structured architecture can be always 
defined within a BB system, but several drawbacks always remain concerning the complexity of 
the various mechanisms.
The knowledge source (KS) is the atomic component of the procedural knowledge. A KS is 
typically composed of the following elements:
(a). Trigger conditions, which represent conditions necessary for the instantiation of a KS.
(b). Preconditions, which represent conditions necessary for the activation of an instantiated KS.
(c). Obviation conditions, which are used to inhibit the current instantiation of KS.
(d). Actions, which are the results of an activated KS.
In addition, parameters like cost, reliability, identifier (usually a name) and input/output BB 
definitions are supplied by the system.
The active mechanisms present in a blackboard system are
• Scheduler,
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• Interpreter or Executor,
• Agenda Manager.
Events, which represent BB changes, are the core of the entire mechanism. The Scheduler can 
work on the basis of a standard strategy, but it could also be programmed by the user, and the unit 
used to build a new strategy are called Control Knowledge Sources (CKSs). A CKS is structured 
exactly the same as a KS with the only distinction that a CKS operates on a different BB area 
called the Control-Plan blackboard.
The Execution Cycle of a typical blackboard system [21] can be now presented: according 
to the current control plan, an initial KS generates an event modifying a determined area in the 
BB; the Agenda manager notices which KSs are triggered by the BB changes and creates or adds 
KS activation records (KSAR) to the agenda. A KSAR consists of a KS with the addition of the 
definition of the current execution environment. The scheduler has to choose the most suitable 
KSAR on the agenda and this is done using the current control plan. More than one KSAR might 
be satisfied at the same time by the current event. Once one or more KSARs have been created, the 
scheduler has to check all KSARs and fires the ones which have all the preconditions satisfied. At 
this point of the cycle the interpreter executes the action of the scheduled KSARs making changes 
to the contents of the appropriate BB.
A BB can also provide the possibility to add a set of obviation conditions to the KS in order to 
move a KSAR to an inhibited (called obviated) state. In this state, a KSAR is no longer considered 
for execution and it effectively disappears from the system.
2.5.2 The rule based system
A rule based system can be seen as a simplified version of the blackboard system [24]. The major 
mechanisms are:
• A knowledge base, which describes the procedural knowledge in terms of rules,
• a working memory, which holds the facts generated by the rules,
• an inference mechanism, which sets priorities and executes rules according to some prede­
fined schema.
The procedural knowledge is embedded in rules, defined by a set of conditions, which constrain 
the domain of applicability, and a set of actions, which are executed when the rule is activated. The
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declarative knowledge is represented by facts, stored in the working memory. A rule is executed 
when a set of facts are present in the working memory; the product of the execution is nothing but 
a modification of the working memory. The inference keeps on executing rules as long as there 
are facts which can satisfy fiie conditions of a rule.
In the standard rule based paradigm, rules are executed in a serial fashion following the schedule 
set by the inference mechanism. A major advantage of the rule based approach is the fact that 
formal control flow does not really exist. The control flow, in fact, is defined by the way rules have 
been written; priorities can be used to force the inference towards a wanted controlled course of 
actions.
The lack of formal control flow may become a serious problem for rule based systems where 
there is a large number of rules. In such cases the number of possible interactions can be reduced 
by grouping rules into modules like in the vision system SPAM [37]. For instance modules can be 
used to define the phases to reach the solution of a problem. Each phase is represented by a set of 
rules. Within a particular phase rules can be prioritised by using a saliency factor.
2.5.3 The object oriented approach
A valid alternative is offered by a conventional Object Oriented Programming paradigm [35]. 
The implementation of a complex vision system, based on a Object Oriented Language would 
require the construction of the whole control structure from scratch. This means that inference 
and procedural knowledge would have to be designed and implemented possibly emulating the 
mechanisms already existing in expert systems tools. In the long term this disadvantage would 
be more than counterbalanced by the benefits of acquiring a very flexible tool able to support 
important extensions such as a possible parallelization of the entire control mechanism. In fact. 
Object Oriented programming languages provide the generation of flexible structures based on 
objects the meaning of which is typically symbolic. Classes, which represent abstraction of 
objects with the same characteristics can be easily defined and methods, which are the means of 
communicating messages, determine the effective activity.
Furthermore, given that objects are defined essentially by their message-passing behaviour, each 
object is free to implement its response in a unique way. Systems based on an Object Oriented 
programming language do not have bottleneck problems as long as knowledge bases are localized, 
that is each object or class has its own local knowledge and expertise. Object Oriented languages
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can provide the basis for a parallel implementation of the control system in which resources can 
be concurrent and shared access can be utilized. Finally objects can be created dynamically, they 
can move efficiently from one processor to another in a parallel system
Object Oriented languages can be grouped into two basic categories [44]:
• Uniform Object Oriented progranuning languages, which represent programming languages 
built entirely for object oriented purposes (Smalltalk and Actor).
• Extension to traditional languages, which add a new object type to the standard language 
supplying also a new data transmission mechanism (C++).
2.5.4 The adopted solution
The proposed architecture, requires processing at different levels of abstraction: from the im­
plementation of routines able to perform image processing to the implementation of reasoning 
strategies. As mentioned earlier, the use of an object oriented programming language would re­
quire a considerable amount of work to build an inference mechanism, which is already existent 
in the rule based and blackboard paradigms. Besides, a conventional object oriented language has 
no means to separate the declarative knowledge, which describes the application domain, from the 
procedural knowledge, which defines the way knowledge can be used. Although a clear advantage 
is represented by the fact that low level processing can be easily implemented in a conventional 
programming language.
The blackboard approach seems to be the most suitable tool. A clear disadvantage is that 
blackboard systems, like most of the e^ qjert systems, are implemented in a declarative language, 
such as Prolog or Lisp. This is a serious problem if the performance of the system requires execution 
in real or quasi-real time. Declarative languages are paradigms typically used to generate the first 
prototype of a large and complicated system. Such programming languages allow for a flexible 
and intelligible structure, which can at a later stage be implemented in a procedural language.
The mle based system has the main advantage of being concise and simple to use. The only 
drawback, is that the complexity of the control structure grows very large as the number of rules 
employed to control the information flow increases.
A natural solution is to adopt a tool which allows a flexible implementation and at the same 
time a simple control structure. The presented architecture has been implemented in CLIPS [23]. 
CLIPS, which stands for C Language Integrated Production System, is a production rule system 
implemented in the C language. Because of its implementation CLIPS is fast and it allows for
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a simple and efficient interfacing with low level routines. CLIPS inherits ail the characteristics 
of a rule based shell. Rules can therefore be combined to avoid dangerous interaction of control 
and information flow and they can be grouped to form efficient software modules. The proposed 
solution might not be the most efficient, but it represents a good starting choice which allows for 
a number of experiment in active vision.
2.6 Concluding Remarks
The Chapter has presented a number of control aspects which are relevant in the design of a 
special purpose vision system. The analysis made has led to the description of a proposal for 
a simple platform for vision experiments. In the proposed architecture control mechanisms are 
distributed between two interacting and self-contained modules, a supervisor and an interpreter. 
The former is responsible for the reasoning which decomposes a visual task into a number of 
perceptual commands while the latter is in charge of the actual execution of the issued commands. 
A number of aspects of œntrol, namely purpose, knowledge representation, control structure and 
communication, have been chosen as basic criteria for a comparative analysis of existing vision 
systems. The analysis has led to the conclusion that the efficiency of a vision system can be 
improved by choosing a partially distributed control structure. The choice in favour of a separation 
between a geometric and symbolic description of the analysed scene has been made clear. This 
allows for a degree of decentralisation as suggested by the analysis of the literature, and simplifies 
the control structure.
Tools that can be used to implement the proposed framework have been identified and reviewed. 
The tool selected for the implementation is a flexible rule based system. The choice represents a 
good starting platform which has been extremely useful for a number of vision experiments.
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Chapter 3
Camera control
3.1 Introduction
Computer vision is concerned with giving machines the capability to use image data to sense and 
interpret the world. Attainment of visual competence would allow machines to flexibly interact 
with their environments and thereby autonomously perform complex tasks such as navigation and 
manipulation. In this Chapter representations and processes for control of a simple vision system 
consisting of a single mobile camera are discussed. Specifically, the Chapter considers and gives 
examples of implemented processes which:
(a), provide a simple but efficient way to estimate the extrinsic parameters of a single camera in 
a closed environment, and
(b). shows how a specified visual goal can be satisfied using an active sensor in an environment 
described by means of simple objects represented in a coarse manner.
Of particular interest is the development of methods that can effectively cope with problems 
arising from the propagation of errors and imcertainties in both the sensed data features and the 
prestored/created environmental models.
Conceptually a machine vision system consists of many interacting procedures and knowledge 
sources. The procedures and prestored knowledge are used to interpret and process the raw 
image data into more abstract descriptions. In the system discussed in this Chapter these abstract 
descriptions are in terms of objects and their relative spatial dispositions. Typical procedures used 
extract image edges, lines and curves and match them against pre-stored knowledge of objects 
shapes and the expected spatial configurations of sets of objects. The system stores both generic 
knowledge of objects and their configurations as well as building and maintaining models of 
specific environments which it has previously explored. In this Chapter we demonstrate how the
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system can be controlled to use these procedures and knowledge bases to direct its attention to find 
specified objects in a purposive fashion.
In a similar way to any other computer system, the “life-cycle” of a machine vision system can be 
conveniently divided into two phases: a “bootstrap” phase and a “run” phase. The bootstrap phase 
consists of executing a pre-determined sequence of special procedures to initialise and orient the 
system while the run phase involves autonomous dynamic selection and scheduling of procedures 
to achieve specified visual goals. In this Chapter a simplifying assumption will be made that the 
bootstrapping phase involves establishing orientation of the system in an environment where at 
least some of the objects are known. This is realistic for task domains such as when a vision system 
is moving in man-made buildings which have previously been partially explored. In these cases 
much of the framework of the world is fixed i.e. walls, doorways, windows. These permanent 
landmarks are the objects which can be used for bootstrapping.
Following bootstrapping, object recognition can be simplified by using knowledge from the 
evolving environmental description and prestored prototypical object configuration models to 
direct the system attention (at an appropriate scale) to only the most likely image areas for object 
location. This is an example of puiposive use of context within a vision system and requires 
development of appropriate representations for context description as well as algorithms for using 
this information to predict the next-look direction of the active camera. In this Chapter it is shown 
how this may be achieved using coarse object descriptions, based on bounding box approximations, 
and descriptions of contexts in local coordinate frames.
The work of this Chapter is a œntribution to the solution of two basic problems in an active 
object recognition system. The first question relates to the bootstrap phase and is: how can 
the location and orientation of the sensor be determined given that the system is in a partially 
known environment? The second question is relevant to both bootstrapping and the run phase 
of the system and is: how can the next-look direction be effectively determined given a partial 
world model, context information and the task of finding a specified object. In particular, how 
well can these questions be answered given both uncertain geometric information inherent in 
the coarse models adopted and geometric imcertainties in primitive features extracted from real 
image data. Not all the tools that are used to address these problems are entirely new. Many of 
the techniques have been developed and used in both photogrammetry and computer vision for 
some years. However, the particular applications where they have been previously exploited have 
influenced their development and one significant contribution of the current work is to show how 
they perform in a more general active vision system and to explore their effectiveness as part of 
the overall control strategy of such a purposive system.
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The bootstrap technique shown in this Chapter is the first step of the system described in Chapter 
2. Bootstrap enables the Supervisor (discussed in Chapter 4) to be aware of the extrinsic parameters 
of the used sensor in a partially known environment. The technique used to determine the next 
look direction can be used by the supervisor to change focus of attention from one reference firame 
to another one where the reference is chosen according to the dynamics and knowledge of the 
scene, as illustrated in Chapter 4.
The next section gives a brief review of the literature relating to estimation of sensor and 
object pose as well as some of the basic ideas and motivations for active sensing and active 
vision. Section 3 gives the mathematical ideas used in the implemented methods while Section 4 
shows experimental work on the effectiveness of the methods. Tests have been made with both 
synthetic and real image data and limitations of the methods have been clearly identified. Section 5 
summarises the Chapter and concludes with some suggestions for future work.
3.2 Previous Work
Determination of the transformation between a sensor and objects in the external world is a problem 
that has received much attention in the photogrammetry and computer vision literature. Several 
methods have been devised and are distinguished by the image primitives which they use, by the 
assumed models of optical projection that they adopt or by whether the solution is expressed as a 
closed form analytic expression or must be found by expensive numerical calculation. In computer 
vision two problems need to be solved:
• the determination of correspondences between image and object model points,
• the calculation of the transformation given the previously determined image to model cor­
respondences.
Most papers discuss the latter problem and give solutions to the problem in terms of the 
minimum number of correspondences required to fully constrain the transformation. A prominent 
early contribution to the literature was that of Rschler and Bolles[l 1] who showed that in many 
situations three or four known coplanar point correspondences were sufficient. Other authors 
such as Bamard[4] and Kanade[14] solved the problem for correspondence of configurations of 
lines meeting at a vertex. Several authors ( for example [8, 7, 15]), have further extended and 
refined these analyses. In relation to establishing stereo camera calibration Tsai[19] has made a 
significant contribution, developing regression analysis techniques and distinguishing between the 
intrinsic (focal length) and extrinsic (distance between cameras, positions, orientations) parameters
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which have to be found. Of particular interest to this Chapter is the work of Haralick[12] and 
Penna[17] who have considered establishing camera-object pose via matching generic shapes such 
as rectangles and quadrilaterals of unknown dimensions.
One criticism of many of the analyses cited above is that few of them explicitly include analysis 
of the likely effect of uncertainties or errors on transformation estimation. There are many sources 
of such uncertainty including uncertainty in knowledge of camera motion or model location in the 
world, inaccuracy in feature parameter estimation and gross errors in segmentation of image data. 
One aspect of the work in this Chapter is to develop methods which can cope with these real-world 
factors. Error propagation is a topic which has been more commonly addressed in path planning 
and mobile robotics applications. Brooks [5] approaches these problems by the use of a set of local 
reference frames linked together via uncertain transformations and develops strategies to reduce 
errors as processing proceeds. Another example of the representation and estimation of spatial 
uncertainty is the work of Smith and Cheeseman[18]. A particularly elegant formalisation of the 
problem is given by Durrant-Whyte[9], [10]. He outlines a theory of uncertain geometry which 
stresses the importance of transforming information between coordinate systems while maintaining 
the local topological consistency of geometric features.
Much of the work on transformation between coordinate frames has been given recent relevance 
for computer vision by the development of the theories and methodologies of the “active vision” 
paradigm. The basic thesis of the active vision approach is that vision is made feasible by 
puiposively controlling data acquisition and processing [2], [1]. Some image analysis problems 
are ill-posed (i.e. admit no unique solution or are computationally unstable) with respect to a static 
imaging system. However, they can be made well posed by introducing extra data or additional 
constraints via controlled sensor motion. The exploitation of this idea demands methods of 
determining what additional data/constraints are needed and what motions must be executed to use 
them. The work in this Chapter provides a contribution to this methodology.
The work in this Chapter makes use of the idea of scene and context representation via sets 
of local external coordinate reference frames. The adoption of a single global coordinate system 
has been common in computer vision but has some difficulties. Several authors, for example 
Brooks[5] and Ballard[3], have suggested advantages for local reference frames. Many important 
qualitative aspects of scene description are related to spatial proximity of objects (i.e. the cup is 
on the table, the chair is near the table etc) and therefore a representation which is based on local 
proximity seems natural. In addition, it is easy to build a set of local descriptions into a more 
global structural representation that emphasizes the important aspects of the scene at any desired 
spatial resolution. Rnally, local descriptions allow predictions which constrain object search yet.
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via local registration, avoid the growth of uncertainties across large distances.
3.3 Establishing the Look Direction
In this section the calculations and assumptions underlying the establishment of the camera look 
direction are described. Individual sub-sections treat aspects related to finding the current-look 
direction (used in the system bootstrap phase), determining the next-look direction and recovery 
strategies to cope with situations where the desired transformations lie outside the range of the 
sensor viewing capabilities.
3.3.1 Current-Look Direction Computation
It is assumed that a partial model of the world has already been determined either via active 
exploration or by provision to the system of a map or some other representation of aspects of the 
environment. The basic idea is to use simple, immovable objects in the scene to establish the 
camera-world transformation. The particular domain considered is an indoor scene. A generic 
model of such a scene would include walls, doors and windows and it is the doors and windows 
which provide the generic structure suitable for bootstrapping purposes. Both doors and windows 
are reasonably constrained objects in terms of their location, orientation, shape and size. In this 
Chapter it will be assumed that both doors and windows are rectangular in shape, although this or 
similar methods could be adopted for other simple shapes.
In order to extract features corresponding to doors and windows from an image we have 
used a sequence of procedures consisting of a Canny edge detector[6]. Hough based straight line 
extractor[13], a probabilistic vertex/junction finder[16] and a simple polygon finder[20]. These 
procedures are reasonably robust for locating the large rectangular structures corresponding to 
doors or windows. Using the assumption that the camera is upright i.e. oriented approximately 
vertically with respect to gravity, it is then simple to establish the correspondences between the 
four comer points of a door or window and its model. From these correspondence and having 
prior knowledge of the camera focal length, the size of a pixel and the size of the door then the 
methods of Rschler and Bolles can be used to estimate the object-camera transformation.
Although the standard method of backprojection suggested Rschler and Bolles has been used 
to determine an estimate of the object-camera transformation, a distinguishing feature of the work 
presented here is that the uncertainty associated with the result has also been estimated. This 
has been done in a heuristic Monte-Carlo like way by randomly and repeatedly perturbing the
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Figure 3.1 : Hie world and the camera coordinate systems and the camera orientations.
input to the calculation by an amount commensurate with the expected uncertainties and then 
recalculating the transformation. It has been assumed that uncertainty due to image processing 
results in Gaussianly distributed errors in the position of the comers that define a door or window.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the geometry used to establish the world-camera transformation. The 
calculation basically depends on building up two corresponding orthogonal sets of vectors, one 
expressed in world coordinates and the other in the coordinate frame of the camera. Three comer 
points of a rectangle suffice for solving the problem. Denoting Pi as the comer then its position 
in the world coordinate frame can be denoted as £7 while its description in the camera frame is 
expressed as £f. Now taking three comer points two vectors can be defined by taking differences 
between pairs of these. A third orthogonal vector can be constructed by taking the cross-product 
of two difference vectors. We shall denote these edge vectors by e,- with the w and c supersaipts 
to distinguish between the world and camera frames respectively i.e.
{ & - & )  
norm x
e, = norm
e; = norm
and
i l  = norm
é  = norm
Û - norm
However, in addition to these vectors the uncertainties associated with them are considered.
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Denoting the uncertainty in a point coordinate measurement by Ae,- the relative errors of vectors 
are given by:
AfT = A£%+A£%
Af^ = A g  + Ap;
A^ = AfTxf^+fTxAg^
and
Afi = ApJ + ApJ
Af2 = A£2 + A£j
A^ = Af^  + xA ^
where the terms of second order have been neglected.
Using the two bases it is possible to define two matrices;
r  =
r  = {£vû.â)
together with related relative error matrices AE"' and A^‘". Now the rotation matrix & which 
connects the two bases is defined by:
r  = g ' S
Multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of and recalling that for an orthogonal 
matrix^
(â) '  =
we can write:
g  = E ’ -{s ) '^  (3.2)
Once the rotation matrix is calculated, the camera position can be computed using any of the 
points, P/, on the rectangle as follows:
Taking into consideration uncertainties, the errors for the rotation matrix and for the camera 
position can be written, using the equations (2) and (3), as:
à g  =
M_ = Ag'£^ + A£^  &+AX"
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If the look direction is considered as along and opposed to the z-axis of the camera coordinate 
frame i.e. (M Y  -  (0,0, — 1) then the look direction vector expressed in the world coordinate 
system is given by
M  = g - M
with a relative error of:
A ff = Ag'M"
3.3.2 Establishing the Next-Look Direction
Once the vision system has completed its bootstrap phase the camera-world transformation is 
known together with an estimate of its uncertainty. During the run phase of the system the 
machine may be asked to find specified objects. In accordance with the active vision paradigm it is 
envisaged that the camera parameters (position, look direction, focal length etc) are adjusted so as 
to frame only those parts of the scene where the specified object is likely to appear. This purposive 
calculation of next-look direction uses both prestored context knowledge and the cuirent-look 
information determined previously.
As mentioned previously a basic idea is to use local reference frames and group objects together 
into context sets which capture qualitative generic spatial knowledge. For example, it is likely 
that cups are located on tables and this piece of knowledge can be used to initially constrain the 
search for a cup to previously identified table areas. Thus the object recognition phase of the 
system involves a sequence of directed fixations of gaze. Several sub-problems must be solved 
to achieve transference of gaze between objects. These include calculation of the field of view 
required to entirely frame the object (taking appropriate account of known errors and uncertainties), 
determination of the final look direction, calculation of the camera pan and tilt angles needed to 
achieve the calculated final-look direction and a recovery strategy for cases where the required 
motions lie outside the feasible range of camera motions. In subsequent subsections we consider 
each of these in turn.
3.3.2.1 Calculating the size of field of view to frame an object
In the system discussed in this Chapter a simple and coarse representation of stored object models 
has been adopted. Objects are represented for next-look direction calculations via rectangular 
bounding boxes in the image plane. The problem of determining the maximum field of view 
necessary to entirely frame an object then corresponds to the finding the maximum angle in the
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camera frame subtended by two comers of the box. If the points which represent the bounding 
box of the object are denoted by Bi and the vectors which describe them in the world coordinate 
system are ^  then the the maximum field of view required is;
£  = max
with TîJ®'' defined:
yff"" = arccos (norm • norm
fov
Figure 3.2: Calculation of maximum angle
where t^  ^and are the vectors centered in the estimated camera position and pointing respec­
tively at the comers Bi and Bj of the bounding box.
Once the two comers which identify the maximum angle are found, it is necessary to consider 
how errors in point coordinates and uncertainty in estimated camera position affect this angle. 
Figure 3.2 and 3.3 show how reasonable estimates of this can be calculated assuming that errors 
in point coordinates can be bounded by spheroids. Figure 3.2 indicates the plane which passes 
through the two comers and the estimated camera position and shows the projected spheroids of 
uncertainty. The maximum angle, ) £ ,  is increased when errors are taken into account and the 
angle to frame the object becomes The construction shown in Figure 3.3 shows that yj,  ^can 
be calculated as
yin -)£  + A ai+A a2
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Figure 3.3: How to compute
The two angles Ac^ - can be computed from
Ao^ - = arcsin
where 4  ^is the vector which is centered at T and points at the comer Bi.
A further source of error which has not been accounted for yet is the uncertainty in the first-look 
direction. This is given by:
%nc -  ! arccos {norm (4T + A ^ ) • norm {IdT — A[^)) \
Thus the final field of view required to frame an object, is:
7^  ^ ~ 7 ^  + ^ «1 + + u^nc
3.3.2.2 Calculation of Final-Look direction
Calculation of the final look direction vector, k, is illustrated in Figure 3.4 and is given by:
k ^ h , - L
where the direction of r is known from
I d  I ~  l l Ai  - A z I
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Figure 3.4: Computing the final look direction.
In order to compute | |rj | the angle ^ must first be found. It is determined by using: 
= I arccos {norm (63 -  • norm {/ -  |
and then applying the sine rule to the triangle A (BiTA) as follows:
sin(0
sm (;r- (^ + /5))
where
^ = (l£^ + A a i+A0Ç2) /2 “  Aai
3.3.2.3 Calculation of Pan and Tilt angles
The pan and tilt angles required to direct the optical axis of the camera towards the new look- 
direction k can be computed as shown in Figure 3.5. The vectors Id and k can be projected onto 
the camera height plane:
= l d - { l d '
= k -  { k - u^  up
where = (0,0, 1) represents the up direction of the camera in the world coordinate system. 
Then the pan angle is given by:
||6^ | |  = arccos {norm {^ ^ ^  norm ^
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proj
Hgure 3.5: Computing the camera motion.
and the direction or sign of the angle can be computed in the camera coordinate system as 
sign = (norm (^ ’'°^  xnorm
The tilt angle can be computed in the following three steps:
• First compute the angle between Id and its projection
-  sign ((M. — arccos (norm (ld^ °^^  ^ - norm (ld)J
• Second compute the angle between k and its projection as
0* = sign ( ( k ~  F^ ®^  ^ • z j j  arccos (norm F^"^  ^ • norm
• Finally compute the tilt angle (f>^  ^as
3.3.3 Recovery Strategies
It is necessary to verify that the pan and tilt angles and the field of view required to frame an 
object are within the feasible range of the camera. If they are not then additional motions, such as 
gross translation of the camera, must be made in order to bring the values into allowable ranges. 
A common example occurs if the camera is too close to the chosen reference object. In this case 
the required field of view can be outside the available range. Analysis of all possible situations 
and determination of an optimal movement away from the object could be attempted but would 
be a very involved calculation and therefore not entirely desirable. In our work a much simpler
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Figure 3.6: The step-back mechanisms.
heuristic recovery strategy has been adopted whereby the camera can move away from the object 
along one of two predefined paths. The movement is by a fixed step at a time, and after each step 
the field of view calculation is reverified against the range of available camera parameters. The 
two defined paths are shown in the Rgures above. The first step-mechanism of (Hgure 3.6[a]) is 
made along the circle centered on the first reference object (the one used to determine the very 
first estimate of the camera position). In this case it can be assumed that the uncertainty does 
not change along this path. The second step-mechanism (Hgure 3.6[b]) is back along the final 
look direction. In this case the uncertainty can ino-ease if the camera moves away from the first 
reference object at the same time.
3.4 Experimental Results
In this section results are illustrated and quantitative data is given on the effectiveness of the look 
direction computations for the active vision system considered. Experiments are shown for both 
artificial graphics based simulations of environments as well as real world imagery of a laboratory. 
Typical objects used, or modelled, are doors, cabinets, tables, wall posters and windows. One 
of the aims of the experiments is to characterise the performance, reliability and limitations of
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the camera location method used. A further aim is to illustrate the importance of estimating 
and correctly propagating errors and uncertainties. Finally, it is shown that the use of many local 
reference frames confers advantages over use of a single global reference frame and that the simple 
mechanisms used to frame target objects work effectively.
I rfindow
(a) Plan view (b) Graphics rendering
Figure 3.7: The modelled environment
A typical indoor environment that is considered in the current study is shown in figure 3.7. 
This shows a plan view of an indoor laboratory scene in our department and a graphics rendering 
of one view of the model (using the Rayshade public domain gr^hics package). The room has a 
door and contains a small table on top of which are several everyday objects (specifically a cup 
and plate). The position and size of the door are fixed and well known and this can therefore be 
used to establish the location of the camera during the system bootstrap phase. The location of 
the table is not so well established as it can be moved around the room to any laige enough area 
of free floor space. However, the location of the cup and plate are almost certainly restricted to 
the table top and thus if this is established the camera look-direction can be restricted to that small 
region of the room. The model representation of the scene binds the table, cup and plate together 
in a local reference frame or context set.
The bootstrap phase of the system involves finding the room door and then using it to infer 
the camera position via the backprojection method of Flschler and Bolles. The success of this
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depends both on finding the door in the field of view and the accuracy of the back projection. At 
system start-up the camera look point could be anywhere in the scene. However it is relatively 
easy to devise a system which will automatically drive the camera so that it is looking horizontally 
(this may involve some information firom an inertial sensor to define the vertical direction) and the 
camera has its maximum field of view. In this case, bootstrapping consists of panning the camera 
around the room in small angular increments until the door is identified.
The accuracy of attainable camera position estimation has been tested by applying the backpro­
jection method to model rectangular objects for a range of object sizes, positions and orientations. 
The performance of the method has been tested as a function of errors in image point accuracy as 
well as uncertainty in known model position.
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Figure 3.8: Some experiments
Figure 3.8[a] shows typical images and results for a rectangular object of size 0.5 x 0.25 metres 
located in the lower comer of the room and viewed at distances of 1.5 and 3.0 metres. It is assumed 
that the size and position of the rectangle in world coordinates is known to an accuracy of 1 cm and 
the standard deviation of point locations in the image is |  pixel. The different images correspond 
to views as the camera is rotated at a fixed radius about the vertical axis. Image (A) represents a
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fronto-parallel view of the object at 1.5 metres while (B) and (C) correspond to rotations by 30 
and 60 degrees respectively. Images (D), (E) and (F) show the same experiment for the camera 
at a radius of 3.0 metres. Figure 3.8[b] shows a plan view of the scene with the true camera 
position, its estimated position and the maximum error bounds (approximated as spheroids) on the 
estimated position. Several interesting observations can be made. In the case of viewing at 1.5 
metres distance the position of the camera is fairly well estimated with reasonably small sizes for 
the error bounds. The uncertainties grow as the object is viewed at more oblique angles but are 
still manageable at 60 degrees. However, as the distance between object and camera increases the 
estimate of the camera position does not necessarily coincide with the true position and the error 
bounds grow non-linearly. The errors for viewing at 3 metres distance are 3 to 7 times those for 
1.5 metres, depending on tiie angle chosen for comparison. These results clearly demonstrate that 
care is needed in choosing an object for bootstrapping purposes. Where possible the object-camera 
distance should be kept small and the object should not be viewed obliquely. When the orientation 
of the optical axis of the camera is extremely tilted with respect to the object plane, the estimates 
of camera position and its orientation can be heavily affected by large errors. In such cases the 
search for more reference objects might become necessary to reduce the uncertainties. As a future 
improvement it is envisaged the use of combination of new estimates with the existing ones.
In addition to the above experiments with synthetic data, we have performed experiments with 
real data to use the backprojection technique and calculate camera-object distance as the camera 
is moved around the scene. The sequence of pictures in Figure 3.9 shows the dynamic of the 
experiment. The chosen reference object is the front of a cabinet. The camera has been moved 
away from the cabinet and its position has been estimated with the proposed method. The choice 
for the front cabinet framed at different distances is used to show the sensitivity of the proposed 
approach to the distance between the camera and the object plane. The choice of the table top 
would have resulted in very inaccurate estimates of the camera position, since the view is very 
slanted with respect to the cabinet top. The results are shown in the graph illustrated in Figure 3.10. 
The graph shows the ground truth distance, measured from the front of the cabinet to the camera 
position and the bounded estimates of distance for the number of points selected for the approach 
trajectory.
The use of several local reference frames for representing scenes and calculating next look 
direction has been tested on real world data. The modelled environment consists of a room with 
a door and a window on opposite walls (see Figure 3.11). The position of a small cabinet is 
known and represented with respect to the window. The active vision system initially establishes 
its orientation in the world by finding the door. In principle, the system could be directed to view
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Figure 3.9; Cabinet approadi
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Figure 3.10: Real data experiment 
[b]
(pix) a{x,y,z) (m)
0.01 0.333 (0.332,0.208,0.274)
0.01 0.500 (0.356,0.215,0.283)
0.01 1.000 (0.381,0.230,0.292)
<r(m) (pix) oix,y,z) (m)
0.001 0.250 (0.242,0.034,0.187)
0.001 0.333 (0.324,0.045.0.250)
0.001 0.500 (0.488,0.068,0.376)
Table 3.1: Camera estimation errors with window and cabinet-top reference objects
the cabinet by composing the transformations from door-window and window-cabinet. However, 
each of these is somewhat uncertain and therefore the net transformation can have a large error 
associated with it. A more effective strategy for an active vision system to find the cabinet is first 
to verify the position of the window and only then perform the motion to direct the camera to look 
at the cabinet. The introduction of the intermediate local verification step effectively zeros the 
accumulating errors.
Figure 3.12[a] shows the window and the detected quadrilateral used to determine the first 
estimate of the camera position. Table 3.1 [a] shows the results of the backprojection and the 
relative estimates of the errors in the camera position.
No step back mechanism was required to Jframe entirely the top of the cabinet; this when the 
uncertainty in the position of the comers of the detected quadrilateral of the cabinet top was of
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(a) The door (b) The window
Rgure 3.11 : The door and window reference objects
a = 1/8 pixel and the uncertainty in the position of the cabinet top was 0.001 m. Figure 3.12[b] 
shows the cabinet and superimposed the quadrilateral used to estimate the local transformation. 
The multiple backprojections ^plied to the cabinet top are illustrated in Table 3.1 [b]. The table 
shows that errors are considerably large, due to the particularly slanted view. In such case the 
choice for the front part of the cabinet would have been more ^propriate to reduce the errors.
The effectiveness of the recovery strategies for framing a target object is demonstrated in the 
results summarised in Figure 3.12[c] and 3.12[d]. This shows the initial and final images of a short 
sequence as the camera is moved backwards along a recovery trajectory. Following bootstr^ping 
the camera has been directed to look in the direction of a table. However, firom the known table 
size and camera parameters it can be inferred that the entire table cannot be seen firom the start 
position. Figure 3.12[c] shows the camera image from the start position and is a clear confirmation 
that the entire table is not framed firom this position. The active system therefore decides to move 
away from the target object so as to increase the field of view. Each movement is a step of 10 cms 
and is followed by recalculation of the available field of view. Finally after several moves the 
system calculates that the entire table can be seen. This is confirmed by the image shown in 
Figure 3.12[d]. Recovery strategies are necessary when it is required for the object to be entirely 
visible from the current view. However, if the involved uncertainties are very large the recovery
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Rgure 3.12: The step back mechanisms
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mechanism might employ more steps than effectively required. It might occur that the system fails 
to frame entirely from any of the tried positions along the recovery trajectories. In such cases the 
last resource is to test if the current view is sufficient to frame entirely the object.
3.5 Conclusions
This Chapter has considered how the gaze of a simple active camera can be established and how 
the camera be can controlled and directed to look towards objects of interest. Particular attention 
has been paid to trying to understand sources of uncertainty in these operations and to developing 
conservative strategies which will ensure that these sources do not result in inappropriate system 
behaviour.
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Chapter 4
The Supervisor
4.1 Introduction
An intelligent agent is a collection of programs, the execution and goals of which are set and 
driven by the programs themselves. An agent is autonomous if it can satisfy the set goals without 
any external intervention. An intelligent agent acts differently in different environments. The way 
an agent acts can be seen as the behaviour of the agent. Visual behaviours involve those actions 
which make use of the visual system of the agent itself.
In the last two decades. Artificial Intelligence has contributed with many examples of intelligent 
and autonomous agents, able to emulate a large variety of intelligent human behaviours. Although 
the examples of systems able to perform intelligent reasoning at symbolic level are numerous, 
there are few existing implementations which have tackled the problem of showing intelligent 
behaviours in response to external visual stimuli.
This chapter describes the design of a novel framework and its implementation. The imple­
mented system acts as a supervisor, able to initiate and control the execution of a limited set of 
visual behaviours. Each behaviour is described in terms of a hierarchy of tasks. At the lowest layer 
there are tasks responsible for specialised goals, such as sensor adjustments. A model of the scene 
is instantiated at the beginning of the program and dynamically updated. The model is represented 
as a hierarchical structure where objects are the lowest elements and the environment, or scene, 
is the highest. The implemented system controls the tasks present in the database by monitoring 
them and reconfiguring them to accommodate changes which have occurred in the knowledge of 
the world.
The system can handle several visual behaviours at the same time. Each task is assigned a 
user defined priority, and a complexity which is a measure of the number of operations required 
to accomplish it. An execution time limit is set for all available tasks, which is proportional to
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their estimated complexity. A set of control mechanisms, which define the scheduler, activate, 
deactivate or terminate tasks on the basis of scheduling criteria, which involve the priority factor, 
the current field of view and the assigned time limit.
The supervisor system has been interfaced to the interpretation module, described in chapter 
5, to show how the supervisor can control the interpretation module by constructing a command 
based on the tasks activated by the scheduler. As new information is acquired by the action of 
the interpretation module, changes or Improvements in the knowledge of the world trigger new 
mechanisms which are responsible for the reconfiguration and activation of existing tasks.
The first section of this chapter introduces the major features of the proposed design and 
describes its novelties. The second section describes previous work some of which has inspired 
aspects of the design of the supervisor. The following sections give more detail of the design of 
the framework and its implementation. The last section shows a number of experiments to test 
some of the defined visual behaviours.
4.2 Features of the proposed approach
This section describes the major features of the proposed framework. The description illustrates 
the characteristics in terms of scope of applicability, knowledge representation scheme, reasoning 
strategies and architecture (this follows the criteria discussed in Chapter 2).
The major purpose of the framework is to illustrate how to dynamically structure and control 
strategies able to solve user defined visual tasks. The aim is to show the design of mechanisms 
able to perform a number of visual behaviours in terms of a coordinated set of purposive actions. 
Although the chosen application domain is a controlled indoor environment, the proposed criteria 
could be applied to more general cases.
Knowledge is described by a hierarchical structure, where a number of classes of objects have 
been defined to simplify the accomplishment of visual tasks. Object classes have been defined 
according to their features (geometric and non geometric) and functionality (i.e. their role) in the 
analysed environment. The exploitation of a hierarchical representation is a standard approach in 
knowledge based systems, however the proposed structure introduces a number of new aspects. 
In addition to the usual advantage of a hierarchical structure given by the considerable reduction 
of search space, the use of a net of reference frames has been introduced. Reference frames are 
approached and explored to solve the given visual tasks. Reference frames give the the system the 
capability to navigate and explore in an environment where magnification of errors is reduced by
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performing all the computations locally to the coordinate system identified by the reference frame 
itself.
Reasoning is represented as a heterarchical structure of tasks, where each user defined task is 
an independent root task and the terminal tasks represent elementary visual operations. Several 
state variables are employed to keep track of the activity engaged by the supervisor. Adequate 
strategies are used to move from one reference frame to the next one in the most efficient way. 
This involves the use of a number of criteria which take into account the potential dynamics of the 
scene. Superfluous actions, which might result in an increase of errors are avoided by limiting the 
number of movements of the sensor. This implies understanding of the uncertainties which might 
be introduced by the movements of the sensor and the likely dynamics of objects in the scene.
The proposed architecture is modular. Three major phases have been defined which drive the 
visual reasoning,
• a task handling phase, responsible for task decomposition,
• a scheduling phase, responsible for task activation,
• a response phase, responsible for task satisfaction.
The modularity of the architecture enhances the generality of the approach. Although, the approach 
is demonstrated on only a limited number of visual tasks, the ideas on which the approach is built 
could be applied to a much larger range of visual problems.
The importance of a knowledge representation defined both at symbolic and geometric level has 
been outlined in Chapter 2. The importance of the existence of a conceptual level of description of 
the environment is well documented in Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Science literature. In 
this Chapter it is shown how a symbolic (conceptual) model for the analysed scene is dynamically 
constructed, as a result of the successful completion of tasks. The model is a hierarchical one, where 
the environment is represented at different scales, the finest is represented by the object, the coarsest 
by the environment itself. Exploitation of a hierarchical representation of the knowledge gives 
the opportunity of using visual strategies which involve verification, identification and recognition 
at object, reference and environment level. This is a key feature of the proposed supervisor and 
an aspect that is often neglected in existing vision systems. The proposed framework has been 
tested for a limited number of visual tasks, at object, reference and environment level. These tests 
include object verification and recognition, reference frame monitoring and description as well as 
environment exploration.
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Object instances are assigned a mobility which is a measure of how often objects move in the 
scene; mobility is described by an exponential function which decreases with time. The adaptation 
of the defined strategies to changes in tibte environment determines the way that visual tasks are 
performed. The idea of object mobility is a new feature. The mobility factor is also a function of 
the type of environment. Objects may be moved more or less often according to their functionality 
in the scene. The supervisor makes large use of this characteristic by choosing the movements 
most suitable for the current dynamic model of the scene.
The knowledge representation and die static and dynamic attributes of objects play an important 
role in the way user visual tasks can be decomposed. Strategies have been structured, based 
on the current knowledge about the scene and the relative mobility of objects. The use of a 
decomposition based on the knowledge about the scene is a fairly standard approach but the 
criteria used to decomposed the tasks are innovative. A number of basic visual operations have 
been defined on the basis of available sensor movements, knowledge sources competences and 
focus of attention criteria. All the user defined visual tasks can be expressed as a combination 
of the defined visual operations. Strategies, which define the meta-knowledge of the supervisor, 
have been defined to dynamically reconfigure the existing task decompositions according to the 
interpreted environmental changes.
The existence of a heterarchical structure of tasks calls for control mechanisms able to schedule 
efficiently the existing tasks. In the proposed architecture such mechanisms are built in a scheduler 
which
(a), activates tasks on the basis of priority and involved operations: i.e. tasks which can be 
accomplished in the active reference frame can be run in parallel and tasks at highest priority 
are scheduled first,
(b). assigns time-limits to tasks proportional to their estimated complexity and the available 
strategies,
(c). terminates tasks when their time-limit expires.
The idea of using an active reference frame, to determine the number of applicable visual tasks is 
one of the novel aspects of the approach. Commonly, scheduling criteria work on a combination of 
expected performances, resource availability and contextual information. In the proposed model 
each terminal task is assigned an execution cost which is proportional to the e3q)ected time of 
execution of the correspondent visual operation. Tasks which are non terminal are assigned an 
execution cost which is a sum of the costs of the visual operations required to solve the task. The
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execution cost in essence identifies the complexity of the task.
By implementing a supervisor the chapter contributes to scientific knowledge in terms of 
experimental validation of concepts, theories and ideas put forward pertaining to the design of 
such system.
4.3 Previous work
Vision is an important sense for an intelligent agent as it allows it to interact flexibly with 
the changing external world. This section hi^lights a number of research contributions. The 
contributions are mainly from the artificial intelligence community and they raise and solve some 
important issues.
An autonomous agent needs to be able to sense the external world. Sensing is important because 
it can simplify many of the tasks the agent has to accomplish; sensing is indispensable if the agent 
has to perform its tasks in an unknown environment [1] [4] [3] [6].
In order to be able to see, an agent needs transducers enabling it to sense the external world. In 
order to be able to perceive the external environment, it needs to have mechanisms which allow it 
to distinguish the different types of sensed signals. An agent must then be able to understandhow 
perceived stimuli can be interpreted to take frirther decisions. An agent must, finally, be able to put 
into action the chosen decisions in the most efficient way. The purpose here is to try to understand 
how intelligence can be modelled and embedded in terms of reasoning mechanisms. Intelligence, 
in this context, entails taking the appropriate decisions in different circumstances.
A great deal of research has been carried out on these topics in Artificial Intelligence and 
Cognitive Science even though the aims of the two disciplines have often been distinct. The aim 
of Artificial Intelligence is to build intelligent machines, while the aim of Cognitive Science is to 
build human models of mental mechanisms [30]. Although Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive 
Science have different purposes, there have been many contributions both ways: cognitive sctience 
has helped to understand some of the mechanisms of the human mind which have been applied 
to some architecture designs in Artificial Intelligence [10]. On the other hand AI designs have 
suggested new ideas in cognitive studies [22].
A major problem tackled by AI techniques has been that of reasoning and planning. Planning 
is defined in [30] as the determination of a sequence of actions in order to reach a predefined set 
of goals. Many projects have attempted to solve the problem of planning, [17] and [26] are two 
notable examples.
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In [22] [21] Hayes and Hayes present a cognitive model of the planning process. Their model 
is based on the assumption that human activity is opportunistic. Planning activity is modelled as 
a process composed of many independent cogm'hVe specialists. The specialists perform reasoning 
at the different levels of abstraction defined in the proposed model. All the decisions taken by a 
specialist are recorded in a common blackboard. The blackboard is partitioned into five different 
planes, which describe the five different conceptual levels of the reasoning mechanism. The 
control of the planning process proceeds through a series of cycles in which specialists deliver 
their opinions into the blackboard, and then initiate a new cycle of activity. The planning stage 
eventually terminates when the planner has integrated all the consistent decisions and the criteria 
which define the problem have been satisfied.
The blackboard model has been widely used in the scientific literature, and a number of 
extensions have been suggested to add greater flexibility to the control structure. To this end 
frameworks for parallel and distributed blackboard systems have been designed [23]. Corkill 
[12] proposes three different parallel and distributed models of blackboard systems (BB). The |
first models is a shared-memory BB, where the blackboard is shared among a set of processors, j
responsible for the execution of knowledge sources and having direct access to the shared area.
The use of this model permits two different mechanisms for knowledge source scheduling: one 
where each processor is responsible for the execution of a special KS class, it handles its own 
queue and remains idle when the queue is empty; a more efficient one, where a single queue of 
KSs is available and where an idle processor selects the KS of highest priority. The second model 
presents a Distributed BB approach, where several distinct blackboards exist to store different data 
types. In this framework independent KS queues exist for each blackboard and communication 
is actuated locally by a dedicated processor. This model is well suited for solving problems 
where information processing can occur at different levels of abstraction. Communication among 
blackboards occurs only when objects created in a blackboard belong to another blackboard.
The final model is the Blackboard server approach where only one bladcboard exists and this is 
divided into portions dedicated to different data types. In this model no overlapping of data is 
allowed and a processor can access objects within its own responsibility area. Objects outside 
its responsibility are accessible only indirectly through the appropriate processor. The distributed 
and parallel approach has also been analysed and adopted by the ESPRIT project VIEWS [13].
In VIEWS a distributed and parallel approach has been employed to build a vision surveillance 
system capable of monitoring ground traffic on roads and at airports. Essentially VIEWS adopts 
the second model of blackboard systems defined by Corkill. Multiple blackboards are responsible 
for the storage of information for different purposes. Two major components have been defined to 
interpret and anticipate the surveillance situations [31]. At the lowest level perceptual processing
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is defined where information is processed from pixels to make prediction of object movements. 
This component is defined as the Perception Component. It has the ability to detect and recognise 
defined objects and monitor their trajectories. At a higher level perceived information is interpreted 
as concepts and sets of object movements are matched against precompiled possible behaviours. 
This component is called the Situation Assessment Component, and it enables understanding of 
the dynamics of the analysed scene as it develops over time. Views proposes the paradigm of 
purposive and smart vision where foci of attention purposively selected, according to the visual 
goal, are taken into consideration during the interpretation of the imaged data. \^ews [20] proposes 
a distributed architecture characterised by a number of blackboards in each of which information 
at different level of abstraction is memorised. Each Blackboard is locally controlled and the local 
controller is responsible for the timing of the information flow. The approach proposed by Gong 
and Buxton models well the data-driven and goal-driven information flow. Data is incrementally 
constructed from image features to concepts and the sample rate decreases from low level to high 
level and at each stage.
Recently more importance has been given to reasoning and planning in the context of an 
intelligent agent. A set of new problems thus emerged. From the perspective of reasoning seen 
as a process or a set of processes aimed at accomplishing one or more prefixed goals, reasoning 
has gained a new dimension. Why does an intelligent agent reason, why does it need goals to 
satisfy, what are the mechanisms which trigger a particular plan instead of another one, what are 
the mechanisms which drive an agent to form an intention and then plan a set of actions organized 
as a proper behavior ? How is an intention created ? A particular set of environmental conditions 
usually stimulate some intentions for an agent; these are then analyzed and modified according to 
the internal state of the agent itself.
An intelligent agent forms his intentions given a particular set of external stimuli, and these 
are ordered according to some internal criteria. Examples of criteria are given by Schank and 
Abelson in [27]. For instance an intention based on preservation is most likely ranked higher than 
an intention based on a desire of achievement. Other types of criteria could be defined, for instance 
in the case of more than one intelligent agent in the same environment. Cooperative, competitive 
or collaborative criteria might shape the formation of an intention of the agent [14].
Pollack [25] has designed the architecture of an intelligent agent. In her architecture, intentions 
can be generated by external stimuli or as a result of an internal reasoning with the resulting output 
been a set of options. Options are first of all filtered according to two basic criteria: compatibility 
and override. Basically an option is tested against the intention which is currently active (Pollack 
talks about committed intention) and if it is compatible it is integrated, if it is incompatible it
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is rejected. Finally, if the option has a higher priority according to some predefined criteria, it 
overrides the current one. An agent commits itself to one or more feasible intentions. However, 
how does an agent behave to reach the fixed goals ? How is a behaviour related to a committed 
intention ?
Aloimonos et al [2] [15] have recently based their work on the concept of purposive vision 
where an intelligent agent, also called observer, exhibits a particular behavior in order to pursue 
his goals. The complexity of the behavior is usually dependent on how sophisticated the agent is. 
Aloimonos understands behavior as a sequence of perceptual events and actions which are meant 
to drive the agent to the accomplishment of its goals. Recognition is then justified as a possible 
way of understanding the functionalities of the interested objects, this involves other recovery 
tasks which are usually aimed at determining some of the features of the objects.
A related work, which is also very close to the ideas presented in this chapter, comes firom 
Bajcsy and Campos [5]. An intelligent agent is seen as an entity which is capable of solving three 
major types of tasks: haptic or tactile tasks, which involve the interaction with the environment for 
exploratory purposes, manipulatory tasks which are aimed at simple purposive object manipulations 
and finally visual tasks which are aimed at exploratory purposes only. Visual tasks typically involve 
search and tracking tasks. Perceptual tasks might involve a simple verification or have exploratory 
purposes.
The use of landmarks to aid the navigation of a robotic agent in a partially known environment 
is a well known problem [24] [29]. The research group at UMASS [16] has developed experiments 
in autonomous navigation where goals are decomposed into more detail ones. The initial goals 
are coarse-grained, and are constructed on the basis of precompiled a-priori knowledge. They 
are eventually decomposed into finer ones and accordingly adjusted as a result of the perceived 
data, A map of the explorable environment is stored as a-priori knowledge in terms of geometric 
relations. Several landmarks, identified as single objects, part of them or even a set of objects, are 
used to guide the navigation. The autonomous agent is identified by the pair of parameters pose 
and the present environment, which is called locale. The possible accumulation of errors due to 
the movements of the robotic agent and its sensors is contained by a continuous servoing of the 
sensors on prominent features in the environment. This technique allows for a gradual adjustment 
of the actions taken by the agent with a consequent reduction of errors.
The complexity of a task depends on the nature of the task and on the complexity of the methods 
which are used to solve the related problems. Tsotsos [32] has given a definition of complexity of 
a problem. The complexity of a problem is the upper-bound, that is the most complicated, of all 
methods known as a possible solution for the given problem. This means that there might be more
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than one strategy to solve a single task. Each strategy can be assigned a cost which is proportional 
to the estimated time the strategy requires to accomplish the task. The maximum complexity for a 
given task can therefore be estimated as the maximum cost which can be assigned to it.
for each visual task there might be more than one strategy which allows the accomplishment 
of the visual task.
4.4 Visual behaviours
The scheduler supervisor has been built to model a limited number of intelligent behaviours which 
are typical of an autonomous agent. The aim of this section is to give a description of an intelligent 
agent and its mechanisms, based on the literature readings cited in the previous section.
In general an autonomous agent can be modelled as a module for which input and output signals 
define the interface with the external world (see Figure 4.1). Stimuli, are the input signals which
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Figure 4.1 : The anatomy of an agent
trigger internal mechanisms based on criteria defined a priori or customised to suit the particular 
situation. Actions, are the ouq)ut signals which represent the execution of the generated decisions. 
A similar description of agent has been proposed by Shoham [28]. Shoham describes an agent in
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terms of a mechanism able to make commitments which depend on input information (Shoham 
talks about incoming messages). Initial commitments are based on an input initial state. At each 
stage of its activity the agent selects the commitment which best suits the incoming message, the 
internal representation of the mental state and the intrinsic capabilities of the agent itself. The 
product of the activity of the proposed mechanism is an outgoing message. The design of Shoham 
is an extension of the object oriented approach, where the basic element is represented by an object 
and communication between objects is transmitted by means of messages.
The criteria which are at the basis of all the judgments of an autonomous agent define the nature 
of the agent itself. An agent can be alone in an environment or it might share the environment with 
other agents. The criteria used by the agent in either case are different. For instance, if an agent is 
alone, it can use all the possible means to accomplish a defined task, on the other hand if it shares 
the environment with another agent, it must take into consideration the plans of the other agent. 
Such plans might or might not be shared, if they are not, the agent must compute an estimate of 
the possible intentions of the other agent, and accommodate its own criteria.
The internal mechanisms of an agent generate a number of intentions, which can be seen 
as initial sketches of feasible plans. Intentions, at first, are coarsely defined. They are usually 
modified, in a later stage, to suit the environmental conditions and accommodate the internal 
criteria of the agent. Formed intentions can be very similar, or on the other hand the purpose of 
several intentions might be conflicting. An autonomous agent has mechanisms to resolve conflicts. 
The mechanisms are limited by the reasoning capabilities of the agent itself.
An agent always generates a behaviour as a conclusion of its reasoning stage. Such behaviour 
follows the criterion of satifyability since it is designed to suit the largest number of intentions in 
the most efficient way. The chosen behaviour is implemented as a course of action which can be 
modelled in terms of a number of tasks which coarsely define the required number of operations. 
A behaviour can involve different types of operation. A behaviour can cause direct or indirect 
modifications of the environment, of the internal status of the system or of the sensor; on the other 
hand a behaviour can involve a number of explorative actions. For instance, a course of action 
laid out to search for an object, can involve sensor modifications, multiple explorative actions or 
cause direct or indirect movement of objects.
The course of action must be reconfigured each time the internal or external status has changed; 
the way tasks are modified depends on internal and external constraints, dictated by the physical 
limitations of the agent, together with the environmental conditions. For instance, a robotic agent 
carries limitations in its own movements and in the way it can sense the environment: end effectors 
and sensors are, in fact, limited in the way they can operate and move.
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Once the optimal behaviour has been confirmed, an agent has to decompose the related course 
of action into more detailed tasks. This process must take into account the different ways tasks 
can be decomposed : some tasks are, in fact, more complex than others, and some combinations 
of tasks are more efficient than others. It is up to the agent to choose the most suitable one.
The following section desoibes the adopted framework and the way tasks have been modelled.
4.5 The framework of the Supervisor
A framework of a system able to schedule a number of predefined tasks, and supervise their 
execution has been designed. The framework has been successfully interfaced to the recognition 
or interpretation module described in Chapter 5. The framework is able to handle two types 
of information flow: a top-down information flow, which involves the setting and control of the 
course of action, in terms of a set of directives to be executed in the recognition module and a 
bottom-up information flow, which involves an analysis of the findings of the recognition module.
The system can work in different phases defined to give modularity to the designed framework. 
A new phase can be initiated by the particular occurance of an event, and then driven by changes 
in the database. The most relevant phases are
• the task handling phase, in which a new task is read in and analysed, or an old one 
reconfigured to accommodate changes of knowledge about the world,
• the scheduling phase, which sets time limits on activation and termination of the existing 
tasks according to some predefined criteria,
• the response phase, in which the incoming data is analysed and tasks are satisfied.
The drawing in Figure 4.2 illustrates the various components of the scheduler supervisor and 
their interactions. User defined tasks are coarsely described and decomposed into subtasks which 
are finely defined. The scheduler selects the most suitable activations and a command is built and 
sent to the inteipretation module to be executed. If there are no new tasks, and no data is issued 
by the interpretation module, the system goes into an attending phase. When new information 
is issued by the interpretation module, the response phase is initiated. In the response phase 
tasks are satisfied and the internal database is updated. The modifications applied to the database 
trigger a new task handling phase, and consequently a new scheduling phase which generates a 
new command for the interpretation module. Figure 4.2 shows also the attending phase, this is a 
transitory phase which can be interrupted by events, such as new incoming information from the
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Figure 4.2: The scheduler supervisor
interpretation module, the termination of a task (explained later in the the experimental section) as 
well as the imposition of a new task.
The following paragraphs describe the activity of the defined phases of the scheduler supervisor 
in more detail.
4.5.1 The Task Handling Phase
In the task handling phase
• a description of the task and its user defined priority are read in, stored in the task data 
structure and the task is assigned a time stamp,
• the task is then decomposed into simpler and more specific tasks, this is done according to 
the nature of the task and the knowledge of the context, this results in a hierarchy of tasks at 
the top of which there is the original user defined task, called the root task, and at its bottom 
there are specialised terminal tasks,
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• A time limit is assigned to each task using a factor which is proportional to its estimated 
complexity (the factor is explained in more detail in the experimental section).
4.5.2 The scheduling phase
In the scheduling phase
• terminal tasks at highest priority are considered the leading tasks, they establish the active 
reference frame,
• all tasks which can be accomplished in the active reference frame are activated or kept 
active, regardless of their priority,
• all tasks which cannot be accomplished in the same active reference frame are turned into 
passive tasks,
• a command for the interpretation module is constructed. The command is assembled using 
the descriptions of the active terminal tasks.
4.5.3 The response handling phase
In the response handling phase
• the information coming from the inteipretation module engine is read in. For instance new 
objects or object data, or changes in the sensor parameters,
• the incoming information is analysed to test if some active tasks can be satisfied. In the case 
of a positive test then success is propagated to the accomplished tasks,
• the new information is used to update the data stored in the database.
4.6 The database
This section describes the task model adopted, the knowledge representation used, and finally, the
implemented tasks.
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4.6.1 The task
A definition of task needs to be sufficiently general to be used in different contexts. A generic 
task must be uniquely identifiable and needs to carry a description of its responsibilities. It might 
or might not be active, it carries a priority and an intrinsic complexity which is a measure of 
the difficulty of the actions which have to be executed. A time limit must be assigned to a task 
proportional to its complexity. Finally, a task needs to assign special responsibilities to specialised 
tasks.
A set of general features for a task can be described as follows
• an identifier and description, which allow a fast indexation of the task and its responsibilities,
• a record of the task on which it directly depends, called its parent task, and of the subordinate 
tasks, called children tasks,
• a time stamp and a time limit, which define the life span of the task,
• a status, which defines its role among the available set of tasks, and for which the defined 
values are
-  active, assigned when the scheduler activates the task,
-  passive, assigned when the task is read in,
-  terminated, assigned when the task has expired its time limit,
• a priority, which defines how dominant a task and its subtasks are with respect to other tasks,
• a complexity, which is a relative measure of the complexity of the responsibilities of the 
task, I
4.6.2 The knowledge representation
The adopted representation is a hierarchical one, where the world is described at three different 
spatial scales
• environment,
• reference frame,
• object.
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The environment is at the highest level of representation, objects are at the lowest. The adopted 
structure is similar to previous work of Fennema [16] at UMASS and Brooks [11].
Objects in an environment can be found close to each other because they have similar or 
complementary functionalities. For instance, a pen and a pencil have a similar functionality; on 
the other hand a pencil and an eraser have complementary functionalities. Not all objects have 
equal importance. Some objects have special status relative to a set of objects. These may be said to 
be more important. Importance is task dependent. For example, a desk and a table represent good 
reference objects for other objects which are usually found on top of diem, such as pens, pencils 
or erasures. Reference objects are important when the visual task requires the understanding of 
a scene in terms of geometric or spatial symbolic relationships. Other objects may be used to 
disambiguate the scene class: a telephone or a computer can be used to distinguish between an 
office and a kitchen scene. Such objects are called characteristic and they can be used when the 
visual task requires an identification of the scene or the active reference frame. Objects which are 
neither reference nor characteristic can , in theory, be found in several different scenes.
Two different context classes of objects, can therefore be defined according to their role in the 
environment
• the reference object class, which identifies a particular reference frame, to which other 
objects can be related geometrically,
• the characteristic object class, which allows the recognition of a particular class of envi­
ronment or reference frame,
• the generic objects class, which defines objects which do not belong to the previous two 
classes.
A use of reference objects has been introduced by Wixson [33]. In this work Wixson talks 
about intermediate objects, as objects which allow a reduction of search space of other objects 
in their neighbourhood. Wixson uses the idea of indirect search to describe a situation where 
an intermediate object is searched first and then its neighbourhood explored to identify the target 
object. Wtixson reports on the efficiency of indirect search against the direct search. The usefulness 
of reference object has also been demonstrated in the work of [16] cited earlier on in this chapter. 
Fennema uses a hierarchical representation of the world where locales are defined at different levels 
of abstraction. The locales are represented by milestones which have the role of the reference 
objects described in this thesis. Each visual task is planned in coarse-to-fine fashion, starting from 
a coarse definition of the visual goal, which involves the recognition of a milestone, the actual
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recognition of the milestone and a final calibration of the sensor on the detected milestone. The 
approach taken in the thesis goes beyond the exploitation of indirect search by means of reference 
objects. The thesis demonstrates the importance of the use of both characteristic and reference 
objects. The introduction of characteristic objects allows a fast identification of the scene class 
with a consequent improvement of performance of the execution of a visual task. Characteristic 
and reference objects are complementary classes. An object can be used to identify a scene but it 
might be a not very useful reference object. For instance, a television set can be used to identify 
a living room, but it is hard to think it as a good reference object. On the contrary, a table is a 
very good reference object which nicely identifies a 3D portion of space. The use of characteristic 
objects can be seen as an important means of determining what class the analysed environment 
belongs to and what classes of object may be found in it. on the other hand, the use of a net of 
reference frames is indispensable for a fast indexation of the 3D space. The search space can be 
constrained to one or more reference frames. This is done by directing the sensor towards 3D 
portions of space where a reference exists or its existence is hypothesised; once a reference is 
located, the system can easily lock onto the new frame and explore it. All the computations can be 
performed locally neglecting the unavoidable accumulation of errors produced by the movements 
required to explore the environment in search for the reference.
4.6.3 The implemented tasks
All the tasks which have been designed, work at the three levels of description defined in the 
adopted knowledge representation. The modelled tasks are
• search, which describes the search for known or unknown objects,
-  at object levels it encodes a direct search which represents the search for object features, 
the information of which may or may not be up-to-date,
-  at reference level, it encodes a guided search which represents a search for an object 
for which some or all its typical references are available,
-  at environment level, it encodes an indirect search which represents the search for an 
object for which none of its references is available,
• describe, which involves one or more explorations and descriptions of available objects and 
inter-object relations,
-  at object level the task refers to the description of object features.
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-  at reference level the task might involve the description of the relationship between two 
or more objects, or it might involve the description of the neighborhood of a reference 
frame,
-  at environment level the task involves explorations of the available reference frames,
• monitor,
-  at object level, the task involves a search for the object and an eventual tracking if the 
object is moving
-  at reference level, the task involves a search for the chosen reference and a continuous 
monitoring of the portion of space defined by the reference frame itself,
-  at environment level, the task involves a series of monitoring sessions of the available 
reference frames,
• identify,
-  at object level, the task involves a search for a particular feature of an object, for 
instance the colour or the texture of an object
-  at reference level, the task involves a search for the characteristic objects which uniquely 
identify a reference frame, or the relation between two or among more objects,
-  at environment level, the task involves the search for characteristic objects which 
uniquely identify the environment,
• modify, this task refers to a set of possible modifications
-  of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the used sensor,
-  of object position and orientation.
4.7 Implementation details
The framework described has been implemented in the CLIPS programming language [18]. CLIPS 
is a rule based programming language with object oriented features. The first section illustrates 
the relevant features of the adopted knowledge representation. The second section shows some 
aspects of the implementation of the reasoning mechanisms built in the scheduler supervisor.
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4.7.1 The knowledge representation
The knowledge representation has been implemented in terms of a set of defined classes. An iconic 
representation is shown in Figure 4.3
The local and global fram es
World
Reference
globalposUion
Defclmmm Cup
Figure 4.3: The local and global reference frames
A class holds the relevant information of a generic object. In CLIPS a class is stored in the data 
structure called defclass (d e fc la s s  < class-n an ie>  ( i s - a  < c la s s - t y p e > )  ( s l o t  
. . .  ) . . .  ). A defclass belongs to a class type, defined by the i s - a  relation, it inherits all the
features of the class type to which it belongs and it can have its own features defined in the various 
slots.
The basic class in the knowledge representation is the O bject class defined as follows
(defclass Object (is-a USER)
(slot stamp (default NONE))
(slot position (multiple) (default NONE))
(slot dimensions (multiple) (default NONE))
(slot color (default NONE))
(slot mobil (default NONE))
(slot ref (multiple) (default NONE)))
Some features might have more than one value (in this case a slot is declared as (m u ltip le ));
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all the features have a default value. The Object class is dejSned in terms of its dimensions, the 
position of its centroid, its colour, a mobility factor which is a relative measure of how often an 
object moves in a determined environment, a time stamp and a list of typical reference brames. Its 
direct superclass is USER which is a standard CLIPS class.
Reference objects are stored in a subclass of the class O bject as shown below
(defclass Reference (is-a Object)
(slot W_position (multiple) (default NONE))
(slot char (multiple) (default NONE))
(slot gen (multiple) (default NONE)))
The subclass R eferen ce  inherits all the features of the O bject class type, and it has two 
additional slots which contain the lists for generic and characteristic objects of a reference, and 
a slot W_position which holds the coordinates of the reference object in the world reference 
frame. The position of objects is stored with respect to their local reference frame, usually set in 
one of the comer of the bounding box of the relevant reference object. The position of reference 
frames is stored with respect to the world reference frame.
A number of classes have been defined to identify objects which have the same geometric 
features
• a polyhedral class, which identifies objects which have a polyhedral shape
(defclass Polyhedral (is-a Object)
(slot geom-feat (default poly-shaped)))
• a cylindrical class, which identifies objects which have a cylindrical shape
(defclass Cylindrical (is-a Object)
(slot geom-feat (default round-shaped)))
A number of classes have been defined to identify objects which have the same functionality
• an object support class, which identifies objects which typically support other objects,
(defclass Support (is-a Object)
(slot char-feat (default flat)))
• an object container class, which identifies objects which typically contain or enclose other 
objects
(defclass Container (is-a Object)
(slot char-feat (default hollow)))
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• an object opening class, which identifies objects which are openings in closed environments, 
for example as doors and windows in closed rooms,
(defclass Opening (is-a Object)
(slot char-feat (default flat)))
A number of models of man-made objects has been defined in terms of the defined classes. The 
following represent some examples.
(defclass Cup (is-a Container Cylindrical)
(slot id (default model))
(slot dimensions (multiple) (default 0.08 0.08 0.09)))/(defclass Plate (is-a Cylindrical Support)
(slot id (default model))
(slot dimensions (multiple) (default 0.20 0.20 0.00)))
(defclass Table (is-a Support Polyhedral Ref)
(slot id (default model))
(slot dimensions (multiple) (default 0.10 0.10 0.61)))/(defclass Box (is-a Container Polyhedral)
(slot id (default model))
(slot dimensions (multiple) (default 0.10 0.10 0.14)))
(defclass Desk (is-a Support Polyhedral Ref)
(slot id (default model))
(slot dimensions (multiple) (default 0.60 0.50 0.65)))
Each model holds information about typical dimensions of the object. The class inheritance is 
declared through the ( i  s -a  . . .  ) slot. For instance, a class for the object model Cup has been 
defined as a subclass of the class Container and the class Cylindrical. This is because a cup is 
usually used as a container and it has a characteristic cylindrical shape.
Objects, which are found in the analysed environment, are stored in the database as instances 
of the defined classes. Instances inherit the properties and features of the relevant classes but are 
characterised by a unique identifier and a position in the actual three dimensional space.
4.7.2 Control and expert rules
A number of rules have been written to implement the scheduler supervisor. A special distinction 
has been made between the control and expert rules [19]. Information in the database is stored 
in terms of separate units called/ac/s. A change of information in the database corresponds to 
the creation, modification or deletion of facts. A rule in CLIPS is composed of a left hand side 
(LHS), which represents the set of conditions to be satisfied to activate the rule, and a right hand 
side (RHS) which represents the set of actions to be taken when the rule has been scheduled to run.
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Rgure 4.4: The inference mechanisms
In rule-based terminology, when all the left hand side conditions are satisfied the rule is said to be 
triggered, when the rule has been chosen to run and execute the relevant right hand side actions, 
the rule is said to be fired.
(defrule RULE ; ; generic rule
<factl> ... <factn> ;; LHS 
= >
<actionl> ... <actionn> ;; RHS
A rule is fired by CLIPS when all the facts in the LHS are satisfied. The CLIPS inference engine 
keeps on running until there are rules to be fired.
Control rules have the responsibility of changing the system execution from one of the defined 
phases to the following one. Rgure 4.4 graphically illustrates the inference mechanism which 
starts with the firing of an expert rule and ends up with a control rule. An example of control rule 
is
(defrule CONTROL-RULE
(declare (salience -10)}
?phase-add <- (phase ... )
=>
(retract ?phase-add)
(assert (phase ...)))
CLIPS allows for the definition of a salience factor, by means of which the CLIPS engine is obliged 
to fire first a rule which has a declared higher salience than another rule. The salience of a control 
rule is set to low (-10 in the example), in this way the control rule of a particular phase is fired after 
all the expert rules have executed their actions, and a new phase can be initiated.
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Information about the status of the system is stored in different data structures
• the environment class
(defclass Env (is-a USER)
(slot id (default model))
(slot ref (multiple) (default NONE))
(slot char (multiple) (default NONE))
(slot gen (multiple) (default NONE)))
which stores information about typical references, characteristic objects and generic objects. 
More instances of such classes are created when the environment is partially known.
• the sensor parameters fact is defined by
(Sensor
focal <value>
position <value> <value> <value> 
lookp <value> <value> <value> 
x-res <value> 
y-res <value>
IP-size <value>)
in the cuirent implementation, features have been defined for a monocular sensor. The focal 
length, the pixel resolution and the image plane size represent the intrinsic parameters of the 
sensor, while the position and look point describe the extrinsic parameters.
• the task class
(defclass task (is-a USER)
(slot status (default PASSIVE))
(slot id 
(slot pr 
(slot complx 
(slot t-stamp 
(slot t-limit 
(slot parent 
(slot child (multiple))
(slot desc (multiple) ...)
(slot result (multiple) ...))
which holds the necessary information to keep track of the activity of a task. More than one 
instance is usually present in the database. An instance has a unique identifier, complexity 
and description. Tasks are usually related to other tasks through the parent or cAiMrelation. 
These relations generate hierarchical structures of tasks, which describe the activity of the 
supervisor. Figure 4.5 illustrates an example of a hierarchy of tasks.
• Other more general information is stored in the fact
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Figure 4.5: An example of a hierarchy of tasks
{Task-status
lead-ref <the active reference>
num <the number of tasks present in the database>
max-prio <the maximum priority>)
which describes the active reference frame, the number of tasks present in the database and 
the maximum task priority.
Expert rules are in charge of the actual reasoning inference. An example is shown below
(defrule DIRECT-SEARCH
(phase handle-new-task)
?add-t <- (Task id ?id desc search ?obj)
(test (any_instance_in_DB ?obj))
(test (is_up_to_date ?obj))=>
(send (instance-address ?id) delete)
(update_log Response[(time)) : : Respond ?id SUCCESS search ?obj $?ids))
The shown expert rule reports success whenever the search for an object is successful because the 
object is present and up-to-date in the database. In such a case the instance of class task is removed
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from the database and success reported to a log file. The log file keeps track of the activity of the 
supervisor (numerous examples are shown in the experimental section). Another example is the 
following
(defrule SCHEDULE-NO-ACTIVE-TASKS 
(phase scheduling)
(test (any_task))
(test (not (any_active_task)))
=>
(update_log SCHEDULING;: --- SCHEDULING NO ACTIVE TASKS --- )
(set_to__active) )
the expert rule belongs to the scheduling phase. The rule is triggered when no active tasks are 
present in the database. The passive tasks are activated and the activation is reported to the log file 
as a new entry.
The final example shows a rule involved in the analysis of data received by the interpretation 
module.
(defrule MONITOR-RESP-2 
(phase handle-new-resp)
?add-r <- (response ?id SUCCESS $?desc)
(Task id ?id desc monitor reference ?obj ref ?ref-obj)=>
(bind ?old_pos (send (safe-instance-name ?found_id) get-position))
(if (any-instancep ((?ins ?model))
(eq ?found_id ?ins:id)) 
then ;/ modify the object position
(if (< (modulo (sub_vec ?old_pos ?found_pos)) ?*MOVE-TH*) 
then
(update log MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object ?found_id still in same position) 
else
(update_log MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object ?found_id has moved)
(send (safe-instance-name ?found_id) put-position ?found_pos)) 
else ; ; create new object
(update_log MONITORING REFERENCE : : A new instance of object class
(get-mod ?found_id) has been detected : : ?found_id)
(bind ?add-ins (sym-cat (get-mod ?found_id) - (gensym*)))
(bind ?mod (get-mod ?found_id))
(make-instance ?add-ins of ?mod 
(id ?found_id)
(stamp (time))
(position ?found_pos)
(ref ?ref-obj))
)
The rule shows how the monitoring of a reference is handled when relevant data has been issued by 
the interpretation module. The nested IF-THEN-ELSE construct ( ( i f  < in s t a n c e - e x i  s t>  
then  ( i f  < instance-m oved>  then  <rep ort movement> e l s e  <r e p o r t  same
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p o s i t io n >  e l s e  < c r e a te  new in s ta n c e > )  ))showshowthemonitoringisperfomied. 
When a new object is found, an instance is created for it in the database; if the found object is 
already in the database, its new position is tested against the old one and the occurance of a 
movement reported to the log file.
4.8 Experimental results
4.8.1 Introduction
This section illustrates a number of experiments which make use of the implementation of the 
Supervisor. The features and mechanisms which lie behind the implementation are highlighted 
and commented. The Supervisor as it has been described earlier on, has the following major 
functions
• it decomposes the input user defined tasks and monitors their execution,
• it has scheduling mechanisms which control the activation and termination of tasks,
• it can communicate with the Interpretation module (described in Chapter 5) giving direc­
tives and analysing the returned outcome.
• it keeps up-to-date salient information about objects and it can test the recency of the 
available information.
Two sets of experiments are shown. In the first set results are illustrated and commented using
® a brief description of the experiment, which points out particular features of the supervisor, 
® a short sequence of frames which describes the recognition stage in the interpretation module,
• a reference to Appendix A where the salient parts of log file are illustrated, as a description 
of the scheduler supervisor activity.
The log file keeps track of the activity of the scheduler supervisor and shows the creation of 
instances in the interpretation module database. All the experiments in the first set are tested 
in a simple synthetic environment. The introduction of a synthetic environment has given the 
opportunity to test most of the supervisor’s features, which would have been impossible to test 
because of the lack of a controllable monocular sensor. The synthetic environment can be modified
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by changing the sensor parameters or by modifying the number of objects and their position. In 
this way objects can be deleted, moved or inserted in the environment itself, independently from 
the execution of the interpretation module program.
The second set of experiments shows some preliminary work done to extend the capabilities of 
the Supervisor. Two experiments are presented, one with real data and one which makes use of 
the described synthetic enviromnent. The intention is to give the Supervisor the ability to choose 
between two complementary types of dynamic tracking based on different principles of motion 
estimation.
4.8.2 The search task
The first series of experiments involves the search for an object. The task is search <obj> , where 
<obj> could be one among a set of predefined classes of object, such as Plates or Cups; it could 
also be a particular instance of an object, described in terms of the object identifier itself.
The strategy used in the search for an object starts with a search in the database for the particular 
object or for an instance of the required class. If an instance for the object is available and up-to- 
date, success is reported to the log file; if the available instance is out-of-date, a verification stage is 
initiated; if the object is not present a search is constrained to the available reference frames which 
are typical references of the object. The adopted strategy is similar to previous work conducted 
by Garvey [7] and Wixson [33], the major difference is that all the computations in our model are 
performed in the local reference frame. The coordinate system is set on the local reference object 
(Wixson claims that big objects are usually good references for smaller ones).
Once the user defined task has been read in by the supervisor, the database is scanned for the 
particular instance or class of object. In case the search is for an object instance, and the relevant 
information is available, the recency of the found information is tested using its time-stamp and 
mobility factor. The mobility factor represents one possible way of modelling how frequently 
an object may change its position. The recency test is performed using the following inequality 
expression
exp { - p  • (/ -  tstamp)) > 6 (4.1)
The exponential function clearly decreases with time /, and the mobility factor p  adjusts the speed 
with which the fimction decreases. The e factor is a small number representing a threshold: if 
the exponential is above such threshold, then the test is considered successful. The information 
is then regarded as recent and therefore reliable, and thus the object is considered up-to-date and 
an immediate reply is reported in the log file. If, on the other hand, the test fails then the task is
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decomposed into a set of verification operations. A verification stage might entail a number of 
sensor movements and the actual verification itself. The following operations might be required
• a change of look direction, which is done by orienting the optical axis of the sensor to pierce 
file centroid of the object to be verified,
• a change of the camera position along the new optical axis orientation to frame the object 
from a closer view-point,
• a movement of the camera position to a more favourable view-point, which is done by 
moving the look direction, that is the optical axis, to have an orientation with ground plane 
which is judged to be experimentally the most suitable for object recognition.
• a recognition stage, where the interpretation module invokes the knowledge source in charge 
of the recognition of the specific object class.
The database, which the scheduler supervisor addresses, is defined a-priori in a file which 
contains information about the object classes and instances together with the information about 
the sensor. The database for the first experiment looks as follows
MODELS
; Model of class Cup
(mod-Cup of Cup (id model) (mobil 0.01) (ref Table Desk Cabinet))
; Model of class Plate
(mod-Plate of Plate (id model) (mobil 0.01) (ref Desk Cabinet Table)) ; Model of class Box
(mod-Box of Box (id model) (mobil 0.01) (ref Desk Cabinet Table)); Model of class Table
(mod-Table of Table (id model) (mobil 0.001) (ref Window Door))
; Model of class Desk
(mod-Desk of Desk (id model) (mobil 0.001) (ref Window Door))
; Model of class Door
(mod-Door of Door (id model) (mobil 0.0001) (gen Desk Table))
; Model of class Window
(mod-Window of Window (id model) (mobil 0.0001) (gen Desk Table))
; Model of class Environment
(mod-Env of Env (ref Window Door Table Desk))
I  II INSTANCES I
I  I
; Instance of class Environment
(Env-122 of Env (id Env-333) (ref Window-301 Door-357 Desk-523 Table-223)) 
; Instance of class Window
(Window-422 of Window (id Window-301) (position 0 0 1.0))
; Instance of class Door
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(Door-233 of Door (id Door-357) (position 3.0 3.0 1.0))
; Instance of class Desk
(Desk-42 of Desk (id Desk-523) (ref Window-301) (position 0.30 0.25 0.0)
(W_position 0 0 0.65))
; Instance of class Table
(Table-22 of Table (id Table-223) (ref Door-357) (position 0.30 0.30 0.0)
(Wjposition 2.65 2.65 0.613))
; Instance of class Cup
(Cup-14000 of Cup (stamp (time)) (id Cup-11111) (ref Desk-523)
(color red) (position 0.30 0.30 0.045))
; Sensor parameters
(Sensor focal 0.01038 position 3.70 3.00 1.050 lookp 3.40 3.20 0.615 
x-res 0.0000336 y-res 0.0000336 IP-size 256)
The synthetic environment is composed of a desk on top of which lies a cup, and a table. This 
database is the same for all the experiments described in the section, modifications are reported 
just before the experiment.
The information about the sensor is stored in terms of the coordinates of its position and the 
look point in the world reference frame, the focal length, the picture element (pixel) resolution and 
the dimensions of the image plane. This information is limited to a monocular sensor. The object 
instances are stored in terms of their colour, their dimensions and the position of the centroid in 
the local reference frame. Reference objects hold also information of their position in the world 
reference frame: such information is required whenever the supervisor has to move the sensor from 
one reference frame to another. A number of additional parameters are stored to test the availability 
and recency of objects, such as time stamp, mobility factor, identifier and local reference frame. 
It is worth considering the relationship of the recency of an object with respect to the defined 
mobility factor. This can be done by taking into consideration the time interval At = (/ -  tstamp* 
which is the amount of time the information has been known by the supervisor. The solution of 
the recency test equation (4.1) with respect to At, is given by
A T > ln (e ) // l  (4.2)
This means that for a fixed value of ju, the information becomes out-of-date after a time interval 
greater than ln(€) divided by the mobility factor p. It can be noticed that the mobility for the 
classes of object door and window, which typically do not change their position has been set to 
0.0001, for the classes table and desk to 0.001 and finally for classes of object plate, cup and box 
to 0.01. Table 4,1 shows the time required for each class of object to be considered out-of-date, 
given a particular mobility factor. In theory, the mobility factor should be considered a fimction of 
the environment: objects, in fact, are more or less mobile in different scene context. For instance, 
a cup is more mobile in a kitchen than in a dining room. Therefore the time figures which appear 
in the following table must be read as relative estimates.
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Table 4.1 : Classes of object, relative mobilities and recency decay times
€ =  0.1
Class M AT(mm)
Window 0.0001 3837
Door 0.0001 3837
Table 0.001 38
Desk 0.001 38
Cup 0.01 3.8
Plate 0.01 3.8
Box 0.01 3.8
4,8.2.1 Object verification
In the very first experiment, the user defined task is the search for a cup. The task is given a 
priority of 10 units. At the moment priorities are user defined, even if, in theory, priorities could 
be adjusted by the supervisor, as a result of internal strategies.
; user defined task 
10 search Cup
The execution of the scheduler supervisor is dynamically saved to a log file. The file stores a 
record of the activation of phases, the most important rules, the creation, deletion, activation and 
deletion of root, intermediate and terminal tasks, as well as the creation and deletion of instances of 
objects. In this case the supervisor finds an instance of object class Cup in the database, it reports 
immediately this successful completion in the log file and it removes the task firom the database. 
The log file is shown in A. 1.1.1. The log file shows that whenever a task can be satisfied without 
any interaction with the interpretation module engine, the supervisor makes use of the available 
information stored in its internal database and returns the required result.
A second experiment has been performed setting the mobility of the cup to 1. This means that 
the information of the instance cup is effectively out-of-date as soon as the supervisor becomes 
operative. This can be seen by solving die inequality (4.2) for € = 0.1 and ju = 1, the time interval 
required for the information to become out-of-date is given by At = 2 .30sec. A global view of the 
environment is shown in 4.6[a].
Figure 4.6[b] shows the initial view; the table is the closest reference to the initial look 
direction. The result of the execution is shown in A .I.1.2. The log file shows that the search task is 
decomposed into three terminal tasks, two of which are responsible for sensor modifications, and
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(a) Hie environment (b) Initial view
Figure 4.6: The initial and the starting view
one for the actual object verification. The information relative to the activated tasks is preceded by 
hierarchy order: one L symbolises that the task is a root task, a task without any parent task, two 
or more L symbolise that the task is either an intermediate or a terminal task. The terminal tasks, 
that is the tasks which do not have children tasks, are used to construct the command to be sent to 
the interpretation module. The combined command is written to a file with the format shown in 
the log file as
< look point
< camera position
< region of interest
< knowledge sources
< reference frame
point where the camera is looking at 
position of the camera in a pin hole model
region of interest (set to full in all experiments of this section) 
knowledge sources to be used by the interpretation module 
the current reference frame used by the interpretation module to 
label the recognised objects
As shown in the log the sensor modifications are executed and success reported back to the 
supervisor, this drives the supervisor into a new scheduling phase in which the command for the 
interpretation module takes into account the performed sensor modifications (no more movements 
are required for the sensor). In this phase the scheduler reconfirms the activation of the verification 
task. A single cycle of the interpretation module is enough to verify the position of the instance of 
cup. Figure 4.7 shows the cup and a wire-firame model superimposed which iconically illustrates 
the successful verification of the interpretation module. The verification is acknowledged with the
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Rgure 4.7: The verification view
renewal of the time stamp for the verified object: the time stamp is set to the current time and the 
object’s information automatically is marked as up-to-date.
4.S.2.2 The guided search
If the verification fails, that is if no results are returned from the interpretation module during the 
slot of time assigned by the scheduler to the verification task, then the object is judged to be no 
longer present in the enviromnent and it is deleted. The verification task is terminated and the search 
task restored to PASSIVE state. At this stage a different way of searching for the required object is 
tried. The scheduler supervisor searches for all the available instances of reference fi-ames which 
are typical reference frames for the searched object class. The reference frame, which is the closest 
to the current viewpoint, is then selected, and the sensor parameters accordingly adjusted to frame 
the reference object from a viewpoint which has been judged as the most suitable for recognition 
purposes. This search is called guided because it drives the exploration to the neighbourhood of 
a known object thereby constraining enormously the search. A command is then constructed and 
sent to the interpretation module. In this command the knowledge source to be used together with 
possible sensor modifications and the reference frame to be explored are explicitly declared. The 
information about the reference frame is used by the interpretation module to label the objects in 
the interpretation module database. The sensor parameters’ modifications are adjusted to center 
the chosen reference frame from a favourable vantage point.
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Rgure 4,8: The closest view to the table top
The following two experiments show two different cases of guided search. In the first a single 
reference exploration is sufficient to identify an instance of the required object class; in the second, 
two explorations are necessary to find the required object.
The only two references stored in the database are an instance of object class table and an 
instance of object class desk. Two instances, one of object class cup and one of object class plate 
have been px)sitioned on top of the table in the synthetic environment. The starting view is exactly 
the same as the one of the very first experiment. The interpretation module recognises immediately 
the cup and it sends the result to the scheduler supervisor, which creates an instance of object class 
cup in the sup>ervisor database. The log file A. 1.2.1 shows the behavior of the scheduler supervisor, 
and figure 4.8 shows the successful recognition of the interpretation module. The log file shows 
the decomposition of the search task into two sensor modifications and a guided search. The sensor 
modifications are performed and the success reported back to the supervisor. The log file shows 
the recognition of an instance of object class cup (it appoars in the log file as a Cent rolLoopDB 
entry). The response phase serves the guided search task, and, as a result, an instance of object 
class cup is created. The success and the creation of instance of object class cup is reported in the 
log file.
In the second exporiment of guided search, the cup is removed firom the table top and it is 
placed on top of the desk. The table is explored first for a slot of time which is proportional to the 
complexity of the task.
The complexity for all the designed tasks is computed off-line. A maximum execution time can
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be estimated for a single task summing up the times required by all the operations involved in the 
execution. A complexity can be assigned to a task, on the basis of the estimated execution time. 
For instance, if a root task is decomposed in two terminal tasks, for which the estimated times 
are respectively 100 and 200 seconds, its estimated execution time sums up to 300 seconds. A 
symbolic complexity factor 10 can be assigned to the root task, to be shared among all its subtasks. 
This means that, in the given example, the complexity of the two terminal tasks is proportionally 
assigned: the task, for which the estimated execution time is 100 seconds, is assigned a complexity 
factor of one third of the maximum complexity 10, while the task, for which the estimated execution 
time is 200 seconds, is assigned a complexity factor which is two third of the maximum complexity 
10.
A maximum time limit is then set, at the beginning of the execution, common to all the root 
tasks; all tasks will be assigned a time limit which is a fraction of the set maximum time slot and 
directly proportional to the assigned complexity. For instance, if the maximum time limit for a root 
task is set to 500 seconds, and the complexity assigned to a sensor movement is 1, then the task in 
charge of sensor movements is assigned a time limit which is one tenth of the set maximum 500 
seconds. An adjustment factor, called time factor, has been introduced to take into consideration 
the cases in which a root task is in charge of many operations which might take place in different 
reference frames. In this case the set root maximum time is assigned inversely proportional to the 
number of reference frames which are available and up-to-date in the supervisor database. This 
is the case which has just been shown in which the maximum time allowed for a root task is 500 
seconds, and the complexity assigned to each sensor movement is set to 1 while the complexity 
for the guided search is set to 3. The slot of time assigned to the actual exploration of the reference 
frames is 250 seconds which is the set maximum divided by a factor two.
If the supervisor has not managed to succeed in the first reference frame, during the assigned 
time slot, a second attempt is made in the neighborhood of the second reference frame. The 
following experiment shows the case of successful exploration of the second reference frame. The 
instance of object cup is successfully recognised on top of the desk, and the relevant required 
information sent back to the supervisor. Rgure 4.9[a] shows the explored table top from the 
closest view. A portion of log file is shown in A. 1.2.2. The log file shows that the user defined 
task, search cup, is decomposed into two tasks which are responsible for the sensor parameters’ 
modification, and one task which encodes the search as a guided search performed in the reference 
frame table. As before, the modification of the sensor settings is acknowledged by the control loop 
engine; this drives the scheduler supervisor to the response phase, in which the status of the tasks 
responsible for the sensor parameters modification is set to SUCCESS. Once a cup is detected in the
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(a) The closest view to the table top (b) The closest view to die desk top
Figure 4.9: Two close views
interpretation module, the information is sent back to the sdieduler, which immediately instantiates 
a new instance of class cup and assigns to it the same identifier held by the corresponding instance 
in the interpretation module database, at the same position of the centroid in the local coordinate 
frame. Rgure 4.9[b] shows the successful recognition of the cup on top of the desk. The satisfied 
task and all its subtasks are removed from the database and the scheduler goes into the attending 
phase, waiting for a new task.
4.83 The description task
A reference could be explored in, at least, two different ways firstly scanning the interesting 
surfaces from left to right, making sure that the entire scene is covered during the changes of field 
of view, or secondly by choosing the closest view which allows complete visibility of the reference 
object (or the interesting part of it) at the most favourable view for recognition purposes. The latter 
approach has been chosen because it has been judged the fastest in terms of communication with 
the sensor and internal updating of the sensor parameter modifications. This technique is used in 
the description and monitor tasks. Description tasks are decomposed differently according to the 
kind of description they are responsible for. A description task can be defined for
the description of an object,
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• relationship between objects,
• description of a reference frame,
• description of the environment.
4.8.3.1 The description of a reference
In the first experiment of this series, an example of description of a reference frame is shown. The 
user defined task is
10 describe reference Desk-523
where the chosen reference object for exploration is the desk defined at the beginning of the 
section. The behavior of the scheduler supervisor is similar to that described previously: at first it 
redirects the optical axis to pierce the centroid of the chosen reference frame, and then constructs 
the command for the interpretation module to explore the reference frame. Once the reference is 
framed the scheduler supervisor polls the data file at each end of cycle of the interpretation module. 
If a new object is found in the interpretation module, a new instance is created in the database of 
the supervisor and the position is stored referenced to the local reference firame. If the object is 
already present in the database, the current position is compared to the old one, and updated in case 
the object has been moved. Log file A.2.1 shows the details of the execution of the scheduler. The 
exploration of the reference object desk has been successful: Rgures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show 
two image frames at two different stages of the execution. The exploration command is encoded 
for the interpretation module imposing an invocation of all the available knowledge sources. In 
the chosen reference frame a cup and a plate are initially the only present objects, a new cup is then 
added to the scene. In the first image frame the cup and the plate have been successfully recognised 
by the interpretation module, the information sent to the scheduler supervisor, and instances of the 
relevant object classes instantiated. In the second image frame the new cup has been recognised, 
and a new instance introduced in the supervisor database. When the time-slot assigned to the 
describe task has expired the task is removed from the database. The two first instances of class 
Cup and Plate are deleted from the database because of their high mobility.
4.8.3.2 The description of an environment
The description of the environment makes use of the description of a reference frame. The 
following experiment is an example of description of environment. The environment is composed
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(a) The first fi-ame (b) Ihe secoid fi-ame
Rgure 4.10: Two image frames which illustrate the successful recognition of the objects in the 
scene
of a table and a desk; a cup and a plate are the objects on top of the desk, while a plate is the 
only object on top of the table. The relevant task is decomposed into a number of descriptions of 
the available and up-to-date reference frames. As has been mentioned before, the time assigned 
is inversely proportional to the number of available references and proportional to the complexity 
of the task itself. The initial viewing direction is, this time, close to the desk, and figure 4.11(a) 
and 4.11(b) show the two frames illustrating the two recognition stages. The log file shows that 
the description is encoded as an exploration of the two available reference frames, table and desk. 
The log file shows the change of reference and the creation and deletion of the various instances 
of objects.
4 .833  The description of relationships
Experiments have been conducted to test the description of the relationship between two objects. 
The supervisor has knowledge of two major types of relationship. The relationship between two 
objects may or may not be dependent on the current viewing angle. A number of symbolic relations 
have been encoded for both types of description. In the case of view independent relation, two 
objects can be found CLOSE or FAR from each other; if found close to each other, a more 
specific relation is encoded. Two close objects can be one ON-TOP-OF or SUPPORTING the
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(a) The first reference fi-ame (b) The second reference fi-ame
Figure 4.11: Two image frames which illustrate the two stages of the description of the environment
other one; or one object can be ABOVE or BELOW the other one; or finally they can be just 
NEXT-TO each other. In case the requested description is view dependent, two objects can be 
found occluding each other or both visible from the current viewing direction. In the case of two 
objects which are both visible, a possible relationship can be BESIDE if the two objects have 
roughly the same distance from the current sensor position, BEHIND or IN-FRONT-OF if the 
distances are different. If the two objects are occluding each other, then the possible description 
is HIDING or HIDDEN. In case one or both objects are outside the field of view, the encoded 
relation is NOT-BOTH-OBJS-IN-FOV.
The following series of experiments shows how the symbolic relationship encoding changes as 
objects are moved. In the fiirst experiment the user defined task is
10 describe relation obj-relative Cup-11 Cup-12
two instances of object class cup have been added to the supervisor database as shown below
; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-11 of Cup
(stamp (time))
(id Cup-10000)
(mobil 0.005)
(ref Table-223)
(color NONE)
(position 0.35 0.35 0.045))
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;;; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-12 of Cup
(stamp (time))
(id Cup-10001)
(mobil 0.005)
(ref Table-223)
(color NONE)
(position 0.15 0.15 0.045))
both instances have been placed on top of the same reference frame and given a low mobility. In 
this case the scheduler supervisor does not need to issue a command to the inteipretation module, 
and the result of the description is immediately written to the log file shown in A.2.3.1. the two 
objects have been found close to each other and the encoded relationship is NEXT-TO.
In the following experiment the supervisor’s database has been modified such that the two 
instances of object class cup are situated on top of each other.
;;; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-11 of Cup
(stamp (time))
(id Cup-10000)
(mobil 0.005)
(ref Table-223)
(color NONE)
(position 0.16 0.16 0.045))
; ; ; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-12 of Cup
(stamp (time))
(id Cup-10001) I
(mobil 0.005) I
(ref Table-223) I
(color NONE)
(position 0.15 0.15 0.135))
The response is immediate as before, as it is shown in A.2.3.2 The log shows that the new relation i
is encoded as the SUPPORTING symbolic relationship. I
Each time the supervisor has been asked to determine the symbolic relation between two objects 
which are available and up-to-date, the first test is to see if the two objects are in the same reference ,
frame, if not they are judged FAR. If they are in the same reference frame they can still be judged |
FAR. This occurs when the two objects are separated by a distance which is a multiple of the |
maximum dimension of the largest object. I
In the following experiment the user defined request is a sensor dependent description
10 describe relation sen-relative Cup-11 Cup-12
In this experiment two cups are BESIDE each other. The view is shown in figure 4.12. In the 
supervisor database there are two instances of class cup and the sensor is directed towards the 
centre of the reference frame table. This is shown in the following portion of database
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Rgure 4.12: Two cups beside each other
;;;; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-11 of Cup
(stamp (time))
(id Cup-10000)
(mobil 0.005)
(ref Table-22)
(color NONE)
(position 0.30 0.25 0.045)) 
;;;; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-12 of Cup
(stamp (time))
(id Cup-10001)
(mobil 0.005)
(ref Table-22)
(color NONE)
(position 0.30 0.45 0.045)) 
;;;; The sensor parameters 
(Sensor
focal 0.01038 
position 4.00 3.00 1.050 
lookp 3.00 3.00 0.613 
x-res 0.0000336 
y-res 0.0000336 
IP-size 256)
Log file A.2.3.3 shows the immediate result.
In the following experiment, the two instances of class cup have been located behind each other 
and the relevant information in the database is
; ; ; ; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-11 of Cup
(stamp (time))
(id Cup-10000)
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Rgure 4.13: Two cups behind each other
(mobil 0.005)
(ref Table-22)
(color NONE)
(position 0.25 0.30 0.045)) 
; ; ; ; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-12 of Cup
(stamp (time))
(Id Cup-10001)
(mobil 0.005)
(ref Table-22)
(color NONE)
(position 0.45 0.30 0.045)) 
; ; ; ; The sensor parameters 
(Sensor
focal 0.01038 
position 4.00 3.00 1.050 
lookp 3.00 3.00 0.613 
x-res 0.0000336 
y-res 0.0000336 
IP-size 256)
The current view looks as shown in figure 4.13 The relative log file is in A.2.3.4.
If one or both objects are out-of-date, the scheduler supervisor decomposes the description task 
into one or two verification tasks and relative sensor modifications. If the verification stage is 
successful, the old position and orientation of the sensor are restored, and the supervisor encodes 
the symbolic relationship and writes the result to the log file.
A first example of such behaviour is shown in the following experiment. The initial view of 
the scene is illustrated in figure 4.14[a]. The interesting part of the supervisor database is shown 
below
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(a) Initial view (b) The verification
Figure 4.14: The initial view and the result of the verification
; ; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-11 of Cup
(stamp (time))
(id Cup-5)
(mobil 1)
(ref Table-22)
(color NONE)
(position 0.25 0.30 0.045)) 
;; Instance of Class Cup 
(Cup-12 of Cup
(stamp (time) )
(id Cup-10001)
(mobil 0.001)
(ref Table-22)
(color NONE)
(position 0.45 0.30 0.045))
; ; The sensor 
(Sensor
focal 0.01038 
position 4.00 3.00 1.050 
lookp 3.00 3.00 0.615 
x-res 0.0000336 
y-res 0.0000336 
IP-size 256)
The mobility of the instance of class cup Cup-10001 is set to 1 so that the Cup is automatically 
out-of-date as soon as the program is started. The log file in A.2.3.5 shows the behavior of the 
scheduler supervisor. As is clear from the log file, the verification is successful and as a result
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an immediate response is output. The position of the cup has been verified and the initial sensor 
position has been restored. From the restored position, the spatial relation has then been computed. 
The successful verification is shown in Figure 4.14[b]. The other cup is not visible because it is 
located behind the sensor. The relation is encoded as BEHIND, which agrees with the initial view 
of figure 4.14[a].
4.8.4 The monitor task
The following series of experiments illustrates the behaviour of the supervisor when the user 
defined task involves monitoring actions. Such tasks can involve the monitoring of
• an object, in which case the object is first centered in the image plane and then tracked in 
case it is moving,
• a reference frame, in which case the dynamics and the creation of objects are reported in the 
log file,
• the environment itself, in which case the available up-to-date references are monitored one 
by one starting from the closest and lowest mobility one.
4.8.4.1 The monitoring of an object
Figure 4.15: The initial view
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The first experiment shows the monitoring of an object. The object is first searched for with the 
user defined task
10 search Plate
Once the instance for object class Plate has been found, the monitor task is input to the supervisor 
as follows
30 monitor object Plate-5
The initial view is shown in figure 4.15. The supervisor chooses the closest reference &ame to
(a) The view of the reference table and the recognised 
plate (b) object monitoring
Rgure 4.16: The monitoring of an object
look for an instance of object class plate and after one cycle of the interpretation module the plate 
is found and the information sent back to the supervisor. The supervisor creates a new instance 
of object class Plate. The successful recognition of the instance of class plate is shown in figure 
4.16(a) The part of the log file which concerns plate recognition is shown in Rgure 4.16. Rgures 
in 4.16 and 4.17 show the sequence of frames taken during the monitoring of the object The 
monitored object is an instance of object class Plate. The tracking of the object is executed entirely 
in the interpretation module; the supervisor is continuously kept aware of all the changes of look 
point, as well as changes in the object position. The following part of a log file illustrates the 
monitoring of the selected object instance.
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(a) object monitOTing
(b) object maiitoring
Figure 4.17: The monitoring of an object
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4.S.4.2 The monitoring of a reference frame
Rgure 4,18: The first view
The following experiment shows the monitoring of a reference frame. The monitoring of a 
reference frame is very similar to the description task, the only difference is that in the monitoring 
stage object movements are reported as well as the creation of brand new instances of any defined 
object class. This time, the initial view has been diosen close to the table as it is shown in figure 
4.18. Rgures in 4.19 and 4.20 show the sequence of frames used to demonstrate the monitoring. 
The first frame shows that the desk top (chosen reference object) is entirely framed. During the 
execution the virtual world has been modified: more objects have been added and some objects 
have been moved. The part of log file shows how the monitoring is reported in A.3.2.
4.8.43 The monitoring of the environment
The last experiment of the monitoring series shows the monitoring of the environment itself. In 
the environment, as before, there are two reference frames, a desk and a table. The supervisor 
selects the reference object of lowest mobility and starts with the table which is the closest to the 
current look point (the initial look point is the one of Rgure 4.18); in a second stage the supervisor 
will monitor the desk. The world is modified during the execution: a instance of object class cup 
is moved across the table top and a plate is instantiated and then moved. During the monitoring 
of the desk a cup is moved closer to the sensor. Rgure 4.21 shows the frames taken during the 
monitoring of the table top, while Rgure 4.22 shows the frames taken during the monitoring of the
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desk top.
An extract of the log file, shown in A.3.3, illustrates the behaviour of the supervisor. The log 
file shows the report of the interpretation module and the relevant report of the supervisor. All the 
movements of the objects are notified and sent to the log file. The last modification (relevant to 
4.22(d)) has not been notified because the monitoring task was already timed out.
4.8.5 The scheduling mechanisms
The final series of the first set of experiments illustrates the basic mechanisms embedded in the 
scheduler. The mechanisms can be summarised as follows
• tasks at higher priority than others are scheduled fiirst, ( priority mechanism),
• incoming tasks at same or lower priority than the active ones are activated if the operation 
which they involve can be performed in the active reference frame ( reference mechanism),
• active tasks at lower priority than incoming tasks are timed out in case of different reference 
frame requirement, (time-out mechanism),
• tasks, the assigned time of which has expired, are terminated and deleted from the database 
(termination mechanism).
In the first experiment the following two user defined tasks are input at two different stages of 
the execution
10 monitor reference Desk-523
9 search Cup
The reference mechanism of the scheduler is shown in the log file in A.4.1. the log file shows 
that, at first, the monitor task is scheduled because it is the very first task in the database. Once the 
second task has been input the new task is scheduled and activated, because it involves operations 
in the active reference frame.
In the following experiment the behaviour of the scheduler supervisor is shown, when a new 
task, which has a higher priority than the active one, and requires a different reference frame for 
its operations is input. The two input tasks are the following
10 monitor reference Table-223
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and
30 search Cup
Once the new task is input, the scheduler supervisor decomposes the task into simpler tasks. The 
scheduler tests the priorities and the required reference frame for the two sets of tasks. The set of 
tasks relevant to the search has a higher priority and it requires a different reference frame; the set 
of tasks relative to the monitoring is then deleted and the root monitor task restored to a passive 
status. The program has been left running to show that once the search terminates, the decomposed 
monitor task can be scheduled again and activated once more. The log file in A.4.2 shows the 
priority, termination and time-out mechanism if the supervisor.
4.9 Dynamic tracking
This section illustrates some preliminary work done towards the integration of a number of 
mechanisms dedicated to tracking of moving objects in the scene. Motion can be estimated by 
using techniques which dynamically exploit the results of recognition or techniques which make 
use of non-model based routines. The former are typically used when the dynamics of the scene 
are mostly predictable. This is the case when the scene is known and objects move along smooth 
trajectories. When object dynamics is not predictable or the scene is only partially known or object 
are not simple enough to be modelled because of their geometric shape, then recognition based 
techniques are bound to fail. In these cases non-model techniques must be used. The experiments 
shown demonstrate how the Supervisor can cope with moving objects which may or may not be 
found by the knowledge sources responsible for recognition. The two mechanisms employed are a 
non-model based motion analysis module [8] and a model based motion predictor [9]. The former 
uses the robust properties of the Hough Transform to segment the pixels that exhibit coherent 
motion and extract the motion estimate (various motion models can be applied, including complex 
ones that can estimate translation, rotation and zoom). The latter makes use of the recognition 
findings to predict the next step along the computed trajectory of a moving object. It uses a Kalman 
recursive filter to estimate and predict position and velocity on the ground plane defined by the 
reference object. The Hough based mechanism is entirely 2D but from the knowledge of its findings 
and the reference object plane a 3D motion estimate can be easily inferred. The Kalman based 
mechanism updates the 3D trajectory and velocity of continuously recognised moving objects. 
The basic difference between the two approaches is that the Hough based source does not make 
use of the findings of the recognition modules to predict the next position of the moving object.
Generally, the analysis of a partially known scene involves the recognition and tracking of
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moving objects. Objects may or may not be easily recognisable, or their dynamics may follow 
unpredictable trajectories. In such cases model and non-model based techniques have to be used 
in cooperation. The intention is to illustrate that the cooperation of the two knowledge sources 
is indispensable for the Supervisor to determine a better understanding of the scene dynamics. 
The following two sections illustrate the utility of the two techniques. The first experiment shows 
the cooperation of the two techniques. The second ejsperiment illustrates the usefiilness of non­
model based techniques to monitor unwanted situations when objects with complex shape are 
found moving across the field of view heading for an object of interest. The two techniques have 
been embedded in two separate knowledge sources each of which is controlled by an independent 
module of the scene interpreter. The two experiments show two features which are being integrated 
in the Supervisor. The scope of the supervisor is twofold. The Supervisor at first recognises the 
situation and then assesses it by invoking the model or non-model based technique. The supervisor 
can also switch from one technique to the other depending on the dynamics of the contextual 
scenario.
4.9.1 The cooperation of the two techniques
The first experiment is set in a synthetic environment where a cup is placed on a table and then 
moved across it. The sequence of image frames used for the experiment is shown in figure 4.23. 
The cup moves across the table and after a few frames becomes partially occluded by a static 
unknown object. The Supervisor at first recognises the cup by means of an exploration of the 
environment. This is shown in the following portion of log file generated by the interpretation 
module.
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
3 1.5
cup-finder 
ON-KALMAN
 1 -----------------------------------------------
visual behaviour 
look point 
camera position
object identifier and region of interest dimensions 
knowledge source to use 
tracking technique to use
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord) ;; region of interest with centre image
; ; as image coordinate centre 
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G_coord) ;; region of interest with top-left image
; ; as image coordinate centre
; ; scene interpreter database status 
D_Base:
;; Cup hypothesis five at frame one detected in position (0.346 0.045 0.045)
; ; has confidence one and its status is static
cup 5 [ 1.000 ] ( 0.346 0.045 0.045 ) 1 (status STATIC)
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Once the cup starts moving then the supervisor starts to track it using the Kalman based tracking 
knowledge source which bases its trajectory estimation on the results of the recognition. This is 
shown in the log as follows
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
5 1.5
cup-finder 
ON-KALMAN
Region of Interest:
-108.8 38.3 -53.3 -17.1 (P_coord)
19.2 89.7 74.7 145.1 (G coord)
D_Base:
cup 5 [ 1.500 ] ( 0.357 0.095 0.045 ) 2 (status DYNAMIC)
Behaviour : 
no-move 
no-move 
5 1.5
cup-finder 
ON-KALMAN
Region of Interest:
-73.2 29.9 -31.2 -12.0 (P_coord)
54.8 98.1 96.8 140.0 (G_coord)
D_Base:
cup 5 [ 2.000 ] ( 0.355 0.147 0.045 ) 3 (status DYNAMIC)
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
5 1.5
cup-finder 
ON-KALMAN
Region of Interest:
-59.7 29.7 -16.3 -13.7 (P_coord)
68.3 98.3 111.7 141.7 (G coord)
D_Base:
cup 5 [ 2.500 ] ( 0.377 0.196 0.045 ) 4 (status DYNAMIC)
The experiment shows that once the cup is partially occluded the Supervisor adjusts its course 
of action by deactivating the Kalman based knowledge source and activating the Hough based 
source. This behaviour produces a temporary inconsistency in the database, caused by the fact 
that the system still believes that the cup is in the old position while the Hough based knowledge 
source manages to follow correctly the movements of the cup. The following log entries show the 
change of behaviour.
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Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
5 1.5
cup-finder 
ON-KALMAN
Region of Interest:
-45.9 28.6 -3.8 -13.5 (P_coord)
82.1 99.4 124.2 141.5 (G coord)
D_Base:
cup 5 t 1.500 } ( 0.377 0.196 0.045 ) 4 (status DYNAMIC)
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation
Estimated Rol movement : : 13.790 -1.470 6 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
5 1.5
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-ÜP
Region of Interest:
-45.9 28.2 -2.5 -15.1 (P_coord)
82.1 99.8 125.5 143.1 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation
Estimated Rol movement : : 14.040 -1.550
cup 5 [ 1.480 ] ( 0.377 0.196 0.045 ) 4 (status DYNAMIC)
After frame 7 the cup once again becomes entirely visible. This results in the detection of the 
cup as a new cup instance. At this stage the system attributes the old identity to the new cup, 
assigns it the new position and a new confidence while the new cup hypothesis is removed from 
the database. The reason for this is because the new cup has been identified with the old one and 
the new cup parameters have to be maintained since they are the most up-to-date. The log entries 
corresponding to the last frames show the described behaviour.
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
5 1.5
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-31.9 26.7 11.5 -16.7 (P_coord)
96.1 101.3 139.5 144.7 (G coord)
D Base:
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Activation:: Hough based motion estimation
Estimated Rol movement : : 14.140 -1.470
cup 21 [ -0.020 ] ( 0.377 0.196 0.045 ) 4 (status DYNAMIC) 
cup 5 [ 2.000 ] ( 0.412 0.349 0.045 ) 7 (status DYNAMIC)
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
5 1.5
cup-finder
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-17.7 25.2 25.6 -18.2 (P_coord)
110.3 102.8 153.6 146.2 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation
Estimated Rol movement : : 14.500 -1.480
cup 5 [ 2.500 ] ( 0.417 0.398 0.045 ) 8 (status DYNAMIC)
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
5 1.5
cup-finder
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest :
-3.2 23.7 40.1 -19.6 (P_coord)
124.8 104.3 158.1 147.6 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation
Estimated Rol movement : : 14. 660 -1.500
cup 5 [ 3.000 ] ( 0.426 0.449 0.045 ) 9 (status DYNAMIC)
 1 0 -------------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
5 1.5
cup-finder
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
11.4 22.2 54.8 -21.1 (P_coord)
139.4 105.8 182.8 149.1 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation
Estimated Rol movement : : 15.000 -1.500
cup 5 [ 3.500 ] ( 0.438 0.499 0.045 ) 10 (status DYNAMIC)
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4.9.2 The detection of dynamic events
The second experiment shows how the system can deal with unexpected events. The supervisor is 
asked to monitor the scene. At first the task is encoded as an exploration of the chosen reference 
frame. For this experiment real data has been used. The scene is dynamic and is set on a table 
top as shown in Figure 4.24. A can of coke represents the interest object which triggers the event 
detection behaviour of the supervisor. Once the interest object is recognised the supervisor changes 
its strategy and invokes the Hough based tracking knowledge source to detect possible moving 
regions in the field of view. The sequence of image frames in Figure 4.24 shows the recognition 
of the can of coke and the detection of the various moving regions. The supervisor follows the 
moving objects and makes an attempt to determine the likelihood of a collision with the coke can. 
The chosen moving objects are two mechanical toys. One of them has been set heading towards 
the can of coke (object of interest), while the other one moves away from it. Figure 4.24 shows a 
selection of six image frames taken from the sequence analysed by the supervisor. The first image 
frame shows the detection of the can of coke. The other frames show how the two moving toys 
have been detected in their movements. The detection of the objects is shown by highlighting 
the contours of the moving regions. The object judged dangerous by the supervisor is highlighted 
with a cross. The 3D a-priori knowledge of the scene is used to map a 2D motion into 3D motion 
on the table. The supervisor judges the danger of the collision on the basis of object 3D position 
and the direction of motion. In this particular experiment the danger is detected by comparing 
the angle between the collision route of a moving object and the actual motion direction. A 
number of alternative decision criteria may be employed taking into account the size and velocity 
of the detected moving object. The log file in A.5 shows the behaviour of the Supervisor. The 
information about the detected dynamic regions is encoded as either a detection of simple motion 
of a region or as a dangerous motion.
The log file shows that in almost all the frames two regions are detected as possibly dangerous. 
The two regions correspond to the perspective projection onto the image plane of the two mechan­
ical toys. One of them approaches the can of coke following a collision route. The log shows that 
whenever both objects are detected only one is effectively considered as dangerous. This result 
confirms the actual dynamics of the scene.
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4.10 Conclusions
The Chapter has illustrated strategies able to dynamically structure and regulate the solution of 
user defined visual tasks. The aim was to show the design of mechanisms able to perform a 
number of visual behaviours in terms of a coordinated set of purposive actions. For this purpose 
the chapter has presented a system able to handle a number of visual behaviours. The term visual 
behaviour has been described according to the agent paradigm as a set of coordinated purposive 
actions which can be adapted to the changes detected in the environment. The chapter presents a 
novel implementation of a system which follows the design notes discussed in Chapter 2.
Knowledge is represented in terms of a number of classes defined to separate objects according 
to their features and functionality in the analysed environment. The world is represented as a 
hierarchical structure described in terms of a net of reference frames where object instances are 
associated with the closest reference object. The concept of reference frame allows the supervisor 
to explore the environment and reduce error propagation by performing all computations locally 
to the active reference frame. The supervisor constructs a scene model based on the analysis of 
the findings of the scene interpreter in terms of object instances of the defined classes. It takes into 
account the expected scene dynamics by assigning each object a mobility which is a measure of 
how often it is likely to change its position in the analysed scene.
The design of the supervisor is modular. In the task handling phase the supervisor decomposes 
user defined visual goals and monitors their execution. The strategies employed for this purpose 
exploit the contextual information and the a priori knowledge about the scene. Tasks are decom­
posed into a heterarchical structure where each user defined task is an independent root task and 
the terminal tasks represent elementary visual operations. In the scheduling phase a scheduler has 
been designed to arbitrate among the imposed tasks according to criteria based on priority, current 
field of view, task complexity and expected scene dynamics. Each terminal task is assigned an 
execution cost which is proportional to the expected time of execution of the corresponding visual 
operation. Non terminal tasks are assigned an execution cost which is the sum of the costs of their 
subordinate terminal tasks. In the response phase, the supervisor analyses the findings reported by 
the scene inteipreter and attempts to satisfy the active tasks.
The capabilities of the supervisor have been demonstrated in a number of experiments carried 
out with the supervisor in tight cooperation with the scene interpretation module described in 
Chapter 5. In such experiments the Supervisor has been shown able to accomplish static and 
dynamic descriptions of the environment. The criteria built in the Supervisor and its scheduler 
implement the control knowledge required to solve the imposed visual tasks. The embedded control
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knowledge allows the analysis and scheduling of tasks and analysis of the findings generated by 
the interpretation module. With the implementation of the supervisor this Chapter has contributed 
to scientific knowledge in terms of experimental validation of concepts, theories and ideas put 
forward pertaining to the design of such system.
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(a)
(b)
Rgure 4,19: The monitoring of a reference
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.20: The monitoring of a reference
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.21 : The monitoring of the environment
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.22: The monitoring of the environment
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Figure 4.23: Tracking the cup
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Figure 4.24: The "Bugs" sequence and results
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Chapter 5
The Scene Interpretation Module
5.1 Introduction
One of the main goals of an intelligent agent is to inteipret the perceived visual data. By inter­
pretation we understand the recognition of objects in the imaged scene, the specification of their 
position and orientation, and the modelling of their dynamics. In other words, a scene interpreter 
must exist to provide a symbolic and geometric description of the sensed scene. The precise scope 
of the interpretation task depends entirely on the goals of the agent for which the visual module 
acts as an autonomous intelligent operator. Depending on the system goal, qualitative, coarse 
quantitative or fine numeric queries can be made about object position and orientation, accuracy 
of the pose estimation, dynamics, the details of structural and attribute description.
The thesis behind the presented approach to symbolic scene interpretation is that spatio-temporal 
context plays a crucial role in symbolic scene model prediction and maintenance. An essential and 
distinctive feature of the novel adopted approach is the active control of the visual sensor (mobile 
monocular sensor) based on the given visual goal and current symbolic description of the scene.
This chapter presents a novel implementation of a system which plays the role of scene 
interpreter. The system execnites visual behaviours constructed by the supervisor which has been 
described in Chapter 4. The architecture of the scene interpretation mcxlule is based on the 
hypothesis that any visual task can be decomposed into a sequence of primitive visual operations. 
From the implementational point of view these primitive operations can be effected by issuing 
parameterised canonical control commands to œntrollable modules. The defined mcxiules allow 
for modifications of i) the camera next look direction, ii) the camera position, including a zoom 
emulation, iii) the region of interest, iv) the knowledge source used, and v) the reference frame 
choice. The commands are implicitly encoded by the system supervisor in terms of the system 
goal and perceptual intentions.
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The introduction of the reference frame as one of the commands controllable by the Supervisor 
allows a number of significant advantages. The Supervisor can change its focus of attention 
towards a new reference frame by moving the camera towards the new reference and by notifying 
the scene interpreter of the change by means of the reference frame choice. The use of reference 
frames allows a modularity in the way the scene is explored and monitored. In Chapter 4 it has been 
demonstrated how the supervisor can devise flexible and opportunistic strategies able to monitor 
or understand the environment by changing its attention from one reference frame to another one. 
The use of a net of reference frames is important in the way it allows a considerable reduction of 
error propagation. This can be achieved in two ways: by recalibration of the sensor each time the 
reference frame has been changed, this introduces a way of reconfirming or adjusting the actual 
position and orientation of the sensor with the viewed portion of scene; by performing all the 
computations locally to the chosen reference frame, this allows a considerable reduction of errors 
since computations performed in a reference frame cany errors which are smaller than the errors 
the use of a single global frame would introduce.
This chapter is structured as follows. The first section presents the novel and most important 
features of the proposed approach. A literature survey follows on topics relevant to scene model 
maintenance. Then, the description of the framework and implementation details are given. The 
final section is entirely dedicated to experimental results.
5.2 Features of the proposed approach
This section illustrates the major features of the proposed approach. The most important char­
acteristics of the system are a novel implementation of a control architecture dedicated to the 
interpretation of the scene, its flexibility and extendibility, aspects of knowledge representation 
defined at different levels of abstraction and active sensor control.
The purpose of the Chapter is to illustrate the design and implementation of a control architecture 
which is dedicated to the interpretation of the scene by means of the execution of the visual 
behaviour imposed by the supervisor. A visual behaviour is factorised into a set of complementary 
commands to various modules which are responsible for the adjustment and modification of 
extrinsic and intrinsic sensor parameters, activation of active foci of attention and launching 
and execution monitoring of the available knowledge sources. The scope of the module is to 
perceive and interpret the explored portion of space, exploiting a flexible, extensible and distributed 
architecture. Perception is driven by the activity of the knowledge sources, while interpretation 
is conducted by analysing their findings and storing the deduced result into a central database. A
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prototypical database maintenance has been implemented which is able to keep track of the static 
and dynamic evolution of the scene. Objects are assigned a time stamp and a confidence which is 
continuously adjusted by the dynamic interpretation.
The feature of the proposed approach is the control structure. A distributed control structure, 
is proposed in which a centralised control is reduced to database consistency maintenance and 
tight monitoring of the supervisor. The control activity is structured in a number of loosely 
coupled control modules. Each module is responsible for the updating of their own control 
status and the launching of the most suitable knowledge sources proposed by the supervisor. The 
novelty of the architecture proposed in this Chapter stems from the existence of these modules 
which are coordinated to modify or adjust the visual parameters (the sensor), and operational 
parameters (the knowledge sources). The way control parameters have been designed allows 
for the implementation of several visual behaviours, which can be dynamically adjusted by the 
external intervention of the supervisor or internally by the interpreted dynamic evolution of the 
scene.
A distributed control structure, as it has been argued in Chapter 2, allows for flexibility to 
the detriment of communication. In this chapter we show how in the proposed structure more 
knowledge sources can be embedded, simply by creating an intelligent interface between the actual 
knowledge source and the localised controller. Decentralisation of control allows for the parallel 
execution of knowledge sources. This is possible in the proposed approach because of the partial 
independence of the competences of the knowledge sources.
The geometrical representation is hierarchical (likewise flie symbolic representation described in 
Chapter 4) where the environment is described by reference frames. The advantage of a hierarchical 
representation of knowledge is given by the fact that visual inference can be conducted at different 
levels of abstraction. In the proposed model, the knowledge sources operate at pixel and feature 
level, while the database maintenance works at object level.
Another prominent characteristic of the proposed system is the use of active control of the 
monocular sensor. The sensor is considered as an independent knowledge source, or active agent, 
the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of which can be modified or adjusted to suit best the current 
visual goal. The control is both attentional and intentional. Parameter adjustments are driven by 
the evolution of contextual information, or by tiie modification of the course of action specified by 
the supervisor. The control is active, because the proposed paradigm allows for a large number of 
movements and adjustments which can be employed to dynamically follow the evolution of the 
scene.
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With the construction of the control architecture described in the following sections this Chapter 
contributes to some novel aspects of active, distributed, intentional and attentional control. This 
is achieved by using a decentralised control structure which can drive the interpretation of the 
scene by executing a number of visual tasks as complementary and independent localised control 
modules.
5.3 Previous work
The work described in this chapter represents a novel approach to the maintenance of scene 
interpretation. Existing Vision Systems have presented alternative solutions to scene interpretation 
issues. Table 5.1 shows advantages, disadvantages and effective experimental work of a selected 
sample of systems or previous work on scene interpretation.
System InnovativeAspects Limitations ExperimentalApplications
Acronym Introduction of 3D geomet­
ric models, scene model 
construction
Analysis of single image 
frame
Identification of aircrafts 
(largely only 2D)
Visions Use of schemas Passive vision techniques 
and single image frame
Recognition of outdoor 
scenes
SPAM Use of schemas and analy­
sis evaluation using ground 
truth
Passive vision techniques 
and single image frame
Recognition of aerial 
images
Core Knowledge System Storage of extracted in­
formation in a blackboard 
system. Distinction be­
tween geometric and se­
mantic knowledge
The huge amount of infor­
mation which have to be 
stored in the blackboard
No reported experimental 
results
Garvey and Wbcson 
approaches
Use of reference frames to 
constrain search, use of ac­
tive techniques
non purposive approach Simple indoor scenes
TEA Purposive approach and 
use of causal probabilistic 
network
Exploration as only defined 
visual behaviour
Simple but cluttered ref­
erence frame (breakfast 
scene)
Proposed approach Purposive actions, temporal 
databasemaintenance, wide 
range of visual behaviours
Performance 
not in real time, 
prototype implementation
Reasonable number of ex­
periments with real and syn­
thetic data
Table 5.1: Positive and negative aspects of ^ ^sion systems
Acronym [5], is a model-based vision system designed mainly for the identification of aircraft. 
The scene interpretation is driven by a geometric reasoner, which makes deductions about spatial
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relationships between objects in 3D space. Acronym is the first real example of a vision system 
introducing three-dimensional object models. Models of objects are described in terms of gener­
alised cylinders; semantic networks are used to specify part-subpart relations of an object. Physical 
geometric constraints are stored in a restriction graph. Acronym analyses only monocular images 
and tries to identify the maximum number of object hypotheses.
The Visions System [12] has been designed for the interpretation of static and single monocular 
images in natural scenes; it makes use of schemas [8], which are specialised operators able to 
control the data flow and allow construction of feature and object hypotheses. Each schema 
is specialised to a single object class. Schemas can run one or more concurrent interpretation 
strategies parameterised to the type of knowledge sources to run and the order in which to run 
them. Knowledge sources are general puipose image processing procedures, able to extract features 
from the analysed image. The Visions system has an Object Hypothesis Maintenance mechanism 
which is responsible for the monitoring of the database.
The SPAM system [18] is another example of a system for interpretation of aerial imagery 
off-line. Interpretation strategies are constructed by means of a set of interactive knowledge 
acquisition tools. Such tools keep up-to-date the knowledge about the scene at different levels of 
abstraction and they use this to test the consistency among the instantiated hypotheses. Knowledge 
is stored as schemas which are descriptions in text format. This allows a simple combination of 
knowledge. The system contains a performance analysis program, called SPATS, which allows a 
comparison between the found interpretation and the ground-truth. The SPAM system works only 
on a single monocular image.
The Core Knowledge System [25] is another example of a system for interpretation of outdoor 
scenes. The system has a geometric and a semantic directory: the former keeps track of the 
geometric interpretation by means of a multi-scale octree structure, the latter keeps up-to-date a 
conceptual hierarchical structure of the scene in which objects and their relations are symbolically 
stored. The CKS can work on a sequence of images. The use of temporal integration of information 
is introduced but no real examples are described. A vision system, called CONDOR [26], has been 
designed to make use of the capabilities of the CKS. The system analyses a number of images 
taken of an outdoor environment, containing trees, bushes and rocks. An initial context is provided 
to the system by means of a digital terrain model of the analysed area.
The VIEWS project [28], involves a quasi real-time analysis and description of object behaviour 
from an image sequence. The system demonstrates the importance of knowledge-based techniques. 
The implementation of the system includes a perception component (PC) which is responsible for 
the interpretation of the scene, and a Situation Assessment Component (SAC) which is meant
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to analyse temporal aspects of the scene. The introduction of temporal sequentiality and event 
evaluation are two important aspects. However monitoring is the only visual behaviour defined. 
Experiments are described for the monitoring of a round-about and a description of the car 
movements and also airport scenario.
The TINA system [21] is an example of combination of information from sparse depth data 
and geometric model matching. The implemented system is able to integrate visual information 
frame after frame improving the estimate of the position of objects. The system supports visually 
guided pick and place in a cluttered space.
Only a few systems or approaches have been applied to the interpretation of indoor scenes. 
The work of Garvey [3] is one of the oldest examples: Garvey presents a goal-directed perception 
system. Objects are found by means of a number of special purpose strategies in room scenes. 
The concept of reference frames is introduced.
Interpretation systems for indoor scenes have been developed by Wixson [31] and Rimey
[23]. The system of Wixson demonstrates the utility of reference frames to constrain the search 
for objects. The field of view is subdivided into rectangular regions where the attention can be 
focused on. Wixson demonstrates the utility of indirect search, when no information about the 
object is given. The only visual behaviour mentioned is the search for an object and the scene is a 
static one viewed from a wide angle.
The TEA vision system developed by Rimey shows how a table top scene can be explored by 
choosing the next object to look at. Geometric knowledge about the scene is described in terms 
of a causal probabilistic network. Objects which are more likely to be in a certain position are 
explored first The system has been demonstrated for a particular type of scene only, and the 
approach is relatively slow and requires a lot of aprior knowledge.
One of the novel aspect of the approach presented in this chapter is the use of purposive 
visual behaviours continuously exploiting spatial and temporal contextual information. The way 
contextual information is extracted and stored follows the standard blackboard system approach
[9], where a set of intelligent operators, the knowledge sources, extract information from the scene, 
and deposit their hypotheses onto a common database, called the blackboard. Data which is usable 
for a limited period of time, is stored in a Short Term storage, while long lasting information is 
kept in a. Long Term storage. This is a common feature of most of the scene interpretation systems 
where two-dimensional data is temporarily stored to generate three-dimensional hypotheses and 
then removed from the database. The approach taken in this chapter is similar to that of the 
Core Knowledge System [26]. The knowledge sources give a three-dimensional interpretation to
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two-dimensional information. Inconsistent results are removed once encountered, while inevitable 
misinterpretations are considered only as temporary events, which can be resolved by new incoming 
evidence. In the Core Knowledge System opinions are stored by the knowledge sources into the 
database. Knowledge sources can modify their own opinions but only cast, that is judge, the 
opinions created by other knowledge sources. The approach taken in this chapter is similar to the 
approaches used in Acronym and other vision systems, where a model of the scene is gradually 
constructed on the basis of the interpretation deduced by the knowledge sources. The interpretation 
is usually an incremental process based on the analysis of one or a set of snap-shots of the scene 
from different views. An example is given by the vision system Mosaic [14] [29], where a model 
of the scene can be generated from either monocular or stereo views and physical constraints are 
used in the interpretation process. Similarities can be seen in the incremental way the interpretation 
of the scene is constructed. The model of the scene is in fact dynamically updated taking into 
consideration geometric relations among the object and feature hypotheses. The difference from 
the approach described in this chapter stem from the use of temporal contextual information: the 
interpretation is incrementally built on the basis of a temporal evolution of the scene rather than a 
sequence of different views.
In a system, like the one described in this chapter, where new evidence is extracted frame after 
frame by the available knowledge sources, a evidence combination techniques are required to 
integrate the extracted information. Mechanisms to combine the sensed and extracted information 
are usually required when i) several knowledge sources operate interactively, ii) different types 
of sensors are used in parallel, iii) the scene interpretation is a dynamic time-varying process. In 
the last twenty years, many tiieories and techniques have been used to combine evidence. These 
include classic probabilistic approaches [20] [16] [24], in which evidence is combined using the 
standard Bayesian formulations. Dempster started a new theory, refined later by Shafer and widely 
used by others [30] (Wesley). In Dempster-Shafer theory [11] a frame of discernment is defined in 
terms of a set of possible hypotheses. The relative amount of evidence assigned to each hypotiiesis 
is called mass and the combination of evidence is driven by a rule of combination which is a 
function of the masses of the available hypotheses. An interval is commonly used to define 
the range of possible amount of confidence which can be assigned to a hypothesis. The range 
has a lower bound which describes tihe belief and an upper bound which defines the plausibility 
of the hypothesis. Techniques for non-monotonic reasoning have been proposed by Doyle [7] 
and DeKleer [6], The last one, also called assumption-based truth maintenance system (ATMS), 
allows for the representation of multiple sets of possibly conflicting belief. The ATMS and similar 
techniques [22] have been applied to database maintenance problems. The ATMS has been applied 
to a problem in vision in [19]. The approach followed by Bodington and others is applied to the
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interpretation of a complex outdoor scene. The ATMS technique is used to limit the number of 
constraints applied and to represent a number of consistent sets of object hypotheses.
In the approach presented in this chapter the knowledge sources represent independent and 
complementary sources of information. Each knowledge source is responsible for its own inde­
pendent combination of evidence based on geometric criteria. Two-dimensional information is 
filtered out according to perspective geometry rules and the remaining information interpreted as 
three-dimensional information which may or may not be combined with the available hypotheses. 
Information coming firom the sources is therefore locally consistent. Global consistency in the 
scene is maintained by a set of rules based on basic physics mles, such as gravity, uniqueness 
in space occupancy and support. The use of spatio-temporal contextual reasoning allows for a 
gradual increase of the knowledge about the scene. The reasoning applied to maintain the geo­
metric consistency of the database is a non-monotonic reasoning [27]. This means that default 
conclusions are drawn even if information about the scene is incomplete. Object hypotheses are 
instantiated even if only partial support for their existence is detected by the active knowledge 
sources.
The interpretation of a scene can be a time consuming process. It is therefore important to 
reduce the number of computations or simplify the operations involved in the interpretation process. 
The focus of attention mechanism is a method which has been extensively used to concentrate 
the attention of the system towards a portion of scene, considered relatively important for the 
development of the interpretation process. Few systems, have done this via gaze shifts usually 
looking at restricted areas in a single frame [1], [17].
Focus of attention is an active vision technique. It can be used at different abstract levels of 
scene knowledge. In low level vision the focus of attention can be used to redirect attention to a 
set of pixels, at intermediate level to a feature, such as a line or an ellipse, at high level towards an 
object or even a group of objects. Focus of attention has also been defined at reasoning level [13], 
where focusing is used to develop subplans of strategies coarsely defined.
The approach taken in this chapter is similar to the one of the research team at Rochester [4]. 
Once an object is detected the supervisor can decide to focus its attention towards an object or 
an interesting portion of space; if  the object is moving the supervisor can track the object thereby 
reducing the processing space to the portion of space where the moving object lies. The difference 
firom the approach taken by [31] is that the attention can either be driven in a passive mode simply 
by analysing a region of interest in the image plane or by moving the sensor to follow the object m 
the case where it is moving. This is one of the behavioural mechanisms described also by Ballard
[2]. Human vision tends to lock its attention onto events occurring in the field of view and track
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them as the object goes outside the field of view.
5.4 The framework
An efficient use of the resources available to the supervisor is a difficult control problem. To this 
puipose the scene interpretation module has been designed in two major processing phases
• a control phase, in which a number of control modules are responsible for the updating of 
the control status, and the maintenance of a scene model database and where an internal 
model of the analysed scene is dynamically constructed,
• a recognition phase, which controls a limited number of recognition modules, responsible 
for the identification and verification of object hypotheses.
Look
point Cameraposition
Region
ofInterest
Recognition
KnowledgeSources
Description
constant constant full or part 
of image
all Describe a static, predefined area, an 
object or a reference frame
constant constant full or part 
of image
one Search for an object of a specific class 
in a predefined area
constant or 
changing
constant full or part 
of image
all Monitor an area or a reference frame.
constant or 
changing
constant full or part 
of image
one Monitor an object of a specified class.
pan / tilt 
<angle>
constant full image aU, some, one • wide area explore/watch/search; the 
camera is panning <angle> degrees af­
ter every frame
constant zoom in/out 
<%>
full image aE, some, one • explore/watch/search with zoom-in 
or zoom-out (ie. camera moves along 
the line of sight)
constant constant user
defined
all, some, one explore/watch/search a user-defined 
area of the image
Table 5.2: Primitive behaviours applicable in the initialisation (bootstrap) phase, ie. before any 
particular objects are recognised. Behaviours marked with a require a movable camera head.
The operations involved are effectively organised in a limited set of canonical parameterised 
control commands relating to the sensor, region-of-interest, reference frame and recognition mod­
ules. The name of the reference frame is also used to assign a label to all the objects which are 
recognised in the field of view. Different combinations of parameter settings allow for a large 
variety of commands, which can be issued by the supervisor. Examples are given in Table 5.2.
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Based on the system commands and current knowledge about the surrounding environment, the 
control module attempts to position and direct the sensor to simplify recognition (in accord with the 
paradigm of active vision)', the region of interest module selects for processing only relevant parts 
of the acquired data (implementing a,focus of attention mechanism). Information about recognised 
objects (the system ’history’ or ’experience’) is maintained in the database enabling the control 
module to exploit temporal context in all its operations. The overall architecture is basically one 
of a distributed controller where a minimal central controller exists just to
® modify the sensor parameters, and region of interest as imposed by the supervisor,
• update the control status,
• activate the required knowledge sources which operate as recognition modules.
® synchronise the various operations involved during the execution.
• analyse the findings returned by the knowledge sourœs and update accordingly the database.
The framework of the scene interpretation module has been designed to guide the recognition 
phase. This is done by means of continuous adjustments of the recognition parameters imposed 
by the supervisor or set internally by the control module itself. The system keeps continuously up- 
to-date an internal model of the scene based on the findings of the recognition phase. Hypotheses 
of objects of predefined types are instantiated or deleted and their existence confirmed or not 
confirmed according to a confidence factor which is updated at the end of each cycle of the control 
loop.
5.4,1 The control phase
The complexity of the control strategy necessary for efficient operation of the interpretation 
module is greatly reduced by two factors. First, all planning for user goal satisfaction is performed 
at the supervisor level. Second, the resulting sequence of supervisor commands directly modifies 
the sensor parameters, region-of-interest and recognition modules. In this distributed control 
framework the module controller’s main responsibility is to synchronise the cooperation of the 
individual independent modules effecting the required visual behaviour. As visual behaviours are 
constructed by the supervisor in terms of a standard number of structurally identical commands 
the interpretation process can be accomplished within a continuous fixed cycle of operation, called 
the control loop. The communication protocol is illustrated in Figure 5.1(a), while the major 
operations are shown in the flowchart of Figure 5.1(b).
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Figure 5.1 : The control phase
Figure 5.1(a) shows the communication protocol. All supervisor commands are interpreted 
as separate and complementary directives meant to define the viewing parameters, the reference 
firame and the knowledge sources to exploit. The results of recognition are manipulated by the 
database manager which uses them to augment the scene model with the new gathered evidence. 
A report of the modifications applied to the database is then sent to the supervisor.
The following set of operations is involved:
• the supervisor directives are read in,
• camera parameters and region of interest are set accordingly,
• The relevant recognition knowledge sources are activated and the relevant information stored 
in the symbolic scene model database is used,
• The scene interpretation module controller reports the status of goal achievement to the 
supervisor.
General database management (confidence updates, garbage collection etc.) is performed in 
parallel within all phases.
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5.4.1.1 The Scene Model Database
A gradual improvement of system performance can be achieved by exploiting the temporal context 
in scene interpretation. This is done by accumulating information about objects recognised during 
the lifetime of the continuously operating vision system. The stored information is integrated 
with the already existing information, frame after frame. Inconsistencies which might occur due 
to misinterpretations are resolved once encountered. At the chosen level of abstraction, i.e. the 
object level, the use of combination of evidence techniques is limited to a number of heuristics 
based on geometric constraints. The database is maintained at object level where hypotheses are 
created or deleted, their confidence iucreased or decremented as new evidence is extracted from 
the processed image. As the amount of information about the surrounding environment increases, 
more and more supervisor goals can be satisfied by database queries and/or spatially focused (and 
therefore efficient) visual processing.
Objects are characterised in the scene model by their recognition class, pose (ie. position and 
orientation), spatial extent and mobility. A confidence value is attached to each attribute. The 
choice of object attributes reflects the needs that the scene model database serves. The pose and 
spatial extent attributes (modelled by a minimal bounding parallelepiped) form a minimal object 
description sufficient for geometric reasoning and verification of basic physical constraints (for 
instance, an object cannot stably exist if  it is not supported by another object). The pose and extent 
attributes are passed to the modules responsible for sensor parameter modification, when sensor 
attention is requested by the supervisor. The class information is related to the organisation of the 
recognition module.
The environment in which the interpretation module operates is constantly changing. Informa­
tion about the pose of moving objects is out of date even before it is inserted in the scene model. 
The database manager takes this fact into consideration when updating confidence values of object 
attributes. When no new evidence about an object is available, eg. when the object is not in the 
field of view, the gradual aging of the pose estimate is modelled by an exponential decrease of the 
confidence level; the object mobility attribute defines the decay constant and hence the speed of the 
exponential forgetting process. For objects in the field of view, the evidence for object existence 
is temporally integrated using a simple counting scheme that updates confidence levels. Initially, 
an object hypothesis is assigned a confidence value equal to the likelihood of a correct match (the 
likelihood is part of the information ouq>ut by the recognition module). If a corresponding object 
is found in subsequent frames the confidence level in the hypothesis is increased (proportionally 
to the match likelihood) until a maximum value indicating absolute belief in the presence of an 
object is reached. Two hypotheses are assumed to correspond to a single object if the pose and
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extent parameters suggest volumetric overlap. Non-observation of a predicted object is taken as
negative evidence and the confidence in the presence of that object is decreased by a constant. |
I
I
5.4.1.2 Sensor module i
Goal driven sensor control is an indispensable part of an active vision system. Unlike a conventional 
camera cx>ntroller, the sensor parameters cmi be modified by exploiting the information stored in ,
the scene module. Thus, instead of specifying the desired camera position and look point in terms |
of n-tuples of (Cartesian) coordinates, the supervisor goal defines camera movement indirectly 
by reference to objects stored in the database; eg. ’look_at cup..17 position 70%’ (meaning: 
rotate the camera so that the center of cup_17 lies on the optical axis, select a viewpoint so 
that the cup projection occupies 70% of the field of view). This camera strategy abstraction 
simplifies the mapping between a high-level, user-defined goal (represented in a form close to '
natural language) firom the mechanics of sensor movement. Moreover, ino'eased modularity is i
achieved by iasulating the supervisor firom details of the database organization. The determination j
of camera parameters is not just a simple traversal of the reference firame tree and computation of I
camera-to-object coordinate system transformation; errors in object positions (the object of interest i
and those defining relevant local reference firames) must be taken into account (As it is described |
in Chapter 3). i
I
The following minimum capabilities are required of the underlying sensor controller effecting |
the camera strategy: • I
I
I• (Cartesian) camera position control
• independent camera direction (look point) control
Other camera parameters, eg. focus and aperture are assumed to be adjusted automatically by low 
level, reflexive as opposed to goal-driven, purposive processes. Speaking in terms of an analogy 
to the human body the interpretation module attempts to obtain a suitable viewpoint by controlling 
the head and neck rather than the eye movements.
5.4.1.3 Region of Interest module
Modifications of the region of interest are implemented by restricting to a subset the incoming data 
for low-level processing. Such modifications result in a focus-of-attention mechanism which is 
complementary to active camera movements. Besides the expected beneficial impact on processing
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speed and data complexity, the use of a region of interest improves the accuracy and reliability of 
low level vision processes that base the setting of control parameters on automatic estimation of 
image noise level.
5.4.1.4 Reference Frame module
The building of a symbolic scene model in a system with an active mobile sensor is possible 
only when a coordinate transformation between the scene model reference coordinate systems 
and the camera coordinate system can be established and maintained. In order to avoid the 
accumulation and amplification of errors a hierarchy of local reference coordinate systems is used. 
The registration of the camera coordinate system and a local reference frame is established by 
means of recognition of an object whose internal coordinate system defines the reference frame.
Accumulation of errors is a problem which cannot be neglected, especially when errors can 
grow without control. The problem usually affects sensors whose parameters are continuously 
adjusted to frame new target objects. Each movement introduces new errors into the established 
local transformation; errors might become of the order of magnitude of the size of small objects 
(this has been discussed in Chapter 3). It is therefore important to be able to exploit the use of local 
reference frames. A reference frame is identified by one or more objects which define separate 3D 
loci in the analysed scene.
5.4.2 The Recognition phase
Bootstrapping operations of the interpretation module as well as supervisor goal satisfaction rely 
completely on the successful bottom-up performance of the recognition knowledge sources. The 
recognition modules serve the following purposes:
• provide an interface with the scene model database. They pass information about
-  matched objects to the scene model manager
-  instantiated parameters of object hypotheses to individual knowledge sources to enable 
rapid indexing of relevant internal models
-  provide synchronisation for the recognition processes running in parallel.
• select and launch recognition knowledge sources according to the types of objects which are 
the subject of the supervisor query
Currently three general KSs have been integrated;
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• a polyhedral object matcher, which has been implemented outside the described framework
[32], but it has been interfaced to test the generality and flexibility of the framework itself,
• a cylinder (cup) finder which, at the moment, works only on the basis of ellipses,
• a plate finder (detector of rotationally symmetric planar objects).
The cylinder and plate finder are built in the framework itself.
The defined knowledge sources are independent because they can recognise objects without 
any external intervention and they have a limited expertise which allows them to detect relevant 
two dimensional information and build hypotheses of predefined 3D models of an object. The 
knowledge sources are flexible, because they can be parameterised to work with different models 
of object. For instance, the model for the object cup is defined, in terms of two circles (which 
represent the bottom and top edges of the cup, and their separation which represents the height of 
the cup model). Different values for such parameters can be input by the supervisor to drive the 
knowledge source to recognise different types of cup. When activated, the knowledge source, will 
adjust its computations to the input model parameters. Each knowledge source has the necessary 
expertise to invoke the most suitable image and feature extraction processing. For instance, the 
cup finder invokes the ellipse finder [15], while the polyhedral knowledge source invokes the line 
finder [10] and closed loop extractor [33].
The built-in knowledge sources (the cup and plate finder) operate basically in two major phases 
as shown in Figure 5.2
• a recognition phase, in which the results of the image and feature extraction processing are 
analysed. At this stage a three dimensional interpretation based on perspective geometry 
computations and knowledge of the object models is given to the results of processing,
• an integration phase, in which an integration of the new 3D evidence into the already 
established scene model is attempted.
For instance, in the case of the plate finder, during the first phase elliptical features, which represent 
the output of the feature extraction processing stage, are given a three dimensional interpretation 
as circles. Circles and ellipses under perspective projection become ellipses, the choice of circles 
as most probable interpretation is based on the concept that simple interpretations are the first to 
be analysed. In the second phase, the knowledge source tests whether the generated circles can 
be interpreted as new evidence in support for any of the existing plate hypotheses. In the case of 
the cup finder, circular features can be interpreted either as the lip or a bottom of an existing cup
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The cup and plate finder
1. from two dimensional data
to three dimensional data circle
ellipse
image plane
circU plate
2, hrom three dimensional data
ellipse
cup
image plane
Figure 5.2: The knowledge source
hypothesis. In this way, the occurance of new evidence generated by the recognition module is 
effectively analysed to maintain a spatio-temporal consistency for all the object hypotheses present 
in the database.
5.5 Implementation details
The control loop module and the cylindrical object finder have been implemented in the rule 
based system CLIPS [11]. The sensor controller, database controller and recognition controller 
are the three major control modules which have been implemented. A brief description of the 
implementation is given in the following sections.
5.5.1 The sensor controller
In the current implementation a command issued by the supervisor drives the execution of the 
control loop. The command contains a set of information through which the control status of 
the system can be modified. The command defined by the supervisor is passed to the scene 
interpretation module in a file, where the control commands are the following
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<Look Point coordinates> 
<Camera Position coordinates> 
<Region of lnterest> 
<Knowledge Sources>
<Reference Frame>
The first two entries of the command are the Look Point and Camera Position vectors 
which define the sensor extrinsic parameters: that is the camera position and its orientation with 
respect to the analysed local reference frame. The command contains also an entry which defines 
the required Region of Interest to be analysed in the image plane, and an entry which 
establishes which Knowledge Sources must be used in the recognition process. All the 
object hypotheses recognised by the control module are local to the Reference Frame passed 
as last entry in the command file.
The control status of the system is stored in different data structures. The CLIPS’s data structure 
(deftemplate <name> (field <field-name> (type <type-field>)) ) has been 
used to store information about the sensor parameters. The deftemplate structure is uniquely iden­
tified by the <name> and its parameters are stored as different fields of the structure. The 
deftemplate used has been given the name camera and it is shown below
(field IP-size (type NUMBER) (default 256))
(field f-length (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field x-pix-size (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field y-pix-size (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field red-factor (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field x-pos (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field y-pos (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field z-pos (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field Ip-x (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field ip-y (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)(field Ip-z (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field m-x-x (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field m-x-y (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field m-x-z (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field m-y-x (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field m-y-y (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field m—y—z (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field m—z—X (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field m-z-y (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field m-z-z (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)
(field tilt-angle (type NUMBER) (default 7N0NE)
The camera deftemplate stores the intrinsic parameters, i.e. image plane size, the pixel resolution, 
the focal length, and the extrinsic parameters camera position, look point. The rotation matrix and 
the tilt angle, which represent the angle between the sensor orientation and the ground plane are 
stored and updated each time the extrinsic parameters are modified. The information about the 
selected region of interest is stored in terms of the coordinates of the two comers of the region in
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the image plane coordinate system as follows
(deftemplate RofI
(field start-x (type NUMBER) (default 7N0NE))
(field start-y (type NUMBER) (default 7N0NE))
(field end-x (type NUMBER) (default 7N0NE))
(field end-y (type NUMBER) (default 7NONE)))
The control module is composed of a number of rules which are responsible for updating the status 
of the control data structures. The defined sets are responsible for
• changes in the look point,
• changes in the camera position,
• changes in the region of interest.
The available modifications in the extrinsic camera parameters are shown in Table 5.3. The camera 
position can be moved along its optical axis to frame either a particular object or a portion of 3D 
space from a closer or farther distance. The camera position can be moved towards a new 3D 
point in space to view the same 3D position from a different vantage point. The look point can 
be modified in a purposive way either to frame an object of interest and follow it if moving, or to 
direct the focus of attention towards a 3D point in space. The current implementation allows also 
the movement of the camera around its vertical and horizontal axis. This change of orientation is 
useful when the command requested by the supervisor entails a dynamic exploration of the scene. 
The current implementation allows the supervisor to define an active area within the selected field 
of view. The area can be selected purposively to frame either an object hypothesis, or a region of 
interest.
The available modifications in the region of interest are illustrated in Table 5.4.
5.5.2 The database controller
A model for the analysed scene is created and kept up-to-date by the recognition and control 
modules. A number of deftemplate data structures have been used to store intermediate data 
and object hypotheses. A data structure has been defined to store information about the two 
dimensional features extracted by the processing. The data structure which stores information for 
extracted elliptical features is illustrated below
(deftemplate twoDdata "ellipse feature"
(field id (type NUMBER) (default 7NONE))
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Parameter Value Description
Implemented camera position modifications
NONE NONE No change in camera position
zoom object ID This is equivalent to a complete zoom in to the specified 
object. Move the camera position along the look direction 
( i.e. the optical axis of the camera) to fi'ame the specified 
object fi’om the closest view
zoom relative percentage This is equivalent to a zoom in or out of the camera. Move the 
camera position backward or forward along the look direction 
a percentage of the current distance fi"om the reference frame
atpoint 3D position Move the camera towards the specified 3D position
finplemented look point modifications
NONE NONE No change in look direction
atjobject object ID Direct the look point towards the centroki of the specified 
object
orientation angle Pan or tilt movements are available. Rotate the camera by a 
specified angle around a specified axis of the camera refer­
ence firame.
at_point 3D position Direct the look point towards the specified 3D position
Table 5.3: Implemented modifications of the camera parameters.
(field major (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE))
(field minor (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE))
(field tilt (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE))
(field swing (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE))
(field quality (type NUMBER) (default ?NONE)))
The structure stores the relevant parameters of an ellipse, such as major and minor axes. A tilt and 
a swing angle have been defined to model the eccentricity and the orientation of the ellipse with 
respect to the horizontal axis of the image plane.
A data structure has been defined to store information for the inferred three dimensional data. 
The three dimensional information inferred firom the extracted ellipses is stored in the following
hnplemented Region of interest modifications
Parameter Value Description
FULL NONE Selection of the entire image plane
at-object object ID % Select the 2D projection of the object bounding box as active 
area for the image processing, an enlargement or reduction 
of the active area can be chosen as a percentage of selected 
region
user or internally 
defined
xmin, ymin, 
xmax, ymax Select a 2D region of the image plane which is defined by the supervisor or internally set.
Table 5.4: Implemented modifications of the Region of Interest.
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structure
(deftemplate circle "circle hypothesis"
(field id 
(field c-x 
(field c-y 
(field c- 2  
(field n-x 
(field n-y 
(field n-z 
(field radius
(type
(type
(type
(type
(type
(type
(type
(type
WORD)
NUMBER)
NUMBER)
NUMBER)
NUMBER)
NUMBER)
NUMBER)
NUMBER)
(default
(default
(default
(default
(default
(default
(default
(default
7N0NE)) 
7N0NE))
7NONE))
7NONE))
7NONE))
7NONE)). 
7NONE)) 
7N0NE)))
The structure stores information about a circle in terms of its centre relative to the local reference 
frame, the normal to the plane where the circle lies and an estimate of its radius.
The generic data structure for an object model is stored in the following deftemplate
(deftemplate obj-model "general 
(field type (type WORD) 
(field dim-x (type NUMBER) 
(field dim-y (type NUMBER) 
(field dim-z (type NUMBER) 
(field radius (type NUMBER) 
(field height (type NUMBER)
object model" 
(default 7NONE)) 
(default 7NONE)) 
(default 7NONE)) 
(default 7N0NE)) 
(default 7N0NE)) 
(default 7NONE)))
An object is stored in terms of the minimal bounding box defined by its dimensions. The structure 
stores also the information about the height and radius for cylindrical objects. Object hypotheses 
are stored in the following data structure
(deftemplate obj-hypo "obj hypothesis"
(field time-stamp 
(field id 
(field centroid-x 
(field centroid-y 
(field centroid-z 
  )
(type NUMBER) 
(type NUMBER) 
(type NUMBER) 
(type NUMBER) 
(type NUMBER)
(default 7NONE)) 
(default 7NONE)) 
(default 7NONE)) 
(default 7NONE)) 
(default 7N0NE))
The structure contains additional information, such as a unique identifier, a time stamp and the 
position of the centroid of the object in the local reference frame.
Created object hypotheses are stored in the database using the relevant data structure. A 
number of criteria are used to update the œnfidence of existing object hypotheses. The confidence 
is updated differently, in different circumstances. Typical situations are
• an object hypothesis is present in the database, but the relevant knowledge source is not 
active, in which case the confidence is deceased of a fixed factor 0.2,
• an object is partially or fully occluded by another object because it is beneath the other 
object, in which case if the object is not detected its confidence is not decreased.
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• an object is present in the database and visible in the active window, but it is not detected by 
the relative knowledge source, in this case the confidence is decreased of a factor 1.
5.5,3 The knowledge sources
Once the sensor parameters are set, the knowledge sources selected by the supervisor are activated. 
The cup and plate finder have been implemented in CLIPS and integrated into the inteipretation 
module. A number of operations are performed in the two phases introduced at the beginning of 
Section 5.4.2
• invocation of the most appropriate image processing and feature extraction methods,
• filtering of the extracted features according to predefined criteria,
• interpretation of the selected features as three dimensional data,
• interpretation of the inferred three dimensional data in the current scene model.
In the first phase two dimensional features are given a three dimensional inteipretation. This is 
done using rules of perspective projection. An ellipse is interpreted as the perspective projection 
of a circle in the three dimensional world. All the ellipse features extracted are then possible 
candidates for three dimensional data. Constraints have been applied to the swing and tilt angles 
of the extracted features: ellipses with a large tilt or swing angles are rejected. The two rejection 
mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 5.3(a).
In the second phase the estimated position of the created circles is tested against the current 
three dimensional information of the scene. A number of thresholds is used to test if the analysed 
circle can be merged with an already existing hypothesis of cup or plate, under the assumptions 
of either object motion or as evidence for a new object hypothesis. Figure 5.3(b) illustrates the 
implemented thresholds and the related interpretation. If the analysed circle is close within a 
precomputed threshold to one of the existing object hypotheses, titie circle is merged with the 
hypothesis increasing its confidence by a predefined value. The threshold is computed assuming 
an error, currently chosen arbitrarily, in the estimate of the ellipse centre and its eccentricity. The 
chosen error is then interpreted in the 3D space as a portion of space (a toroid) where the circle can 
lie; computations involved in the back-projection take into consideration the model of the object, 
the camera parameters and the local constraints (usually defined by the plane where the objects 
lie). If the circle is too far away from the existing hypothesis with which it is to be merged, then 
it can be still a candidate either as evidence for the movement of an existing object or for the 
presence of a new hypothesis.
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[ The elUpse reject mechanisms \lh e  interpretation of a circle
a : major axis b : minor axis drcletilt angle = acos (b /  a)
ait angle > threshold
merge distance
image plane II circle plane
ff = swing angle
swing angle > threshold
new hypothesis distance- impossible viewing angle
- circle without contextual
meaning
(a) The ellipse reject mechanisms (b) The interpretation of a circle
Rgure 5.3: Evidence selection mechanisms
5.6 Experiments
The interpretation module has been tested in a number of experiments with real and synthetic 
data. Interpretation processes are visually illustrated with sequences of images in which results are 
superimposed to the processed frames or presented separately on a black background. The exper­
iments are presented as a commented log produced by the system. The log contains information 
about the intended visual behaviour, 3D object positions, object confidences, IDs and types.
Two different sets of experiments are shown. In the first set the basic mechanisms are shown: 
operation of the knowledge sources, confidence updating and focus of attention. The second set is 
focused on advanced mechanisms, that is dynamic movements of the sensor and objects lying on 
top of each other.
5.6.1 The basic mechanisms
A sequence of images (figures 5.5-5.10) will be used to demonstrate the operation of the module. 
The objects involved are: 2 cups (one moving), a box, a plate (moving) and a table. The first
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Rgure 5.4: The 3D coordinate system (table-top reference frame), used in the two experiments
experiment (figures 5.5-5.7) focuses on operation of individual recognition knowledge sources 
and on scene model database maintenance. In the second experiment, run on the same sequence, 
temporal context is exploited using the region of interest (focus of attention) mechanism.
It is assumed in the experiments that object ’table’ has already been identified; the tabletop 
plane to camera transformation is therefore known. The previous stage of interpretation concerned 
with establishing table-to-world coordinate transformation, a particular case of a reference frame 
tree, is described in Chapter 3.
The log file, which illustrates the basic mechanisms, has the following format
------------ Frame frame_number -----------
perceptual behaviour: supervisor goal
look point : command (mode of operation)
camera position : command (mode of operation)
region of interest: command (mode of operation)
knowledge sources : list of knowledges sources
+ ob]ect-1ype_ID [confidence_level] 3D_position 
+ object-type_ID [confidence_level] 3D_position 
ob]ect-1ype_ID [confidence_level] 3D_position 
- ob]ect-type_ID [confidence_level] 3D_position
The log entry starts with the processed ’frame number’. The ’frame number’ should help 
readers to relate the numerical information about object position presented in the log file to the 
grtqjhical results shown in figures 5.5-5.10. Next, the supervisor goal defining the module’s 
perceptual behaviour is displayed. To save space, this information is shown only when a new
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goal is received. The values assigned to the look point, camera position, region of interest, and 
knowledge source units follow. The last section of the log entry contains information about objects 
stored in the database. Object related data is structured as follows:
(a). ® marks newly detected objects
* ’ marks objects to be removed from the scene model
(b). object-type and a unique ID
(c). confidence level of object hypotheses [in square brackets]
(d). x,y and z triplet defining the 3D position of the object centroids. The 3D coordinate frame 
used in the experiment, the local reference frame of the tabletop, is depicted in figure 5.4.
5.6.1.1 Experiment 1: Explore
This section discusses an experiment which demonstrates operation of the interpretation module 
in the data-driven, explore mode.
------------  Frame 1 -----------
perceptual behaviour: explore 
look point : constant
camera position : constant 
region of interest: full image
knowledge sources : plate_finder cup__finder poly_finder
+ poly_l [1.003 0.01 0.24 -0.07 
+ plate__9 [1.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00 
+ cup_ll [1.003 0.34 0.12 0.04
The scene model database is empty in the beginning of the interpretation process; so far no objects 
have been recognised. The log listing shows that the interpretation process is operating in the 
explore mode. The selection of the explore behaviour need not be a consequence of receiving 
a supervisor goal; the interpretation module enters the default explore mode automatically if no 
supervisor goal is issued (all other changes in perceptual behaviour are induced by supervisor 
goals).
The perceptual goal description confirms that all available knowledge sources are launched 
(plate, cup and polyhedral object finder). The recognition knowledge sources detected three 
objects labelled poly_l, plate_9 and cup_l 1.
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Comparison of the database contents and image 1(a) of figure 5.5 indicates that the estimate of 
plate_9 and cup_l 1 pose is good. The pose of tea box poly_l is estimated at 7cm below the tabletop 
plane - an obvious error. Moreover, the dark cup in the upper-right comer was not found. The 
imperfect performance of the recognition procedures is not of great concern; the approach adopted 
is based on the assumption that temporal integration of (inherently noisy) recognition results is 
robust enough to lead to stable scene interpretation.
  Frame 2 ----------
- poly_l [0.00] 0.01 0.24 -0.07
plate_9 [3.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00
cup_ll [2.00] 0.34 0.12 0.04
Frame 3
plate_9 [4.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00
cup_ll [3.00] 0.35 0.12 0.04
+ poly__22 [1.00] 0.37 0.24 0.14
The presence of plate_9 and cup_l 1 in the scene has been confirmed by recognition knowledge 
sources in frames 2 and 3. Confidence levels for both objects have been increased using the 
updating scheme proposed earlier in this chapter. The weak polyJl hypothesis was removed when 
its confidence level dropped to 0, A new (and once again incorrect) polyhedral object hypothesis 
was instantiated in frame 3.
Frame 4
plate_9 [5.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00
cup_ll [4.00] 0.36 0.11 0.04
- poly_22 [0.00] 0.37 0.24 0.14
Frame 5
plate_9 [5.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00
cup_ll [4.50] 0.39 0.10 0.04
+ poly_40 [1.00] 0.31 0.22 0.13
In frame 4 the confidence level of the plate_9 hypothesis has reached the maximum, ’absolute 
certainty’ level. The inCTease in confidence in the cup_l 1 hypothesis is smaller as the cup, contrary 
to the stationary plate, moves. The change in the cup position forces the confidence updating 
scheme to consider various options, eg. ’Am I getting very noisy measurements of a static cup 
pose?’, ’Is the cup moving?’, ’Perhaps the old cup was taken away and a new one put close to the 
original cup?’. Although the right interpretation (ie. motion) is chosen, the confidence level is 
updated with more restraint to cater for the other options.
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Note the good agreement between the cup trajectory in images 1-5 of figure 5.5 and the recorded 
data. The poly_22 hypothesis was removed from the database; the new box hypothesis, poly_40, 
is very close to reality.
------------  Frame 6-----------
perceptual behaviour: watch (cup, plate) 
look point : constant
camera position : constant 
region of interest: full image 
knowledge sources : plate_finder cup_finder
plate_9 [5.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00 
cup_ll [5.00] 0.43 0.12 0.04 
poly_40 [0.98] 0.31 0.22 0.13
In frame 6 a new supervisor goal, watch (cup,plate), is issued. The operational modes of the 
basic units are modified accordingly. In this case only the polyhedral knowledge source is turned 
off; the camera and region of interest strategy remains unchanged. The new supervisor goal could 
be issued as a consequence of :
• a new user request,
• the detection of a triggering event in the data passed to the supervisor, which causes the 
entering of a new stage of a dynamic plan (examples of such reasoning have been given in 
Chapter 4)
Frame 7
plate_9 [5.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00
cup_ll [5.00] 0.46 0.12 0.04
poly_40 [0.96] 0.31 0.22 0.13
Frame 8
plate_9 [5.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00
cup_ll [5.00] 0.48 0.12 0.04
poly_40 [0.94] 0.31 0.22 0.13
Frame 9
plate_9 [5.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00
cup_ll [5.00] 0.48 0.12 0.04
poly_40 [0.92] 0.31 0.22 0.13
Frame 10
plate_9 [5.00] 0.41 0.28 0.00
cup_ll [3.00] 0.48 0.12 0.04
poly_40 [0.90] 0.31 0.22 0.13
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No new objects are detected in frames 7-10. The pose of object plate_9 is very stable, changing 
within the system precision of 1cm. Images 7a-9a show that movement of cup-11 was correctly 
followed. At image 10 the cup was removed from the scene and consequently the cup recognition 
source didn’t detect it. The confidence level was decreased but the object hypothesis will remain 
in the scene model for another 2-3 frames until the confidence falls to 0.
The confidence level of the poly_40 hypothesis decreases slowly from frame 6 when the 
polyhedral knowledge source was switched off. The updates of confidence in poly_40 and cup-11 
model two completely different phenomena, hi the case of cup.l 1 strong evidence is produced 
by the recognition knowledge source that the object has disappeared. No such information is 
available about poly.40; the module is effectively ’blind’ to polyhedral objects as the appropriate 
knowledge source is not running. However, the scene model must take into account the aging of 
the information related to poly_40. The speed of confidence change is governed by the expected 
average durability of object pose of an ’unviewed’ tea-box (the same strategy is used for objects 
not in the field of view).
Frame 11
plate_9 [5.00] 0.40 0.27 0.00
cup_ll [2.00] 0.48 0.12 0.04
poly_40 [0.88] 0.31 0.22 0.13
Frame 12
plate_9 [5.00] 0.38 0.25 0.00
cup_ll [1.00] 0.48 0.12 0.04
poly_40 [0.86] 0.31 0.22 0.13
Frame 13
plate_9 [5.00] 0.38 0.23 0.00
cup_ll [0.00] 0.48 0.12 0.04
poly_40 [0.84] 0.31 0.22 0.13
The interpretation process progresses as expected in frames 10-13. The cup-ll hypothesis is 
finally removed. The left-to-right motion of plate_9 is correctly tracked.
Frame 14
plate_9 [5.00] 0.37 0.21 0.00 
poly_40 [0.82] 0.31 0.22 0.13
——————— ■—  Frame 15 ———---——
perceptual behaviour: explore 
look point : constant
camera position : constant 
region of interest: full image
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knowledge sources : plate_finder cup_finder poly_finder
plate_9 [5.00] 0.38 0.20 0.00
poly__40 [0.80] 0.31 0.22 0.13
+ cup_115 [1.00] 0.24 0.35 0.04
The supervisor switches the mode back to explore. A new cup hypothesis is CTeated.
  Frame 16 ----------
plate_9 [5.00] 0.38 0.19 0.00
poly_117 [1.00] 0.11 0.23 0.01
cup_116 [0.00] 0.24 0.35 0.04
In the last frame a new polyhedral object, poly-117, is detected. It is not recognised that it is 
actually a noise measurement induced by the same tea-box as poly_40; the hypotheses are not 
merged, the old is replaced by the new one.
5.6.1.2 Experiment 2: Focus of Attention
In the second experiment an additional mechanism, region of interest control, is used to implement 
focus of attention.
------------ Frame 1 -----------
perceptual behaviour: explore 
look point : constant
camera position : constant 
region of interest: full image
knowledge sources : plate_finder cup__finder poly_finder
+ poly_l [1.00] 0.01 0.24 -0.07 
+ plate_9 [1.00] 0.42 0.29 0,00 
+ cup_ll [1.00] 0.34 0.12 0.04
The focus-of-attention and explore experiments process the same sequence; consequently, the 
results will be identical as long as the perceptual behaviour (supervisor goal) remain the same.
Frame 2
- poly_l [0.00] 0.01 0.24 -0-07 
plate_9 [3.00] 0.42 0.29 0.00 
cup_ll [2.00] 0.34 0.12 0.04
 ———--- —— Frame 3 ————------
perceptual behaviour: track (cup_ll 150) 
look point : constant
camera position : constant
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region of interest: at_object cup_ll 150% 
knowledge sources : plate_finder cup_finder
plate_l [2.98] 0.42 0.29 0.00 
cup 11 [3.00] 0.35 0.12 0.04
At frame 3 a new supervisor goal, track (cupJl 150) is issued. The region of interest unit 
operational mode is modified to ensure that only a restricted area around cup.l 1 is processed by 
the recognition knowledge sources. The 2D region-of-interest is computed as follows. First, all 
visible comers of the object’s 3D bounding box are projected on the image plane. The minimum 
and maximum coordinate values in horizontal and vertical directions define the 2D bounding 
rectangle. The 2D region-of-interest (ROÏ) is obtained by stretching the bounding rectangle by a 
factor defined by the second parameter of tibe track command (clipping is performed if a part of 
the region-of-interest is outside the image). The above definition guarantees that the symbolic, 
object-centered ROI dynamically follows the object of interest.
The cooperation of the ROI mechanism with the recognition knowledge sources is carried out 
through information stored in the symbolic scene model. After every frame, the 3D bounding 
box information necessary for ROI computation is updated using the recognition results. The 
benefits of ROI are twofold. First, a significant speed up (approx. 10 times in the presented 
experiment) is achieved as the recognition time is roughly proportional to the number of pixels 
processed. Second, low-level image processing routines that use image statistics for self-tuning 
(eg. automatic threshold selection for hysteresis linking in edge detection) improve performance 
because only information in the vicinity of the object is taken into consideration. In the presented 
experiment, only the second type of benefit can be observed; the speed up would normally result 
in more frequent acquisition of images (compared with the explore mode). Consequently, a larger 
number of images (per unit time) with smaller object movements would be processed. However, 
both experiments were performed on a pre-recorded sequence of 15 frames.
The ’stretch’ parameter of the track command enables the supervisor to control the area of 
processing. The parameter setting, based on previous object mobility and loop of perception 
execution time, must reflect the following relationships. On the one hand, a smaller area of 
processing means faster execution of the loop of perception while on the other hand the object of 
interest can (partially) move out of a small ROI and thus render detection impossible.
Frame 4
plate_9 [2.96] 0.42 0.29 0.00 
cup_ll [3.50] 0.38 0.10 0.04
----------  Frame 5------------
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plate_9 [2.94] 0.42 0.29 0.00 
cup_ll [4.50] 0.38 0.10 0.04
Frame 6
plate_9 [2.92] 0.42 0.29 0.00 
cup_ll [5.00] 0.42 0.12 0.04
Frame 7
plate_9 [2.90] 0.42 0.2 9 0.00 
cup_ll [5.00] 0.46 0.12 0.04
The cup_l 1 object is successfully tracked in frames 4,5, 6 and 7. Comparison of the cup_l 1 pose 
with results obtained in the explore experiment shows that pose estimates in the two sequences 
are close (within 2cm) but not identical. This observation can be explained by adaptation of the 
low-level modules (edge detection) to noise specific to the ROI. The plate_9 object is efrectively 
out of the field of view; its confidence level is updated according to the forgetting scheme described 
in the presentation of the ’explore’ experiment.
  Frame 8 ----------
plate_9 [2.88] 0.42 0.29 0.00
cup_ll [5.00] 0.46 0.12 0.04
  Frame 9------------
plate_9 [2.86] 0.42 0.29 0.00
cup_ll [4.00] 0.4 6 0.12 0.04   Frame 10 — - —   ----
perceptual behaviour: track (plate_9 150) 
look point : constant
camera position : constant 
region of interest: at_object plate_9 150% 
knowledge sources : plate_finder cup_finder
plate_9 [3.86] 0.41 0.28 0.00
cup_ll [3.98] 0.46 0.12 0.04
Cup_l 1 disappears after frame 7. The supervisor responds to the decrease of confidence in cup_l 1 
by issuing a new command track plateS 150. The decrease of confidence in cup.l 1 proceeds 
according to the slow, out-of-field-of-view scheme as cup_l 1 is not fully inside the new ROI.
Frame 11
plate_9 [4.86] 0.40 0.27 0.00 
cup_ll [3.96] 0.46 0.12 0.04
----------------  Frame 12 -----------------
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plate_9 [5.00] 0.38 0.25 0.00 
cup 11 [3.94] 0.46 0.12 0.04
Frame 13
plate_9 [5.00] 0.38 0.23 0.00 
cup_ll [2.94] 0.46 0.12 0.04
-----------  Frame 14 -----------
perceptual behaviour: watch (plate, cup) 
look point : constant
camera position : constant 
region of interest: full image 
knowledge sources : plate_finder cup_finder
plate_9 [5.00] 0.37 0.21 0.00 
cup_ll [1.94] 0.46 0.12 0.04
The processing proceeds as expected. The plate_9 was successfully tracked. Confidence in cup.l 1 
starts to decrease rapidly when a new goal, watch (plate, cup) is received.
Frame 15
plate_9 [5.00] 0.38 0.20 0.00 
cup_ll [0.94] 0.46 0.12 0.04 
+ cup_72 [1.00] 0.24 0.35 0.04
Frame 16
plate_9 [5.00] 0.38 0.19 0.00 
- cup_ll [-0.06] 0.46 0.12 0.04 
cup_72 [0.00] 0.24 0.35 0.04
Due to the selected behaviour and original high confidence value the cup J 1 hypothesis has not been 
discarded before frame 16 as no evidence against its presence was produced in the recognition 
process. However, if  a more sophisticated geometric reasoning scheme was implemented, the 
cup hypothesis could have been disposed of when the volume of plate_9 intersected the space 
supposedly occupied by cup_l 1 thus (zeating an internal inconsistency in the scene model database.
5.6.2 The advanced mechanisms
The experiments in this section show two advanced mechanisms. The first two experiments 
(Figures 5.11-5.14) illustrate how the sensor can be dynamically moved according to the selected 
object target. The database is maintained even for objects which lie outside the active field of view. 
The lack of a sensor, dynamically controllable, has made impossible to demonstrate how objects 
can be tracked in a real dynamic environment. For this reason a simulated camera has been used
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instead. The simulated sensor movements, which are shown in the first experiment, are driven in a 
synthetic environment realistically modelled to show some of the visual behaviours exhibited by 
the system. The second e?q)eriment shows an attempt to dynamically control the camera. All the 
movements performed in the experiment have been performed manually.
The third experiment (Figures 5.15-5.16) shows the flexibility of the interpretation module. 
Objects can be detected even if lying on top of other objects, tests are applied to verify if the 
estimated position of object hypotheses is consistent with the available 3D scene model. The 
confidence in objects which support other objects is not decreased even if they are not detected. 
This is due to the fact that detection of supported objects provides indirect evidence for the object 
which support this. This criterion is based on common-sense, even if a number of valid alternatives 
could be formulated. For instance, the confidence of a supporting object hypothesis could be 
increased by a factor which is proportional to the confidence in the supported object hypothesis. 
The designed system is fairly flexible as alternative criteria for confidence manipulation could be 
easily integrated in the module.
The visual behaviours shown, involve exploration of a single reference frame and eventual 
object tracking. Results of experiments are shown in a visual format, which illustrates the findings 
of the knowledge sources and the database, together with a description which illustrates the ground 
truth data and the corresponding estimate for each object. The format used in this set of experiments 
is slightly different from the one used for the previous experiments. The new format has been 
adopted to illustrate the error in the estimate of the object position. An example is shown below
Behaviour: <look point> <camera position> <region of interest> <knowledge sources>
D_Base:
<object-type> [<objecu-identifier>]
Real (<ground truth data>) Est (<estimated data>) Conf (<confidence factor>)
The objects are also reported in terms of their identifiers and their confidence.
5.6.2.1 Experiment 3: Dynamic camera movements
A number of experiments have been performed to show how the sensor can be dynamically 
redirected towards an existing object to change attention to it or to track the object if is moving. In 
the first sequence of frames the experiment has been conducted with synthetic data. The scene has 
been explored: a cup, a plate and a box have been placed on top of the table and one at a time the 
cup and the box moved across the scene. The experiment is going to be described starting from 
the fifteenth frame. The related log file is shown below
------------------------------------------------- 1 5 ------------------------------------------------------
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Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [8] : Real(0.560, 0.560, 0.045) Est(0.562, 0.554, 0.045) Conf(5) 
box [29] ; Real(0.530, 0.350, 0.080) Est(0.548, 0.351, 0.080) Conf(5) 
plate [6] : Real(0.250, 0.250, 0.00) Est(0.227, 0.243, 0.000) Conf(1.9)
In this frame, the cup and the box hypotheses have the maximum confidence. The supervisor has 
then changed the command requesting the monitoring of the cup hypothesis cup [ 8 ]. The effect 
of the command is a redirection of the look point of the sensor towards the centroid of the object.
 1 6 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 8> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [8] : Real(0.560, 0.560, 0.045) Est(0.562, 0.554, 0.045) Conf(5) 
box [29] : Real(0.530, 0.350, 0.080) Est(0.548, 0.351, 0.080) Conf(5) 
plate [6] : Real(0.250, 0.250, 0.00) Est(0.227, 0.243, 0.000) Conf(1.7)
Frame seventeen shows how the look point changes when the object to be monitored is the plate.
------------------------------------------------- 1 7 -----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 6> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base;
cup [8] : Real(0.560, 0.560, 0.045) E st(0.562, 0.554, 0.045) Conf(4.98) 
box [29] : Real(0.530, 0.350, 0.080) Est(0.548, 0.351, 0.080) Conf(5) 
plate [6] : Real(0.250, 0.250, 0.00) Est(0.227, 0.243, 0.000) Conf(2.7)
Frame eighteen shows the redirection of the look point when the monitored object is the box. The 
cup hypothesis is once again detected and its confidence goes up to the maximum. Although the 
redirection is successful, the plate is not detected because it is hidden by the box.
 1 8 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 29> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base;
cup [8] : Real (0.560, 0.560, 0.045) Est(0.562, 0.554, 0.045) Conf(5) 
box [29] : Real(0.530, 0.350, 0.080) Est(0.548, 0.351, 0.080) Conf(5) 
plate [6] : Real(0.250, 0.250, 0.00) Est(0.227, 0.243, 0.000) Conf(1.7)
The supervisor then sends a command to monitor the cup. The monitoring is shown in the short 
sequence between Frame 19 and Frame 22. Once the cup has been framed, the cup is moved three 
times and the monitoring eflfect results in an adjustment of the look point of the sensor to follow 
the object. The cup is tracked with a delay of one frame because prediction hasn’t been activated. 
The extract of the log follows. The confidence of the plate hypothesis decreases by a factor 0.02 
because the plate is not in the field of view. In Frame 20 the box is mismatched, but the new 
hypothesis is still merged to the existing one because of the criterion used to merge polyhedral 
object hypotheses (the closeness between the centroids of two polyherdal objects is tested).
------------------------------------------------- 1 9 -----------------------------------------------------
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Behaviour: <at-obj 8> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [8] : Real(0.560, 0.560, 0.045) Est(0.562, 0.554, 0.045) Conf(5) 
box [29] : Real(0.530, 0.350, 0.080) Est(0.548, 0.351, 0.080) Conf(5) 
plate [6] : Real(0.250, 0.250, 0.00) Est(0.227, 0 . 2 4 3 , 0.000) Conf(1.68)
 2 0 ----------------------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 8> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base :
cup [8] : Real(0.510, 0.560, 0.045) Est(0.509, 0.558, 0.045) Conf (5) 
box [29] : Real(0.530, 0.350, 0.080) Est(0.548, 0.351, 0.080) Conf(5)
plate [6] : Real(0.250, 0.250, 0.00) Est(0.227, 0.243, 0.000) Conf(1.66)
 2 1 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 8> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D__Base :
cup [8] : Real(0.460, 0.560, 0.045) Est(0.459, 0.558, 0.045) Conf(5) 
box [29] : Real(0.530, 0.350, 0.080) Est (0.541, 0.354, 0.080) Conf(5)
plate [6] : Real(0.250, 0.250, 0.00) Est (0.227, 0 . 2 4 3 , 0.000) Conf(1.64)
 2 2 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 8> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [8] : Real(0.410, 0.510, 0.045) Est(0.409, 0.508, 0.045) Conf(5) 
box [29] : Real(0.530, 0.350, 0.080) Est(0.556, 0.352, 0.080) Conf(5)
plate [6] : Real(0.250, 0.250, 0.00) E st(0.227, 0.243, 0.000) Conf(1.62)
The supervisor then changes its attention to the plate once more. The last frame shows the 
successful redirection of the optical axis. Once more the plate is not detected because it is hidden 
by the box.
---------------------------------------2 3 ------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 6> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [8] : Real(0.410, 0.510, 0.045) Est(0.410, 0.507, 0.045) Conf(5) 
box [29] : Real(0.530, 0.350, 0.080) Est(0.561, 0.350, 0.080) Conf(5)
plate [6] : Real(0.250, 0.250, 0.00) Est(0.228, 0.243, 0.000) Conf(0.62)
A similar experiment has been performed with real data, a table top has been set up with 
the same types of objects. The camera used is a monocular camera mounted on a tripod. The 
movements have been made by hand. When required, the computed look point is measured in the 
table reference frame and marked with a coin (visible in the sequence here and there). The optical 
axis of the camera is then made to pierce the coin. The sequence and related log file shows that 
the control loop engine can deal with all the errors made in the manual movements of the camera. 
Frames from 1 to 4 have been used for the exploration of the scene. A cup, a plate and a box are 
present; the cup is then moved and every new position detected. A correct instance of the object 
box is detected for most of the frames. At frame 4 an additional wrong hypothesis is generated, as 
shown in the sequence.
------------------------------------------------- I ------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.270, 0.430, 0.045) Est(0.279, 0.427, 0.045) Conf(1)
plate [8] : Real(0.415, 0.290, 0.000) Est(0.398, 0.293, 0.000) Conf (1)
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box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(0.084, 0.319, 0.080) Conf(1)
 2 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.330, 0.500, 0.045) Est(0.342, 0.487, 0.045) Conf(1.5)
plate [8] : Real(0.415, 0.290, 0.000) Est(0.397, 0.293, 0.000) Conf(2)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(0.085, 0.319, 0.080) Conf (2)----------------------------------------------------------------- 3 -------------------------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.380, 0.545, 0.045) Est(0.394, 0.528, 0.045) Conf(2)
plate [8] : Real(0.415, 0.290, 0.000) Est(0.397, 0.294, 0.000) Conf(3)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(0.062, 0.316, 0.080) Conf(3)------------------------------------------------ 4 ------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
DBase:
cup [10] : Real(0.430, 0.550, 0.045) Est(0.443, 0.543, 0.045) Conf (3.5)
plate [8] : Real(0.415, 0.290, 0.000) Est(0.397, 0.294, 0.000) Conf(4)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(0.062, 0.316, 0.080) Conf(2)
Frame 5 shows the change of look direction when the command set by the supervisor is the 
monitoring of the plate.
-------------------------------------------------5 ------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 8> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base;
cup [10] : Real(0.430, 0.550, 0.045) Est(0.443, 0.543, 0.045) Conf(3.48)
plate [8] : Real(0.415, 0.290, 0.000) Est(0.393, 0.292, 0.000) Conf(5)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(0.067, 0.303, 0.080) Conf(3)
The coin placed on top of the plate shows the estimated position of the plate, the confidence of the 
cup is decreased by a factor 0.02 because it is not visible firom the current view. Frame 6 shows 
the new view, imposed by the monitoring of the cup.
 6 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 10> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.430, 0.550, 0.045) Est(0.443, 0.543, 0.045) Conf(4.48)
plate [8] : Real(0.415, 0.290, 0.000) Est (0.393, 0.292, 0.000) Conf (4.98)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(0.067, 0.303, 0.080) Conf(2.98)
The box and the plate are partially visible, but their centroid have been estimated outside the image 
plane. This results in a decrease by a factor 0.02 for their confidence, while the confidence of the 
cup is increased by one unit as a result of the confirmation of tihe object hypothesis. Frame 7 and 
8 show the same view of the scene. The command has been changed back to a simple description 
of the scene, while the cmp is moved once and suc^cessfiilly detected.
-------------------------------------------------7 ------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base;
cup [10] : Real(0.355, 0.555, 0.045) Est(0.383, 0.544, 0.045) Conf(4.98)
plate [8] : Real(0.415, 0.290, 0.000) Est(0.393, 0.292, 0.000) Conf(4.96)
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box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(0.067, 0.303, 0.080) Conf(2.96)
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.355, 0.555, 0.045) Est(0.383, 0.544, 0.045) Conf(5)
plate [8] : Real(0.415, 0.290, 0.000) Est(0.393, 0.292, 0.000) Conf(4.94)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est (0.067, 0.303, 0.080) Conf(2.94)
The supervisor then changes its attention to the plate. Frames 9 and 10 show instances of the
successful detection of the plate even after a movement of the plate.
------------------------------------------------- 9 ------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 8> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.355, 0.555, 0.045) Est(0.383, 0.544, 0.045) Conf(4.98)
plate [8] : Real(0.415, 0.290, 0.000) Est(0.393, 0.286, 0.000) Conf(5)
box [1] ; Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(0.043, 0.290, 0.080) Conf(3.94) 1 0 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 8> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.355, 0.555, 0.045) Est(0.383, 0.544, 0.045) Conf(4.96)
plate [8] : Real(0.270, 0.180, 0.000) Est(0.266, 0.176, 0.000) Conf(5)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(0.043, 0.290, 0.080) Conf(2.94)
In the following two frames the attention has been redirected to the cup once more.
 1 1 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: <at-obj 10> no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.355, 0.555, 0.045) E st(0.351, 0.543, 0.045) Conf(5)
plate [8] : Real(0.270, 0.180, 0.000) E st(0.266, 0.175, 0.000) Conf(4.98)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) E st(-0.03, 0.331, 0.080) Conf(3.44) 1 2 -----------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.355, 0.555, 0.045) Est(0.351, 0.543, 0.045) Conf(5)
plate [8] : Real(0.270, 0.180, 0.000) Est(0.266, 0.176, 0.000) Conf(4.96)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est(-0.03, 0.331, 0.080) Conf(4.44)-------------------------------------------------1 3 ------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.320, 0.480, 0.045) Est (0.323, 0.543, 0.045) Conf(5) \
plate [8] : Real(0.270, 0.180, 0.000) E s t (0.266, 0.176, 0.000) Conf(4.96)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) Est (-0.03, 0.331, 0.080) Conf (5)-------------------------------------- 1 4 ------------------ :-----------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.270, 0.415, 0.045) E st(0.252, 0.424, 0.045) Conf(5)
plate [8] : Real(0.270, 0.180, 0.000) E st(0.266, 0.176, 0.000) Conf(4.92)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) E st(-0.03, 0.331, 0.080) Conf(5)
In the final frame the attention has been redirected to the plate once more. All the object positions
are reconfirmed.
--------------------------------------- 1 5 --------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder
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D_Base:
cup [10] : Real(0.270, 0.415, 0.045) Est (0.221, 0.394, 0.045) Conf (5)
plate [8] : Real(0.270, 0.180, 0.000) E st(0.255, 0.178, 0.000) Conf (5)
box [1] : Real(0.130, 0.330, 0.080) E st(0.020, 0.281, 0.080) Conf(5)
5.6.2.2 Experiment 4: Objects on top of each other 
The first frame shows the recognition of the box.
--------------------------------------------------I -----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550,0.080) Est(0.386, 0.533,0.091) Conf(1)
The box position has been matched even if the errors in the estimate are quite large. The second 
frame shows the recognition of a cup on top of the found box
 1 2 --------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) E s t (0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(1) 
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.185) Est(0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf(1)
The confidence of the box is unchanged because the object hypothesis is supporting the cup. The 
control loop has been left for another loop with the same number of objects to show that the 
confidence of the box hypothesis does not change while the confidence in the cup hypothesis 
increases by one unit.
------------------------------------------------- 3 -----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] ; Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) Est(0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(1)
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.185) Est(0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf (2)
In the fourth frame a new cup is added to the scene and the cup is recognised
--------------------------------------------------4 -----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) Est(0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(1)
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.185) Est (0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf (3)
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) E st(0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(1)
The new cup is recognised while the confidence of the box remains unaltered, and the confidence 
of the cup on top of it increases by one unit. The fifth frame shows the identification of a third cup 
hypothesis
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-------------------------------------- 5 ------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1) : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) E s t (0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(1)
cup [4] : Real (0.350, 0.550, 0.185) Est (0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf (4)
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est (0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf (2) 
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.150, 0.045) Est(0.556, 0.152, 0.045) Conf(1)
In the sixth frame a plate has been placed on top of one of the cups. The plate has been recognised 
as shown in the log
 6 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D__Base:
box [1] : Real (0.350, 0.550, 0.080) E s t (0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(1)
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.185) E s t (0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf(5)
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) E s t (0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf (2)
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.150, 0.045) E s t (0.556, 0.152, 0.045) Conf(2)
plate [26] : Real (0.350, 0.350, 0.092) E st(0.311, 0.348, 0.090) Conf(1)
In the seventh frame one of the cups has been moved
-------------------------------------- 7 ------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move -no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real (0.350, 0.550, 0.080) E s t (0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(1)
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.185) E s t (0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf(5)
cup [11] : Real (0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est (0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf (2)
cup [18] : Real (0.550, 0.200, 0.045) Est(0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf(2.5)
plate [26] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.092) E st(0.311, 0.348, 0.090) Conf (2)
In the eighth frame the plate has been removed, the plate hypothesis is still present in the database, 
even if the confidence has been decreased by one unit as it is shown in the log.
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) E s t (0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(1) 
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.185) E s t (0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf(5) 
cup [11] ; Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) E s t (0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(3) 
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.045) E s t (0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf(3.5) 
plate [26] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.092) E st(0.311, 0.348, 0.090) Conf(1)
In the ninth frame the plate hypothesis is removed from the database.
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) E s t (0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(1) 
cup [4] : Real (0.350, 0.550, 0.185) Est (0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf (5) 
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est (0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(4) 
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.045) E s t (0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf(4.5)
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The cup on top of the box is then removed from the scene and the scene kept unmodified for two 
frames
 1 0 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) Est(0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(2)
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.185) Est(0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf(4)
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est(0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(5)
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.045) Est(0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf(5) 11 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) Est(0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(3)
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.185) Est(0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf (3)
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est (0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(5)
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.045) Est(0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf (5)
The extract from the log file shows that the cup hypothesis decreases in confidence, while the box 
hypothesis, finally entirely visible increases in confidence. In the twelfth frame a plate is placed 
on top of another cup, the plate is detected while the supporting cup hypothesis keeps the same 
confidence. The other cup is then moved accross the table top, its confidence is not increased 
because it has already reached the maximum value.
 1 2 -------------------------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) Est (0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf (4)
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.185) Est(0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf(2)
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est (0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(5)
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.045) Est(0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf(5)
plate [67] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.091) Est (0.532, 0.191, 0.091) Conf(1)---------------------------------------1 3 --------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) E s t (0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(5)
cup [4] : Real(0.350, 0,550, 0.185) Est (0.338, 0.552, 0.180) Conf(1)
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est(0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(5)
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.045) Est(0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf(5)
plate [67] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.091) Est(0.532, 0.191, 0.091) Conf (2)
In the fourteenth frame the cup hypothesis on top of the box is finally removed. While moving the 
other cup hides part of the box, preventing the box from being detected correctly or detected at all. 
This is shown in the fourteenth and fifteenth frame.
------------------------------------------------- 1 4 -----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base:
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) Est(0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(5) 
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est(0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(5)
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.045) Est(0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf(5)
plate [67] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.091) Est(0.532, 0.191, 0.091) Conf(3)---------------------------------------1 5 ------------------------------------------
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Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D_Base :
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) Est(0.386, 0,533, 0.091) Conf(4) 
box [85] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.000) Est(0.369, 0.536, 0.089) Conf(1)
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est(0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(5)
cup [18] : Real (0.550, 0.200, 0.045) Est (0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf (5)
plate [67] : Real (0.550, 0.200, 0.091) Est (0.532, 0.191, 0.091) Conf(4)
In the last frame the box is entirely visible, and the old box hypothesis confirmed.
 1 6 ----------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: no-move no-move full cup-finder plate-finder poly-finder 
D__Base :
box [1] : Real(0.350, 0.550, 0.080) Est(0.386, 0.533, 0.091) Conf(5) 
cup [11] : Real(0.350, 0.350, 0.0455) Est(0.352, 0.348, 0.045) Conf(5) 
cup [18] : Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.045) Est(0.556, 0.201, 0.045) Conf(5) 
plate [67] ; Real(0.550, 0.200, 0.091) Est(0.532, 0.191, 0.091) Conf(5)
5.7 Conclusions
The Chapter has presented a novel implementation of a scene inteipretation system. The system 
has a distributed control architecture where a number of loosely coupled knowledge sources are 
responsible for the execution of the perceptual commands imposed by the Supervisor (described 
in Chapter 4). Each knowledge source is independently controlled by a module responsible for 
its launch and execution monitoring. The control modules can modify the behaviour of each 
knowledge source by dynamically adjusting the parameters of their execution. The findings of 
the knowledge sources are gathered in a common database and analysed for consistency over 
time. The Chapter has illustrated a prototype of integration of the evidence gathered by the 
different knowledge sources. By integrating evidence over time the interpreter module constructs 
and maintains a geometric model of the scene. The adopted representation is hierarchical: the 
knowledge sources operate at pixel and feature level, while the database is maintenance works at 
object level.
A number of experiments have shown the effectiveness of the cooperation of the knowledge 
sources responsible for recognition of different classes of objects. The use of spatio-temporal 
maintenance presents one of the strong points of the approach proposed for the dynamics interpre­
tation of the scene. The system executes visual operations locally to the defined reference frame; 
each object is labelled with its reference and a confidence is incremented or decremented according 
to a set of criteria which depend on its current position, dynamic and visibility from the current 
active field of view. The use of visual operations performed locally represents an efficient solution 
to the error propagation problem. Continuous movements of the sensor introduce errors which 
may become uncontrollable. The use of local reference frames allows for a reduction of the error
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amplification which would not be feasible if  a single global reference frame was used.
The implementation described has proven a valuable testbed for experimentation in the execu­
tion of visual tasks. With the construction of the distributed control structure dedicated to scene 
interpretation the Chapter has contributed to the design of novel techniques which follow the tenets 
of active and purposive vision.
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Figure 5.5: Experiment 1, frames 1-5. (a) projection of objects in the scene model into the image
plane. (b)(c)(d) object hypotheses generated in the frame by polyhedral, plate, and cup recognition
knowledge sources
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Figure 5.6: Experiment 1, frames 6-10. (a) projection of objects in the scene model into the image
plane. (b)(c)(d) object hypotheses generated in the frame by polyhedral, plate, and cup recognition
knowledge sources
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Figure 5.7: Experiment 1, frames 11-16. (a) projection of objects in the scene model into the
image plane. (b)(c)(d) object hypotheses generated in the frame by polyhedral, plate, and cup
recognition knowledge sources
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Rgure 5.8: Experiment 2, frames 1-5. (a) projection of objects in the scene model into the image
plane. (b)(c)(d) object hypotheses generated in the frame by polyhedral, plate, and cup recognition
knowledge sources
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Figure 5.9: Experiment 2, frames 6-10. (a) projection of objects in the scene model into the image
plane. (b)(c)(d) object hypotheses generated in the frame by polyhedral, plate, and cup recognition
knowledge sources
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Figure 5.10: Experiment 2, frames 11-16. (a) projection of objects in the scene model into the 
image plane. (b)(c)(d) object hypotheses generated in the frame by polyhedral, plate, and cup 
recognition knowledge sources
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Figure 5.11 : Experiment 3, dynamic camera movements; the sequence of frames
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Figure 5.12: Experiment 3, dynamic camera movements: the hypotheses in the database
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Figure 5,13: Experiment 3, dynamic camera movements: the sequence of frames
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Figure 5.14: Experiment 3, dynamic camera movements: the hypotheses in the database
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Figure 5.15: Experiment 4, objects on objects: the sequence of frames
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Figure 5.16: Experiment 4, objects on objects: the hypotheses in the database
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 A review of achievements
The aim of the thesis was to identify control problems related to high level vision, to design a 
control architecture able to embed a number of strategies for regulating the execution of vision 
tasks and to implement the system to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed 
architecture.
The review of existing vision systems in Chapter 2 identified control structure, application 
domain, knowledge representation and communication as basic criteria for the classification of 
control architectures. These criteria have been used to design an architecture able to embed high 
level control strategies and thereby to regulate the inteipretation of the scene and to accomplish 
user defined visual tasks. The analysis of control structures suggests the existence of a spectrum of 
possible regulatory mechanisms which vary from fully centralised to fully distributed. The chosen 
architecture adopts a mixed control structure which belongs to the middle of the spectrum. The 
heart of the control structure is a central controller which is responsible for the processing and 
updating of conceptual information, and a number of loosely coupled modules which independently 
control the perception and inteipretation of the scene. The proposed mixed control architecture 
represents a natural choice for the control of the vision process. At low and intermediate level 
(perceptual) the visual process can be regulated by a number of complementary and independent 
software modules able to control how the scene is viewed and understood in terms of known 
objects and their attributes. At high level (conceptual) where the processed information is coarser 
(symbolic) but more succinct, a centralised controller is required to make use of the a priori 
knowledge and the long term information gathered thus far to determine the best unique course 
of action to solve the given visual task. The proposed control architecture is novel in the way it 
interprets given visual tasks in terms of coordinated purposive actions which can be adapted to the 
changes detected in the environment.
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A system which conforms to the proposed architecture has been implemented. The production 
rule system Clips has been chosen to model the reasoning process while standard C has been used 
to implement image processing and feature extraction routines. The choice has been determined 
by the flexibility of Clips which allows the creation of a straightforward interface with external 
modules responsible for low and intermediate level processing. The system is described in Chapter 
3 ,4  and 5, of the thesis. It has two major responsibilities. It knows about pre-deflned visual goals 
and it can dynamically change its course of action in order to simplify goal achievements or keep 
up with changes detected in the scene. It executes the chosen visual behaviour by exploiting a 
number of knowledge sources designed to retrieve information about the viewed scene by running 
image processing and feature extraction routines on the sensory data. During the elaboration of 
the best strategy to adopt and the execution of the corresponding course of action the system has to 
tackle three basic control problems. In order to accomplish a visual task, the system must be able 
to determine and then control the position and orientation of the camera; it must be able to establish 
and regulate reasoning strategies to set the most suitable course of action and to make efficient use 
of the up-to-date understanding of the sœne to solve the assigned task; it must be able to regulate 
the execution of the selected course of action to interpret efficiently the sensed information. The 
thesis discusses the above-mentioned control problems in its central chapters, it describes the 
chosen approaches and illustrates the advantages and drawbacks with a number of experiments.
At the sensor level, control is envisaged in terms of a number of purposive directives which 
define the camera position, its orientation and the field of view. The work presented in Chapter 
3 is essentially a contribution to the solution of two basic problems of an active vision system. 
The initial camera parameters have to be estimated to establish the position and orientation of the 
camera with respect to the environment. New positions and look directions have to be determined 
when the system needs to direct its attention towards an object which is not necessarily in the 
field of view. The proposed strategies take into account the uncertainty of geometric information 
inherent in the coarse models adopted and in the primitive features extracted from the imaged 
data. During sensing, the control of the camera can be dynamically modified to speed up the 
achievement of a given visual goal as described in Chapter 4. To satisfy explorative goals the 
sensor could be directed towards a 3D portion of space where the knowledge of the scene is not 
satisfactory; on the other hand the sensor could be asked to monitor an event which is occurring 
in the field of view. In such cases the camera orientation is dynamically changed to monitor the 
event. An efficient strategy for camera control has been shown in Chapter 4, where the sensor 
is moved to satisfy the tasks at highest priority and moved from one reference object to another 
following a control strategy which takes into account the dynamics of the analysed scene. The 
camera is moved to frame the chosen reference frames from a vantage point judged most suitable
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for recognition purposes.
At the conceptual level the proposed control architecture proposes a supervisor system which 
encodes reasoning in terms of a hierarchy of tasks. Each task is decomposed by the supervisor into a 
number of perceptual commands meant to regulate the mechanisms which allow the interpretation 
of the scene. The supervisor works in three basic phases. A task handling phase where tasks 
are decomposed and assigned a time limit proportional to their complexity. A scheduling phase 
where each task is activated, disactivated or terminated according to the dynamic evolution of the 
scene or the life-span assigned to the task. A response handling phase where task satisfaction is 
attempted using the findings of the interpretation. The supervisor creates and exploits a symbolic 
knowledge representation of the scene: a number of object classes have been defined according 
to the geometric characteristics and functionalities of objects. Each object class has a mobility 
associated to it. This factor characterises the expected dynamics of the object in a particular 
environment. In this way the knowledge is incrementally built to model the external world 
hierarchically, where the environment is at the highest level of the hierarchy and objects are at the 
lowest. A scene is described in terms of objects referenced to other objects, named references, 
judged stable in their position because of their low mobility. A reference frame is a concept which 
allows an increase of speed of the vision process and an effective reduction of error propagation. 
Strategies are proposed for movement from one reference frame to the next one in the most efficient 
way. This involves the use of a number of ariteria which take into account the potential dynamics 
of the scene. Superfluous actions, which might result in an increase of errors are avoided by 
limiting the number of unnecessary operations. This implies a tight control of the uncertainties 
which might be introduced by the movements of the sensor and the likely mobility of objects 
in the scene. With the implementation of the supervisor the thesis has contributed to scientific 
knowledge in terms of experimental validation of the concepts and proposed strategies pertaining 
to the design of an active vision system control architecture.
At the interpreter level, control mechanisms are required to regulate the initiation and execution 
of recognition, tracking and scene model maintenance modules. The visual behaviour set by the 
supervisor is factorised into a set of complementary commands to various modules which are 
responsible for the activation of foci of attention and launching and execution monitoring of the 
available knowledge sources. The thesis has proposed a novel distributed control architecture 
where perception and interpretation processes of the viewed scene are independently driven by the 
activity of knowledge sources. Their execution is regulated by loosely coupled control modules 
which are responsible for the adjustment and modification of the involved parameters. The model 
of the scene is incrementally built by generating hypotheses of known object models in terms of the
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detected geometric characteristics and their dynamics. The adopted representation is hierarchical: 
the knowledge sources operate at pixel and feature level, while the database stores information 
about objects hypotheses and their geometric features. With the presented distributed control 
architecture the thesis contributes to novel aspects of active, purposive and attentional control 
designed to regulate the process of interpretation of a partially known scene.
The scene interpreter and the supervisor have been integrated and tested co-operating in Chapters 
4 and 5. The communication takes place when the supervisor has scheduled the tasks to be executed 
and it encodes the visual tasks in terms of perceptual directives. The modules interact also when 
the scene interpreter returns its analysis of the findings back to the supervisor. The coupling of 
the two systems has proven a sufficient testbed for the experimentation of planning and execution 
of visual tasks. The novelty of the approach taken stems from the use of a simple but efficient 
interface between conceptual reasoning and geometric interpretation of the scene. The interface 
is an efficient means of compilation of visual goals defined at symbolic level into a vector of 
parameters which describe the way in which the scene can be viewed, perceived and understood.
6.2 Limitations and future directions
The work presented in this thesis represents a novel contribution towards the development of 
a vision system that can exploit focus-of-attention and temporal context mechanisms. It has 
served the purpose of investigating several ideas about how such systems can be structured and 
has been successful in demonstrating some of the basic concepts. However, as with all such 
efforts it does not purport to be the final solution to all problems. Whilst it is believed that some 
of the underlying ideas are of generic importance (system structure, knowledge representation, 
maintenance mechanisms, task representation etc) the system still only works within a limited 
domain, and even within that domain can experience difficulties due to the unreliability and non­
robustness of component procedure/knowledge sources. The modules are currently used within 
the VAP project and will be further developed as part of the continuation of that project, VAP2. 
The list of intended future developments is quite long and represents an extensive program of work 
over the next three years. Planned areas for work are described in the following paragraphs.
At the moment the supervisor and the scene interpreter have been tested on real data with the 
limitation introduced by the use of a passive monocular optical sensor. Strategies requiring the use 
of active vision techniques have been tested on synthetic data or with rudimentary experiments 
where a monocular camera was moved ad hoc by hand. It is planned to interface the current 
system with the Surrey active vision head Getafix (named after the druid character in the Asterix
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The Gaul stories). The head has 10 controllable degrees of freedom. The neck part of the head 
can pan and tilt and there is independent vergence of the two cameras to permit asymmetric 
fixation of both cameras onto a small volume of 3D space. Each colour camera has lenses which 
have controllable zoom, focus and aperture. The length of the baseline between the two cameras 
is manually adjustable between 30 and 120 cm and this makes the head a flexible platform for 
experiments in stereo. The head can move with speeds of up to nearly 200 degrees per second. 
It is interfaced to a single board computer and can be commanded from any Unix system. The 
envisaged interface would move the head using a cartesian controller able to implement the camera 
movements described in Chapter 5.
As described in Chapter 4 the sensor is a limited resource for which more than one task can 
compete in order to accomplish its perceptual and conceptual goals. The described camera head 
shows ideal characteristics to serve the purpose of basic tool for the experimentation of strategies 
which largely need active vision techniques, such as the ones discussed in Chapter 5. Moreover, 
the employment of a stereo based head like Getafix allows the use of 3D features overcoming 
the inherent limitation of 2D data. 3D cues can be derived either from the analysis of a stereo 
pair of images or by the analysis of a sequence of images taken after a controlled motion of a 
single sensor. The derived 3D information can then be used either as a more effective hypothesis 
generator (thereby reducing object search) or as a source for verification of hypothesis generated 
from 2D features. It is an open research question as to which of these options gives the best 
cost/benefit ratio.
An initial study towards the use of puiposive gaze control algorithms has been discussed in 
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 has illustrated how a movement of the sensor can be accurately planned to 
satisfy the largest number of visual tasks. Such mechanisms have been shown to be dependent on 
the nature of the task, its priority, the knowledge about the scene, its expected dynamics and the 
cost of each visual operation. Chapter 4 has illustrated the case of monitoring of a scene where 
unwanted events may occur. A visual behaviour able to monitor the scene and report dangerous 
situations was proposed. However, no attempt has been made to design a general strategy able to 
take into account all the discussed characteristics and choose the most appropriate for the current 
situation. It is envisaged the introduction of an interest operator which would allow the supervisor 
to better arbitrate among all the camera requests by taking into consideration all the parameters 
involved.
The current implementation of the system relies mostly on knowledge sources based on geomet­
ric shapes. These in turn exploit edge information derived using standard detectors such as that of 
Canny. Such low level processes are known to be rather unreliable and therefore some flakiness in
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low level operators should not be neglected as they will have significant impact on overall system 
performance. Also this development should not be seen as merely improving existing modules 
but rather the overall system performance would be enhanced by including new modalities and 
methods for object recognition. Currently work is being pursued to augment the system with 
colour based recognition modules. Colour has several virtues not shared with geometric data. 
It can be made invariant to aspect of geometry and illumination and is therefore less prone to 
failure in cases of partial occlusion. Other important cues for vision include texture. It should be 
a relatively straightforward task to incorporate these individual modules within the framework of 
the interpreter and supervisor discussed in the thesis.
The current implementation of the scene interpreter uses a prototype database maintenance 
module. Information gathered by the knowledge sources is analysed and integrated following 
a heuristic scheme. With the integration of more knowledge sources, such as a colour or tex­
ture based object recogniser a more formal study on combination of evidence is reconunended. 
The implementation of a new maintenance technique is envisaged which takes into account the 
experience gathered using the heuristics scheme.
The implementation of the supervisor at the moment is limited to the choice of visual strategies 
which mainly depend on the current field of view, the built information and the a priori knowledge 
about the scene. The supervisor acts as a central controller which works in a relatively simple 
feedback mechanism characterised by the three phases defined in Chapter 4. Many improvements 
can be applied to the supervisor. First of all, more complex meta-knowledge giving the supervisor 
a greater autonomy in decision making can be used. An ideal improvement would be the one which 
would allow the supervisor to make its own decision once set in a partially known environment. It is 
also envisaged that the bootstrap phase defined in Chapter 3 could be improved by the introduction 
of a set of criteria which would offer a choice of actions in response to a dynamic scene event. This 
would involve the incorporation of higher level control knowledge, able to invoke the visual task 
which best suits the up-to-date scene model and the available resources. The use of a more formal 
way of describing the analysed scenario by means of a re-usable script encoding spatio-temporal 
context of the scene including relative object position and orientation, object dynamics and a 
history of actions taken by the supervisor would be beneficial. This would not only augment the 
description of the analysed scenario but would also result in an automatic way of justifying the 
decisions taken by the supervisor. The employment of control knowledge defined at more than 
one level of abstraction calls for the use of a more complex feedback mechanism able to regulate 
the activation of tasks. In theory each level of abstraction would require a dedicated scheduler 
able to arbitrate between the competing requirements of the processes operating at that level. The
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complexity of such a control structure would require a considerable amount of work aimed at 
augmenting the current capabilities of the supervisor. An initial step towards the improvement of 
the supervisor capabilities is achievable by developing formal models of behaviour. Such models 
can be designed either to label courses of actions the supervisor may decide to take or to classify 
complex scene dynamics into well defined categories.
The reasoning capabilities of the system are limited to the solution of a number of visual 
tasks. The strategies are limited in the sense they are precompiled to decompose visual tasks into 
combinations of predefined perceptual commands. The supervisor capabilities could be augmented 
with the introduction of learning mechanisms. There are many ways the supervisor could learn. 
The system could learn about new objects for which a model cannot be specified in terms of a 
simple geometric shape. In this way, for instance, the supervisor can learn about object features 
and their dynamic behaviour. The system could learn how to implement new strategies taking into 
account the failure or success of combinations of precompiled strategies over time. In this way the 
system could learn how to handle events which suddenly occur in the field of view.
The system described in the thesis could be evaluated by introducing an additional number of 
rules. Such rules would be able to determine the effectiveness of a given visual strategy depending 
on its performance. This would allow the system to learn how to apply the best strategy given a 
particulai* task and knowledge of the scene.
Appendix A 
Log files generated by Supervisor
A.1 Search task
A.1.1 Direct search 
A.1.1.1 Experiment 1
— START—UP — —
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 1940.299 ] : : Task pr 10 id gen9 desc search Cup
Phase handle-new-task
  DIRECT-SEARCH-1 ---
Response[ 1942.441 3 :: Respond gen9 SUCCESS search Cup Cup-11111
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS —
Phase send-commands
A.1.1.2 Experiment 2
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 4666. 658 ] : : Task pr 10 id genl desc search Cup
Phase handle-new-task
  DIRECT-SEARCH-2 ---
Create[ 4667.311 3 : : Task gen3 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 4667.311 
desc verify Cup-6 ref Desk-523
Create[ 4667.381 3 : : Task id genS parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 4667.381
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.3 0.6950000000000001 
ref Desk-523
Createt 4667.67 3 :: Task id gen7 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 4667.67 
desc modify sensor cam_pos 0.423 0.398 0.794 
ref Desk-523
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Phase scheduling
——— SCHEDULING ———
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 4668.166 ] : : L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 4666.658 limit 360.0
desc search Cup
Activation[ 4668.212 ] : : L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 4667.308 limit 180.0
desc verify Cup-6 ref Desk-523
Activation] 4668.261 ] : : L L Task [gen5] id gen6 stamp 4667.379 limit 90.0
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.3 0.6950000000000001 
ref Desk-523
Activation[ 4668.359 ) L L Task [gen7] id genS stamp 4667.667 limit 90.0
desc modify sensor cam_jpos 0.423 0.3 98 0.7 94 
ref Desk-523
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : Desk-523
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3 0.3 0.04500000000000004"
"at-point 0.4234897671674321 0.3980654033388432 0.1442514734823546"
"full"
cup-finder
Phase handle-new-resp
  CAMERA PARAMETERS SET ---
Phase handle-new-task
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 4583.336 ] :: L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 4666.658 limit 360.0
desc search Cup
Activation[ 4683.402 ] ;; L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 4667.308 limit 180.0
desc verify Cup-6 ref Desk-523
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : Desk-523
  BUILT COMMAND
"no-move"
"no-move"
"full"
cup-finder
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
  RESP to VERIFY ---
Object-Verified] 4741.589 ] :: Obj[ Cup-6 ]
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Phase handle-new-task
Phase scheduling
'— — SCHEDULING — — 
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Phase send-commands
A.1.2 Guided search 
A.1.2.1 Experiment 1
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 228.363 ] : : Task pr 10 id genl desc search Cup 
  GUIDED-SEARCH-2 ---
Create[ 229.58 ] :: Task id gen3 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 229.58 t-factor 0.5 
desc search guided Cup ref [Table-22]
Create[ 229.715 ] :: Task id gen5 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 229.715 
desc modify sensor lookp 2.65 2.65 0.613 ref [Table-22]
Create[ 230.566 ] :: Task id gen7 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 230.567
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.174598066624807 3.0 1.321009875064345 ref [Table-22]
Phase scheduling
——— SCHEDULING ———
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 231.502 ] :: L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 228.3 62 
limit 500.0 desc search Cup 
Activation[ 231.5 67 ] :: L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 22 9.577 limit 149.2287 
desc search guided Cup ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 231.633 ] :: L L Task [gen5] id gen6 stamp 229.712 limit 49.4718
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.613 ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 231.698 ] :: L L Task [gen7] id gen8 stamp 230.564 limit 49.45740
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.17459 3.0 1.3210
ref [Table-22]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame :: [Table-22]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3500 0.3500 0.0" 
"at-point 1.5245 0.3500 0.7080" 
"full" 
cup-finder
ENTERING[ 234.233 ] phase attending
EXITING] 2 65.244 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
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  CAMERA PARAMETERS SET ---
Phase handle-new-task
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 266.954 ] :: L Task [genl] id gen2 
stamp 228.362 limit 500.0 desc search Cup 
Activation] 267.019 ] : : L L Task [gen3] id gen4 
stamp 229.577 limit 149.2287 
desc search guided Cup ref [Table-22]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame :: [Table-22]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"no-move"
"no-move"
"full"
cup-finder
ENTERING[ 2 69.274 ] phase attending
ControlLoopDB : 
cup-6 [ 0.5461 , 0.54871 , 0.045499 ] [ 1 ]
EXITING] 311.748 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
  SUCCESS RESP to GUIDED-SEARCH ---
Object-Create[ 316.532 ] Ob][ Cup-6 ] stamp 316.532 
position 0.5461 0.54871 0.045499 ref [Table-22]
Phase handle-new-task
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ———
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
phase send-commands
ENTERING] 319.189 ] phase attending
A.1,2.2 Experiment 2
  START-UP ———
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  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 9450.794 ] :: Task pr 10 id genl desc search Cup
Phase handle-new-task
——— GUIDED—SEARCH—1 ---
  g u i d e d -SEARCH-2 ---
Create[ 9451.525 ] : : Task id gen3 parent gen2 pr 10 
t-stamp 9451.525 t-factor 0.5 
desc search guided Cup ref [Table-22]
Create[ 9451.569 ] :: Task id genS parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 9451.569 
desc modify sensor lookp 2.65 2.65 0.613 ref [Table-22]
Create[ 9453.259 ] :: Task id gen7 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 9453.259 
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.174598066624807 3.0 1.32100 
ref [Table-22]
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 9454.132 ] :: L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 9450.794 
limit 500.0 desc search Cup 
Activation[ 9454.192999999999 ] :: L L Task [gen3] id gen4 
stamp 9451.522000000001
limit 149.1734999999997 desc search guided Cup ref [Table-22] 
Activation[ 9454.259 ] L L Task [gen5] id gen6 stamp 9451.5669 
limit 45.43100000000014 desc modify sensor 
lookp 3.0 3.0 0.613 ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 9454.325000000001 ] : : L L Task [gen7] id genS 
stamp 9453.257
limit 45.41640000000007 desc modify sensor
cam_pos 4.174598066624807 3.0 1.321009875064345 ref [Table-22]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame [Table-22]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3500000000000001 0.3500000000000001 0.0"
"at-point 1.524598066624807 0.3500000000000001 0.7080098750643449"
"full"
cup-finder
Terminate-Task[ 9600.812 ] 
Terminate-Task[ 9600.8 65 ] 
Terminate-Task( 9600.913 ]
: Task id gen4 desc search guided Cup ref [Table-22]
: Task id gen4 desc search guided Cup ref [Table-22]
: Task id gen6 desc modify
sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.613 ref [Table-22]
Terminate-Task[ 9600.962 ] Task id genS desc modify sensor
cam_pos 4.174598066624807 3.0 1.321009875064345 ref [Table-22] 
EXITING] 9601.165000000001 ] phase attending
  GUIDED-SEARCH-2 ---
Create] 9604.257 ] :: Task id gen9 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 9604.258 t-factor 1.0 
desc search guided Cup ref [Desk-42]
Create[ 9604.325999999999 ] : : Task id genii parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 9604.32599
desc modify sensor lookp 0 0 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Create[ 9605.325999999999 ] : : Task id genl3 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 9605.32599
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desc modify sensor cam_pos 1.270565916694772 0.9388601669167865 1.263102582299 
ref [Desk-42]
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 9607.646000000001 ] L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 9450.794 
limit 500.0 desc search Cup 
Activation] 9607.712 ] :: L L Task [gen9] id genlO 
stamp 9604.254000000001 limit 206.8121999999999 
desc search guided Cup ref [Desk-42]
Activation] 9607.791999999999 ] :: L L Task [genii] id gen12 
stamp 9604.323 limit 34.8655999999999 
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Activation] 9607.873 ] :: L L Task [genl3] id genl4 
stamp 9605.324000000001 limit 34.82239999999983
desc modify sensor camjpos 1.270565916694772 0.9388601669167865 1.2631 
ref [Desk-42]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : [Desk-42]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3 0.25 0.0"
"at-point 1.270565916694772 0.9388601669167865 0.6131025822914292""full"
cup-finder
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
  SUCCESS RESP to GUIDED-SEARCH ---
Object-Create] 9697.325000000001 ) :: Obj[ Cup-14 ] stamp 9697.325000000001 
position 0.3971 0.3949 0.04549 ref [Desk-42]
Phase handle-new-task
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Phase send-commands
ENTERING[ 9700.294 ] phase attending
ControlLoopDB :
cup-14 [ 0.3971609992977505 , 0.3949155601952886 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 2 ]
EXITING] 9751.208000000001 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp 
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
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Phase handle-new-task
Phase scheduling
— — SCHEDULING ——  
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Phase send-commands
ENTERING[ 9755.870999999999 ] phase attending
A.2 Description task
A.2.1 Description of reference frame
— — START—UP ——
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 4819.481 ] :: Task pr 10 id genl desc describe reference [Desk-42]
Phase handle-new-task
Create[ 4820.118 ] :: Task id gen5 parent gen2 pr 10
t-stamp 4820.118 desc modify sensor cam_pos 1.1984 0.9766 1.2631 ref Window-301
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 4821.149 ] :: L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 4819.481 limit 500.0 
desc describe reference [Desk-42]
Activation[ 4821.214 ] :: L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 4819.743 limit 99.8206
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 4821.279 ] :: L L Task [gen5] id gen6 stamp 4820.115 limit 99.8047
desc modify sensor cam_pos 1.1984 0.976680 1.263102 ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 4821.346 ] :: L L Task [gen7] id gen8 stamp 4820.165
limit 299.3795 999999996 desc explore-ref [Desk-42] ref [Desk-42]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame :: [Desk-42]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3 0.25 0.0"
"at-point 1.198440797475191 0.976680056781404 0.6131025822914294" 
"full"
plate-finder
cup-finder
poly-finder
ENTERING[ 4823.123 ] phase attending
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ControlLoopDB : cup-7 [ 0.39713 , 0.39675 , 0.045499 ] [ 1 
ControlLoopDB : plate-8 [ 0.092054 , 0.091485 , 0.0 ] [ 2 )
EXITING[ 4929.863 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp 
——— INITIATE—NEW—RESP ---
Object-Create{ 4933.336 ] : : Obj[ Plate-8 ] stamp 4933.336
position 0.09205457138327344 0.09148572111633235 0.0 ref [Desk-42] 
Object-Create( 4933.552 ] :: Obj[ Cup-7 ] stamp 4933.553 
position 0.3971323 0.3967509 0.04549999 ref [Desk-42]
ControlLoopDB : plate-8 [ 0.09085 , 0.09006 , 0.0 ] [ 4 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-7 [ 0.39713 , 0.39675 , 0.0454 ] [ 2
EXITING[ 5011.739 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---the object Cup-7 is already in the Database and in the same position 
the object Plate-8 is already in the Database and in the same position
ControlLoopDB : plate-8 [ 0.090558 , 0.089703 , 0.0 ] [ 5 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-7 [ 0.397132 , 0.396750 , 0.0454 ] [ 3 ]
EXITING[ 5086.005 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE—NEW—RESP ---
the object Cup-7 is already in the Database and in the same position 
the object Plate-8 is already in the Database and in the same position
ControlLoopDB : plate-8 [ 0.090483 , 0.0896148 , 0.0 ] [ 5 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-7 [ 0.397132 , 0.3967509 , 0.0454 ] [ 4 ]
EXITING] 5164.007 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
the object Cup-7 is already in the Database and in the same position 
the object Plate-8 is already in the Database and in the same position
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Object-Delete[ 5169.411 ] 
Object-Delete[ 5169.469 ]
Obj[ Cup-7 ] stamp 4933.551 ref [Desk-42]
Obj[ Plate-8 ] stamp 4933.335 ref [Desk-42]
ControlLoopDB : plate-8 [ 0.09151278474589108 
ControlLoopDB : cup-36 [ 0.1079236807000197 , 
ControlLoopDB : cup-7 [ 0.3977704124151038
EXITING[ 5254.832 ] phase attending
0.08945302163649388 , 0.0 ] [ 5 ]
0.395049912567906 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 1 
0.3967238401306902 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 5
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
Object-Create[ 5259.867 ] ::
Obj[ Cup-7 ] stamp 5259.867 position 0.39777 0.39672 0.0454 ref [Desk-42]
Object-Create[ 5260.10 6 ] ::
Obj[ Cup-36 1 stamp 5260.106 position 0.10792 0.39504 0.045499 ref [Desk-42] 
Object-Create[ 5260.288 ] ::
Obj[ Plate-8 ] stamp 5260.289 position 0.09151 0.08945 0.0 ref [Desk-42]
Phase handle-new-task
ControlLoopDB : plate-8 [ 0.092901 , 0.089786 , 0.0 ] [ 5 ]IControlLoopDB : cup-36 [ 0.107228 , 0.395163 , 0.04549 ] 1[ 2ControlLoopDB : cup-7 [ 0.398548 , 0.396733 , 0.04549 ] '[ 5
A.2.2 Description of environment
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 2562.8 ] : : Task pr 10 id genl desc describe environment
Phase handle-new-task
Create[ 2563.431 ] : :
Task id gen7 parent gen4 pr 10 t-stamp 2563.431
desc modify sensor camjpos 1.198440797475191 0.976680056781404 1.263102582291429 
ref Window-301
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 2564.152 ] :: L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 2562.799 limit 500.0 
desc describe environment 
Activation[ 2564.216 ] :: L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 2563.001 limit 249-586
desc describe reference [Desk-42]
Activation[ 2564.282 ] :: L L L Task [gen5] id gen6 stamp 2563.145 limit 49.7860
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 2564.348 ] L L L Task [gen7] id gen8 stamp 2563.428 limit 49.77400
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desc modify sensor cam_pos 1.198440797475191 0.976580056781404 1.2 63102582291429 
ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 25
desc explore-ref [Desk-42] ref [Desk-42]
I
Activation 64.414 ] :: L L L Task [ger.9] id genlO stamp 2563.48 limit 149.2854 i
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- I
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : [Desk-42]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3 0.25 0.0"
"at-point 1.198440797475191 0.976680056781404 0.6131025822914294" 
"full"
plate-finder
cup-finder
poly-finder
ControlLoopDB : cup-7 [ 0.3971323 , 0.3967509 , 0.04549 ] [ 1 ] 
ControlLoopDB : plate-8 [ 0.0920545 , 0.0914857 , 0.0 ] ( 2 ]
EXITING[ 2671.513 } phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
Object-Create[ 2675.296 ] : :
Ob][ Plate-8 ] stamp 2675.297 position 0.092054 0.091485 0.0 
ref [Desk-42]
Object-Create[ 2675.493 ] ::
Obj[ Cup-7 ] stamp 2675.493 position 0.3971323 0.3967509 0.0454999 
ref [Desk-42]
ControlLoopDB ; plate-8 [ 0.0908575 , 0.090060 , 0.0 ] [ 4 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-7 [ 0.3971323 , 0.3967509 , 0.0454999 ] [ 2 ]
EXITING] 2753.024 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
the object Cup-7 is already in the Database and in the same position 
the object Plate-8 is already in the Database and in the same position
Terminate-Task[ 2814.783 ] ;; Task id gen30 
desc explore-ref [Desk-42] ref [Desk-42] 
Terminate-Task[ 2814.84 ] :: Task id gen26
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42] 
Terminate-Task[ 2814.888 ] : : Task id gen28
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desc modify sensor cam_pos 1.1330023 0.923751 1.263102 
ref [Desk-42]
Terminate-Task[ 2814.987 ] :: Task id gen4 
desc describe reference [Desk-42]
Create[ 2820.307 ] : : Task id gen35 parent gen32 pr 10 t-stamp 2820.307
desc modify sensor camjpos 2.055255 1.9493701 1.321009 ref Door-357 I
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ———
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 2822.51 ] :: L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 2562.799 limit 500.0 
desc describe environment 
Activation[ 2822.573 ] :: L L Task [gen31] id gen32 stamp 2819.103 limit 241.576 
desc describe reference [Table-22]
Activation[ 2822.639 ] :: L L L Task [gen33] id gen34 stamp 2819.374 limit 47.870800
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.613 ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 2822.705 ] :: L L L Task [gen35] id gen36 stamp 2820.305 limit 47.856599
desc modify sensor camjpos 2.05525571752616 1.949370122344577 1.321009875064345 
ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 2823.011 ] :: L L L Task [gen37] id gen38 stamp 2820.372 limit 143.50260 
desc explore-ref [Table-22] ref [Table-22]
Phase send-commands
 COMBINE—COMMAND ——
Reference frame :: [Table-22]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3500000000000001 0.3500000000000001 0.0"
"at-point -0.5947442824738398 -0.7006298776554234 0.7080098750643451" 
"full"
plate-finder
cup-finder
poly-finder
ENTERING[ 2826.184 ] phase attending
ControlLoopDB : plate-8 [ 0.0893729 , 0.0882568 , 0.0 ] [ 5 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-7 [ 0.397770 , 0.396723 , 0.0454999 ] [ 3 ]
EXITING[ 2842.202 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
the object Cup-7 is already in the Database and in the same position 
the object Plate-8 is already in the Database and in the same position
Object-Delete[ 2905.586 ] :: Obj[ Plate-8 ] stamp 2675.295 ref [Desk-42] 
Object-Delete[ 2905.785 ] :: Obj[ Cup-7 ] stamp 2675.49 ref [Desk-42]
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ControlLoopDB : plate-24 [ 0.525902650270256 , 0.4320704378886286 , 0.0 ] [ 1 ]
e x i t i n g ; 2940.97 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
Object-Create[ 2 942.613 ] ::
Obj( Plate-24 ) stamp 2942.613 position 0.525902 0.432070 0.0 ref [Table-22]
ControlLoopDB : plate-24 [ 0.525902 , 0.4320704 , 0.0 ] [ 2 ] 
EXITING[ 3045.377 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
the object Plate-24 is already in the Database and in the same position
ENTERING[ 3072.609 ] phase attending
Terminate-Task( 3072.78 ] : : Task id gen65 
desc explore-ref [Desk-42] ref [Desk-42]
Terminate-Task[ 3072.852 ] :: Task id gen61 
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Terminate-Task[ 3073.004 ] : : Task id gen63 
desc modify sensor cam_j>os 1.1769283 1.106692 1.263102 ref [Desk-42] 
Terminate-Task[ 3073.2 ] : : Task id gen59 
desc describe reference [Desk-42]
ControlLoopDB : plate-24 [ 0.516976 , 0.421642 , 0.0 ] [ 3 ]
Object-Delete[ 3172.915 ] : : Obj[ Plate-24 ] stamp 2942.51 ref [Table-22]
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A.2.3 Description of relationships 
A.2.3.1 Experiment 1
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 5730.415 ] ::
Task pr 10 id gen5 desc describe relation obj-relative [Cup-11] [Cup-12]
Phase handle-new-task
 DESCRIBE-INTEROB J-1 ---
both [Cup-11] and [Cup-12] instances are up-to-date 
Immediate response :: the relation between [Cup-11] and [Cup-12] is 
:: NEXT-TO 0.282842712474619
Phase scheduling
——— SCHEDULING — — 
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Phase send-commands
ENTERING[ 5735.431 ] phase attending
A.2.3.2 Experiment 2
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
NEW TASK:: [ 10 ] describe relation obj-relative [Cup-11] [Cup-12]
Create[ 1388.518 ] : :
Task pr 10 id gen3
desc describe relation obj-relative [Cup-11] [Cup-12]
Phase handle-new-task
  DESCRIBE-INTEROBJ-i ---
both [Cup-11] and [Cup-12] instances are up-to-date 
Immediate response : : 
the relation between [Cup-11] and [Cup-12] is :: SUPPORTING
Phase scheduling
——— SCHEDULING ——— 
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Phase send-commands
ENTERING[ 1395.657 ] phase attending
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A.2.3.3 Experiment 3
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 7825.386 ] : :
Task pr 10 id gen9 desc describe relation sen-relative [Cup-11] [Cup-12]
Phase handle-new-task
  DESCRIBE-INTEROBJ-1 ---
Immediate response : : the relation between [Cup-11] and [Cup-12] is 
: : BESIDE
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Phase send-commands
ENTERING[ 7828.815 ] phase attending
A.2.3.4 Experiment 4
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 8758.986999999999 ] : :
Task pr 10 id genii desc describe relation sen-relative [Cup-11] [Cup-12]
Phase handle-new-task
  DESCRIBE-INTEROBJ-1 ---
Immediate response :: the relation between [Cup-11] and [Cup-12] is 
: : BEHIND
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Phase send-commands
ENTERING[ 87 63.875 ] phase attending
A.2.3.5 Experiment 5
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 6113.162 ] : :
Task pr 10 id genii desc describe relation sen-relative [Cup-11] [Cup-12]
Phase handle-new-task 
  DIRECT—SEARCH—2 ———
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Create[ 6113.838 ] :: Task genl5 parent genl4 pr 10
t-starap 6113.838 desc verify Cup-5 ref Table-22 old-cam 4.0 3.0 1.05 3.0 3.0 0.615
Create[ 6113.898 ] : : Task id genl7 parent genl4 pr 10
t-Stamp 6113.8 98 desc modify sensor lookp 2.9 2.95 0,66 ref Table-22
Create[ 6114.458 ] : : Task id genl9 parent genl4 pr 10
t-stamp 5114.458 desc modify sensor cam_jpos 3.07624 2.95801 0.749315 
ref Table-22
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation!! 6115.407 ] :: L Task (genii] id genl2 stamp 6113.161 limit 500.0 
desc describe relation sen-relative [Cup-11] [Cup-12]
Activation[ 6115.472 ] :: L L Task [genl3] id genl4 stamp 6113.632 limit 498.434 
desc search [Cup-11]
Activation[ 6115.538 ] :: L L L Task [genl5] id genl6 stamp 6113.836 limit 248.6545
desc verify Cup-5 ref Table-22 old-cam 4.0 3.0 1.05 3.0 3.0 0.615
Activation[ 6115.62 ] L L L Task [genl7] id genl8 stamp 6113.895 limit 124.32025 
desc modify sensor lookp 2.9 2.95 0-66 ref Table-22
Activation[ 6115.686 ] :: L L L Task [genl9] id gen20 stamp 6114.456 limit 124.300500
desc modify sensor cam_pos 3.076247667215891 2.958011257600722 0.7493159711524457 
ref Table-22
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : Table-22
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.25 0.2999999999999998 0.04500000000000004"
"at-point 0.426247667215891 0.308011257 6007221 0.1343159711524458"
"full"
cup-finder
ENTERING[ 6118.303 ] phase attending
ControlLoopDB : cup-5 [ 0.2574052607236382 , 0.2999377800580676 , 0.0455 ] [ 2 ]
EXITING[ 6208.381 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
  RESP to VERIFY ---
Object-Verified[ 6211.804 ] : : Obj[ Cup-5 ]
Phase handle-new-task 
  DESCRIBE-INTEROBJ-1 ---
both [Cup-11] and [Cup-12] instances are up-to-date 
Immediate response : : the relation between [Cup-11] and [Cup-12] is 
: : BEHIND
Phase scheduling
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  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
A 3 The monitoring task
A.3.1 Monitoring of objects 
A.3.1.1 Experiment 1
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create( 5859.301 ] :: Task pr 10 id genl desc search Plate
Phase handle-nev7-task
  GUIDED-SEARCH-1 ---
  GUIDED-SEARCH-2 ---
Create[ 5859.873 ] : :
Task id gen3 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 5859.873 t-.factor 0,5 
desc search guided Plate ref [Table-22]
Create[ 5859.914 ] : :
Task id gen5 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 5859.914
desc modify sensor lookp 2.65 2.65 0.615 ref [Table-22]
Create[ 5860.224 ] ::
Task id gen7 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 5860.224
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.18567321554454 3.0 1.382889351926402 ref [Table-22]
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 5860.944 ] : :
L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 5859.3 limit 500.0 desc search Plate 
Activation[ 5861.009 ] ::
L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 5859.87 limit 149.5538 
desc search guided Plate ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 5861.075 ] : :
L L Task [gen5] id gen6 stamp 5859.911 limit 49.7631 
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.615 ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 5861.141 ] ::
L L Task [gen7] id gen8 stamp 5860.222 limit 49.7514
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.18567321554454 3.0 1.382889351926402 ref [Table-22]
Phase send-commands 
——— COMBINE-COMMAND — —
Reference frame : ; [Table-22]
——  BUILT COMMAND ———
"at-point 0.3500000000000001 0.3500000000000001 0.0"
"at-point 1.53567321554454 0.3500000000000001 0.7678893519264023" 
"full"
plate-finder
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ControlLoopDB : plate-5 [ 0.3380199413895278 , 0.1434771867635728 , 0.0 ] [ 2 ]
EXITING{ 5937.716 ] phase attending i
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
  SUCCESS RESP to GÜIDED-SEARCH ---
Object-Create[ 5941.82 ] ::
Ob] [ Plate-5 ] stamp 5941.82 position 0.3380199413895278 0.1434771867635728 0.0 
ref [Table-22]
Phase handle-new-task
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS -
Phase send-commands
ENTERING[ 5943.857 ] phase attending
A.3.1.2 Experiment 2
EXITING[ 5952.493 ] phase attending
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 5953.326 ] ::
Task pr 30 id genlO desc monitor object [Plate-gen9]
Phase handle-new-task
Create[ 5953.749 ] : : Task id genl2 parent genii pr 30 t-stamp 5953.749 
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.615 ref [Table-22]
Create[ 5954.815 ] : : Task id genl4 parent genii pr 30 t-stamp 5954.815 
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.075020651827267 3.0 1.382889351926402 ref [Table-22]
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING — —
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 5956.69 ] :: L Task [genlO] id genii stamp 5953.325 limit 500.0 
desc monitor object [Plate-gen9]
Activation[ 5956.752 ] :: L L Task [genl2] id genl3 stamp 5953.746 limit 71.11628
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.615 ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 5956.817 ] :: L L Task [genl4] id genl5 stamp 5954.813 limit 71.09599
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.075020651827267 3.0 1.382889351926402 ref [Table-22]
Activation] 5956.949 ] :: L L Task [genl6] id genl7 stamp 5954.879 limit 355.2849
desc monitor object [Plate-gen9] ref [Table-22]
Phase send-commands
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  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : (Table-22]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3500000000000001 0.3500000000000001 0.0"
"at-point 1.425020651827267 0.3500000000000001 0.7678893519264021” 
"full"
plate-finder
ENTERING( 5960.488 ] phase attending
ControlLoopDB ; plate-5 [ 0.3367951599761465 , 0.1431947813841502 , 0.0 ] [ 4 ] 
EXITING[ 5996.049 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
MONITORING : : The object Plate-5 still in same position
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 6018.752 ] : : L Task (genlO] id genii stamp 5953.325 limit 500.0 
desc monitor object [Plate-gen9]
Activation[ 6018.833 ] :: L L Task [genl6] id genl7 stamp 5954.879 limit 355.284 
desc monitor object [Plate-gen9] ref [Table-22]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame [Table-22]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-ob] 5"
"no-move"
"full"
plate-finder
ENTERING[ 6020.66 ] phase attending
ControlLoopDB : plate-5 [ 0.3376807917656916 , 0.1430807538446551 , 2.775557561562891e-17 ] [ 5 ]
EXITING] 6055.74 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP -----
MONITORING : : The o b je c t  P la te - 5  s t i l l  in  same p o s i t io n
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the change of sensor lookp has been acknowledged
ControlLoopDB : plate-5 [ 0.3382188853876958 , 0.1442544326950377 , 6.938893903907228e-18 3 ( 5 ]  
EXITING[ 6112.0 99 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
MONITORING : : The object Plate-5 still in same position
ControlLoopDB ; plate-5 t 0.3405469342501289 , 0.2466661094087436 , 0.0 ] [ 5 ] 
EXITING[ 6168.915 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
MONITORING : : The object Plate-5 has moved
ControlLoopDB : plate-5 [ 0.3398064789242469 , 0.2474503895529422 , 0.0 ] [ 5
EXITING[ 622 6.255 ] phase attending 
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
MONITORING ; : The object Plate-5 still in same position
ControlLoopDB : plate-5 [ 0.3405320967153367 , 0.2467336150718391 , 0.0 ] [ 5 ]
EXITING( 627 4.652 ] phase attending
Phase handle-new-resp
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP -----
MONITORING : : The o b je c t  P la te -5  s t i l l  in  same p o s it io n
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ControlLoopDB : plate-5 [ 0.3395049293178409 , 0.3485493173337916 , 0.0 ] [ 5 ]
  INITIATE-NEW-RESP ---
MONITORING : : The object Plate-5 has moved
A.3.2 Monitoring of reference
——— START—UP ———
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 7246.302 ] :: Task pr 30 id genl desc monitor reference [Desk-42]
Phase handle-new-task
Create[ 7246.688 ] ::
Task id gen3 parent gen2 pr 30 t-stamp 7246.688 
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Create[ 7247.095 ] ::
Task id gen5 parent gen2 pr 30 t-stamp 7247.095
desc modify sensor cam_pos 0.9545617806034112 0.7364986207187516 1.255829650948648 ref [Desk-42]
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 7247.8 ] : : L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 7246.302 limit 1000.0 
desc monitor reference [Desk-42]
Activation] 7247.898 ] :: L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 7246.685 limit 142.71542
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 7247.996 ] : : L L Task [genS] id gen6 stamp 7247.093 limit 142.71157
desc modify sensor cam_pos 0.9545617806034112 0.7364986207187516 1.25582 ref [Desk-42] 
Activâtion[ 7248.095 ] :: L L Task [gen7] id gen8 stamp 7247.177 limit 713.53927 
desc monitor reference [Desk-42] ref [Desk-42]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : [Desk-42]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3 0.25 0.0"
"at-point 0.9545617806034112 0.7364986207187516 0.6058296509486482" 
"full"
plate-finder 
cup-finder 
poly-finder
ENTERING[ 7250.466 ] phase attending
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ControlLoopDB : cup-3 [ 0.3008765573127627 , 0.2975853816338379 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 1
MONITORING REFERENCE : : A new instance of object class Cup has been detected : : Cup-3
ControlLoopDB : cup-3 [ 0.3614633789704121 , 0.2979905211849411 , 0.0455 ] [ 1.5 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Cup-3 has moved
ControlLoopDB : cup-3 [ 0.4211386519904293 , 0.298245620886319 , 0.0455 ] ( 2.0 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Cup-3 has moved
ControlLoopDB : cup-15 [ 0.421032649860505 , 0.3988595548208861 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 1 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-3 [ 0.4211386519904293 , 0.298245620886319 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 3.0 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Cup-3 still in same position
MONITORING REFERENCE : : A new instance of object class Cup has been detected : : Cup-15
ControlLoopDB : cup-15 [ 0.421032649860505 , 0.3988595548208861 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 2 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-3 [ 0.4211386519904293 , 0.298245620886319 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 4.0 ] 
ControlLoopDB : plate-24 [ 0.1203478472075305 , 0.1252074617154959 , 0.0 ] [ 2 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE : : A new instance of object class Plate has been detected : : Plate-24
MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Cup-3 still in same position
MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Cup-15 still in same position
ControlLoopDB : plate-24 [ 0.1216438145585226 , 0.2308875719980956 , 0.0 ) [ 3.5 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-15 [ 0.421032649860505 , 0.3988595548208861 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 3 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-3 [ 0.4211386519904293 , 0.298245620886319 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 5.0 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE 
MONITORING REFERENCE 
MONITORING REFERENCE
: The object Cup-3 still in same position 
: The object Cup-15 still in same position 
: The object Plate-24 has moved
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ControlLoopDB : plate-43 [ 0.4891249229340596 , 0.1277622303465202 , 0.0 ] [ 2 ]
ControlLoopDB : plate-24 [ 0.1220166318372748 , 0.335883532219732 , 0.0 ] [ 5.0 ]
ControlLoopDB : cup-15 ( 0.421032649860505 , 0.3988595548208861 , 0.04549999999999997 ] I 4 ]
ControlLoopDB : cup-3 [ 0.4211386519904293 , 0.298245620886319 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 5 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Cup-3 still in same position
MONITORING REFERENCE :: The object Cup-15 still in same position
MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Plate-24 has moved"
MONITORING REFERENCE : : A new instance of object class Plate has been detected Plate-43
ControlLoopDB : plate-43 [ 0.4901367185722098 , 0.1289147565726727 , 0.0 ] [ 4 ]
ControlLoopDB : plate-24 [ 0.1190985089068352 , 0.3371031499826064 , 0.0 ] [ 5 ]
ControlLoopDB : cup-15 [ 0.3586086378076986 , 0.3962668803142004 , 0.0455 ] [ 4.5 ]
ControlLoopDB : cup-3 [ 0.4211386519904293 , 0.298245620886319 , 0.04549999999999997 ] C 5 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE 
MONITORING REFERENCE 
MONITORING REFERENCE 
MONITORING REFERENCE
The object Cup-3 still in same position
The object Cup-15 has moved
The object Plate-24 still in same position
The object Plate-43 still in same position
ControlLoopDB : plate-24 [ 0.1176652455978905 , 0.3395312286927695 , 0.0 
ControlLoopDB : plate-43 [ 0.4910466370775344 , 0.129716831458838 , 0.0 ] 
ControlLoopDB : cup-3 [ 0.4212450582131247 , 0.2983725436681838 
ControlLoopDB : cup-15 [ 0.3593252219653674 , 0.3969728808332183
] [ 5 ] 
t 5 ]0.04549999999999997 ] 
0.04549999999999997 ][ 5 ]I 5 ]
A.3.3 Monitoring of environment
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
Create[ 5635.177 ] : ; Task pr 30 id genl desc monitor environment
Phase handle-new-task
Create[ 5635.478 ] ::
Task id gen5 parent gen4 pr 30 t-stamp 5 635.47 8 
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.615 ref [Table-22]
Create[ 5635.852 ] ::
Task id gen7 parent gen4 pr 30 t-stamp 5635.852
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.18567321554454 3.0 1.382889351925402 ref [Table-22]
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 5636.606 ] : : L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 5635.177 limit 800.0 
desc monitor environment 
Activation[ 5636.685 ] :: L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 5635.404 limit 399.56950 
desc monitor reference [Table-22]
Activation[ 5636.751 ] :: L L L Task [genS] id gen6 stamp 5635.476 limit 56.98535
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.615 ref [Table-22]
Activâtion[ 5636.817 ] :r L L L Task [gen7] id genS stamp 5635.848 limit 56.97964
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.18567321554454 3.0 1.382889351926402 ref [Table-22]
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Activation[ 5636.882 ] :: L L L Task [gen9] id genlO stamp 5635.898 limit 284.85821
desc monitor reference [Table-22] ref [Table-22]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : [Table-22]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3500000000000001 0.3500000000000001 0.0"
"at-point 1.53567321554454 0.3500000000000001 0-7678893519264023" 
"full"
plate-finder 
cup-finder 
poly-finder
ENTERING[ 5639.401 ] phase attending
ControlLoopDB : cup-5 [ 0.3478949739443653 , 0.1955635272161401 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 1 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE : : A new instance of object class Cup has been detected ; : Cup-5
ControlLoopDB : cup-5 [ 0.3458055133350642 , 0.2491462942325648 , 0.0455 ] [ 1.5 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Cup-5 has moved
ControlLoopDB : cup-5 [ 0.3470682297485872 , 0.2960324807088229 , 0.0455 ] [ 2.0 ]
ControlLoopDB : plate-16 [ 0.5426865372679923 , 0.09287521860945377 , 5.551115123125783e-17 ] [ 2 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE : : A new instance of object class Plate has been detected :: Plate-16 
MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Cup-5 has moved
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Create[ 6047.452 ] ::
Task id gen39 parent gen38 pr 30 t-stamp 6047.452 
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref (Desk-42]
Create( 6048.056 ] : :
Task id gen41 parent gen38 pr 30 t-stairip 6048.056
desc modify sensor cam_pos 1.00029221171356 0.7742561124134683 1.255829650948648 ref [Desk-42]
  SCHEDULING ---
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 6049.977 ] L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 5635.177 limit 800.0 
desc monitor environment 
Activation[ 6050.34 ] : : L L Task [gen37] id gen38 stamp 5047.356 limit 386.62399 
desc monitor reference [Desk-42]
Activation[ 6050.422 ] :: L L L Task [gen39] id gen40 stamp 6047.449 limit 55.034711
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 6050.505 ] :: L L L Task [gen41] id gen42 stamp 6048.054 limit 55.01299
desc modify sensor cam__pos 1.00029221171356 0.7742561124134683 1.255829650948648 ref [Desk-42] 
Activation[ 6050.899 ] :: L L L Task [gen43] id gen44 stamp 5048.134 limit 274.9985 
desc monitor reference [Desk-42] ref [Desk-42]
Reference frame [Desk-42]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3 0.25 0.0"
"at-point 1.00029221171356 0.7742561124134683 0.6058296509486482' 
"full"
plate-finder 
cup-finder 
poly-finder
ControlLoopDB : plate-16 [ 0.4428726423318453 , 0.09284534040551615 , 0.0 ] [ 3.5 ] 
ControlLoopDB ; cup-5 [ 0.3475087773974603 , 0.347339859277595 , 0.0455 ] [ 2.5 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE 
MONITORING REFERENCE
The object Cup-5 has moved 
The object Plate-16 has moved
ControlLoopDB : cup-25 [ 0.3005905224113583 , 0.2986394050577417 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 1 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE : : A new instance of object class Cup has been detected : : Cup-25
ControlLoopDB : cup-25 [ 0.3613857461216206 , 0.2978612015316705 , 0.0455 ] [ 1.5 ]
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MONITORING REFERENCE : : The object Cup-25 has moved
ControlLoopDB : cup-25 [ 0.4213494595831555 , 0.2983910461210607 , 0.0455 ] [ 2.0 ]
MONITORING REFERENCE ; : The object Cup-25 has moved
ControlLoopDB : cup-39 [ 0.3608026076091256 , 0.3991413953303531 , 0.04549999999999997 ] [ 1 ]
ControlLoopDB : cup-25 [ 0.4823665498903323 , 0.2986664849007743 , 0.0455 ] { 2.5 ]
ControlLoopDB : plate-40 [ 0.4901731513648089 , 0.1267075168756224 , 0.0 ] [ 2 1
A.4 The scheduling mechanisms
A.4.1 Experiment 1
  START-UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
NEW TASK;: [ 10 ] monitor reference Desk-523
Create[ 8831.575000000001 ] :: Task pr 10 id genl desc monitor reference [Desk-42] 
Phase handle-new-task
Create[ 8831.907999999999 ] ::
Task id gen3 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 8831.907999999999 
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Create[ 8832.373 ] : :
Task id genS parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 8832.373
desc modify sensor cam_pos 0.9545617806034112 0.7364986207187516 1.255829650948648 ref [Desk-42]
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
SCHEDULING:: ---  SCHEDULING NO ACTIVE TASKS ---
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 8833.273999999999 ] : :
L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 8831.574000000001 limit 800.0 
desc monitor reference [Desk-42]
Activation[ 8833.356 ] : :
L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 8831.905000000001 limit 114.1431
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desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 8833.405000000001 ] ::
L L Task tgen5) id gen6 stamp 8832.370999999999 limit 114.1378 
desc modify sensor cam_pos 0.9545617 0.7364986 1.255829 
ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 8833.471 ) :: L L Task [gen7] id genS stamp 8832.437 
limit 570.66857
desc monitor reference [Desk-42] ref [Desk-42]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame :: [Desk-42]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3 0.25 0.0"
"at-point 0.9545617806034112 0.7364986207187516 0.6058296509486482" 
"full"
plate-finder 
cup-finder 
poly-finder
ENTERING[ 8835.842000000001 ] phase attending
EXITING[ 8845.159 ] phase attending
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
NEW TASK:: [ 9 J search Cup
Create[ 8846.040999999999 ] : : Task pr 9 id gen9 desc search Cup 
Phase handle-new-task
  GUIDED-SEARCH-1 ---
   GUIDED—SEARCH—2 — —
Create[ 8846.837 ] : :
Task id genii parent genlO pr 9 t-stamp 8846.837 t-factor 1.0 
desc search guided Cup ref [Desk-42]
Phase scheduling
——— SCHEDULING ——— %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
SCHEDULING:: ---  ACTIVATION of tasks with same reference ---
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation] 8847.941999999999 ] : :
L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 8831.574000000001 limit 800.0 
desc monitor reference [Desk-42]
Activation] 8846.022999999999 ] ::
L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 8831.905000000001 limit 114.1431428571429 
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 8848.089 ] : : L L Task [gen5] id gen6 stamp 8832.370999999999 
limit 114.1378571428572
desc modify sensor cam_jpos 0.954561 0.736498 1.25582 
ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 8848.171 ] : :
L L Task [gen7] id genS stamp 8832.437
limit 570.6685714285712 desc monitor reference [Desk-42]
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ref [Desk-42]
Activation] 8848.236999999999 ] : :
L Task [gen9] id genlO stamp 8846.040000000001 limit 240.0 
desc search Cup 
Activation[ 8848.303 ] ::
L L Task [genii] id genl2 stamp 8846.8340 limit 71.66370 
desc search guided Cup ref [Desk-42]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : [Desk-42]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3 0.25 0.0"
"at-point 0.9545617806034112 0.7364986207187515 0.6058296509486482" 
"full"
plate-finder 
cup-finder 
poly-finder
ENTERING[ 8850.428 ] phase attending
A.4.2 Experiment 2
  START—UP ---
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
NEW TASK:: [ 10 ] monitor reference Table-223
Create[ 3881.862 ] : : Task pr 10 id genl desc monitor reference [Table-22] 
Phase handle-new-task
Create[ 3882.316 ] : :
Task id gen3 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 3882.316 
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.615 ref [Table-22]
Create[ 3882.828 ] : : Task id gen5 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 3882.828 
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.18567321554454 3.0 1.382889351926402 ref [Table-22]
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
SCHEDULING:: --- SCHEDULING NO ACTIVE TASKS----
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 3883.746 ] : : L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 3881.862 limit 800.0 
desc monitor reference [Table-22]
Activation[ 3883.827 ] ;: L L Task [gen3] id gen4 stamp 3882.313 limit 114.116714
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.615 ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 3883.893 ] : : L L Task [gen5] id gen6 stamp 3882.826 limit 114.113285
desc modify sensor cam_pos 4.18567321554454 3.0 1.382889351926402 ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 3883.959 ] : : L L Task [gen7] id genS stamp 3882.91 limit 570.5264285
desc monitor reference [Table-22] ref [Table-22]
Phase send-commands
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  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame : : [Table-22]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3500000000000001 0.3500000000000001 0.0"
"at-point 1.53567321554454 0.3500000000000001 0.7678893519264023" 
"full"
plate-finder 
cup-finder 
poly-finder
ENTERING[ 388 6.33 ] phase attending
EXITING[ 3895.473 ] phase attending
  INITIATE-NEW-TASK ---
NEW TASK:: [ 30 ] search Cup
Create[ 3896.56 ] : : Task pr 30 id gen9 desc search Cup
Phase handle-new-task
  GUIDED-SEARCH-1 ---
  GUIDED-SEARCH-2 ---
Create( 3897.449 ] ::
Task id genii parent genlO pr 30 t-stamp 3897.449 t-factor 1.0 
desc search guided Cup ref [Desk-42]
Create] 3897.531 ] : : Task id genl3 parent genlO pr 30 t-stamp 3897.531 
desc modify sensor lookp 0 0 0.65 ref [Desk-42]
Create[ 3898.184 ] : : Task id genl5 parent genlO pr 30 t-stamp 3898.184 
desc modify sensor cam_pos 1.01078 0.75304 1.255829 
ref [Desk-42]
Phase scheduling
——— SCHEDULING ———
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
SCHEDULING:: --- active tasks have no longer highest priority
and cannot be performed in the currently active reference frame ---
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
SCHEDULING:: ---  disactivating tasks
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
SCHEDULING:: the passive tasks have higher priority —  
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation] 3942.268 ] : :
L Task [gen9] id genlO stamp 3896.559 limit 333.3333 
desc search Cup 
Activation[ 3942.354 ] : :
L L Task [genii] id genl2 stamp 3897.446 limit 82.844333 
desc search guided Cup ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 3942.452 ] : :
L L Task [genl3] id genl4 stamp 3897.528 limit 27.60569 
desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.55 ref [Desk-42]
Activation[ 3942.518 ] : :
L L Task [genl5] id genl6 stamp 3898.182 limit 27.5959 
desc modify sensor cam_pos 1.0107884 0.753044 1.255829
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ref [Desk-42]
Phase send-commands
  COMBINE-COMMAND ---
Reference frame :: [Desk-42]
——  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3 0.25 0.0"
"at-point 1.010788463288154 0.7530449462972907 0.6058296509486479"
"full"
cup-finder
ENTERING[ 4263.056 ] phase attending
Terminate-Task[ 4263.721 ] : :
Task id genl2 desc search guided Cup ref [Desk-42]
Terminate-Task[ 4264.846 ] ::
Task id genl4 desc modify sensor lookp 0.3 0.25 0.65 ref [Desk-42] 
Terminate-Task[ 4265.389 ] ::
Task id genl6
desc modify sensor cam__pos 1.010788 0.753044 1.255829 
ref [Desk-42]
Terminate-Task[ 4266.507 ] : : Task id genlO desc search Cup
Create[ 4273.308 ] ::
Task id genl7 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 4273.308 
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.615 ref [Table-22] 
Create[ 4276.704 ] ::
Task id genl9 parent gen2 pr 10 t-stamp 4276.704 
desc modify sensor cam_pos 2.2383996 2.1397185 1.382889 
ref [Table-22]
Phase scheduling
  SCHEDULING ---
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
SCHEDULING:: --- SCHEDULING NO ACTIVE TASKS----
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
  ACTIVE TASKS ---
Activation[ 4284.639 ] : :
L Task [genl] id gen2 stamp 3881.862 limit 800.0 
desc monitor reference [Table-22]
Activation[ 4284.718 ] : :
L L Task [genl7] id genlS stamp 4271.841 limit 57.36371 
desc modify sensor lookp 3.0 3.0 0.615 ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 4284.8 ] : :
L L Task [genl9] id gen20 stamp 4275.117 limit 57.27285 
desc modify sensor cam_jpos 2.238399 2.139718 1.382889 
ref [Table-22]
Activation[ 4284.866 ] ::
L L Task [gen21] id gen22 stamp 4278.864 limit 285.985 
desc monitor reference [Table-22] ref [Table-22]
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— COMBINE-COMMAND ——  
Reference frame ; : [Table-22]
  BUILT COMMAND ---
"at-point 0.3500000000000001 0.3500000000000001 0.0"
"at-point -0.4116003852682213 -0.5102814748446005 0.7678893519264021" 
"full"
plate-finder 
cup-finder 
poly-finder
A.5 The tracking mechanisms
Behaviour:
no-move
no-move
full
cup-finder 
OFF
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord) 
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G coord)
D_Base:
cup 14 [ 1.000 ] ( 0.512 0.500 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord) 
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 41.0 199.0 79.0 199.0 79.0 221.0 41.0 221.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region ( 33.0 126.0 61.0 126.0 61.0 164.0 33.0 164.0 ]
cup 14 [ 2.000 ] ( 0.512 0.500 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
Behaviour:
no-move
no-move
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
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Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 236.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D__Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 50.0 200.0 9 4 . 0  200.0 9 4 . 0  222.0 50.0 222.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 38.0 126.0 68.0 126.0 68.0 170.0 38.0 170.0 ]
cup 57 [ 1.000 ] ( 0.504 0.341 0.054 ) 3.000000 (status STATIC)
cup 14 [ 3.000 ] ( 0.512 0.499 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest :
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D__Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 44.0 199.0 90.0 199.0 90.0 221.0 44.0 221.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 41.0 133.0 83.0 133.0 83.0 167.0 41.0 167.0 ]
cup 57 [ 0.000 3 ( 0.604 0.341 0.054 ) 3.000000 (status STATIC)
cup 14 [ 2.000 ] ( 0.512 0.499 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
Behaviour:
no-move
no-move
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest :
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 255.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 60.0 201.0 112.0 201.0 112.0 223.0 60.0 223.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 48.0 131.0 88.0 131.0 88.0 173.0 48.0 173.0 ]
cup 14 [ 3.000 ] ( 0.513 0.499 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
Behaviour:
no-move
no-move
full
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cup-fxnder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 25 6.0 256.0 (G__coord>
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 83.0 194.0 121.0 194.0 121.0 218.0 83.0 218.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 47.0 132.0 89.0 132.0 89.0 172.0 47.0 172.0 ]
cup 112 [ 1.000 ] ( 0.607 0.373 0.054 ) 6.000000 (status STATIC)
cup 14 [ 4.000 ) ( 0.513 0.499 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
Behaviour:
no-move
no-move
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 70.0 200.0 120.0 200.0 120.0 222.0 70.0 222.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 43.0 129.0 91.0 129.0 91.0 163.0 43.0 163.0 ]
cup 112 [ 0.000 ] ( 0.607 0.373 0.054 ) 6.000000 (status STATIC)
cup 14 [ 5.000 ] ( 0.513 0.498 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
8
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128,0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 86.0 198.0 132.0 198.0 132.0 218.0 86.0 218.0 3 
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 54.0 130.0 100.0 130.0 100.0 168.0 54.0 168.0 ]
cup 14 ( 5.000 ] ( 0.513 0.498 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
Behaviour:
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no-move
no-move
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest :
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 93.0 201.0 143.0 201.0 143.0 223.0 93.0 223.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 108.0 113.0 174.0 113.0 174.0 159.0 108.0 159.0 ]
cup 169 [ 1.000 ] ( 0.622 0.399 0.054 ) 9.000000 (status STATIC)
cup 14 ( 5.000 ] ( 0.513 0.499 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
10
Behaviour:
no-move
no-move
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 98.0 195.0 140.0 195.0 140.0 221.0 98.0 221.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 55.0 135.0 111.0 135.0 111.0 173.0 55.0 173.0 ]
cup 169 [ 0.000 3 ( 0.622 0.399 0.054 ) 9.000000 (status STATIC)
cup 14 ( 5.000 3 ( 0.513 0.501 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
11
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord) 
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation
cup 14 [ 5.000 ] ( 0.514 0.501 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
 12
Behaviour: 
no-move
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no-move
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 25 6.0 25 6.0 (G_coord)
D__Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 105.0 202.0 159.0 202.0 159.0 226.0 105.0 226.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 75.0 128.0 139.0 128.0 139.0 170.0 75.0 170.0 ]
cup 14 ( 5.000 ] ( 0.514 0.501 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
13
Behaviour:
no-move
no-move
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 256.0 25 6.0 (Gcoord)
D_Base:
Activation: : Hough based motion estimation
cup 14 [ 5.000 1 ( 0.514 0.501 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
14
Behaviour:
no-move
no-move
full
cup-finder 
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 25 6.0 25 6.0 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region ( 123.0 199.0 171.0 199.0 171.0 219.0 123.0 219.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region ( 109.0 104.0 187.0 104.0 187.0 160.0 109.0 160.0 ]
cup 14 [ 4.000 ] ( 0.514 0.501 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
----------------------------------------15
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
full
cup-finder
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ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128-0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region ( 162.0 199.0 188.0 199.0 188.0 217.0 162.0 217.0 ]
***** Detected Dangerous Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 160.0 93.0 206.0 93.0 206.0 151.0 160.0 151.0 ]
cup 14 [ 3.000 ] ( 0.514 0.501 0.054 ) 1.000000 (status STATIC)
 1 6 ---------------------------------------------------
Behaviour: 
no-move 
no-move 
full
cup-finder
ON-BOTTOM-UP
Region of Interest:
-128.0 128.0 128.0 -128.0 (P_coord)
0.0 0.0 256.0 256.0 (G_coord)
D_Base:
Activation:: Hough based motion estimation 
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 172.0 201.0 194.0 201.0 194.0 217.0 172.0 217.0 ]
***** Detected Peripheral motion ****
Region [ 126.0 197.0 162.0 197.0 162.0 221.0 126.0 221.0 ]
cup 14 [ 2.000 ] ( 0.514 0.501 0.054 } 1.000000 (status STATIC)



